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Pan American scientific congress votes approval; recommends adoption of similar plan in South American countries. July 1925, 9:2, 7

Plan developed for co-ordination in distribution of questionnaires and inspection of hospitals with A.M.A. Jan. 1941, 261:1, 95


Practical application of minimum standard. Jan. 1920, 4:4, 5-9


Report, 1922. Martin, Franklin H. Jan. 1923, 17:1, 3-4


Revised manual. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Sept. 1920, 4:1, 8-10; Crandall, W. C. March 1926, 21:1, 18

Revised manual and plan of hospital standardization sent to hospitals and Fellows. March, 1918, 33:1, 1

Slope, Frederick W. Jan. 1926, 10:1, 16

Some observations. Davis, Newton E. July, 1927, 11:3, 45-48


Special survey, hospitals of Victoria and New South Wales, Australia, and Dominion of New Zealand. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Jan. 1927, 11:1, 35-36

Staff meetings, case records, and clinical laboratories in general hospitals of 100 or more beds. U.S. and Canada. Jan. 1920, 4:4, 5

Standardization and betterment of hospitals. Case, James T. July, 1925, 9:2, 7


Standardization of hospitals, 1916-17. Dec. 1924, 8:3, 10-12

Standardization of surgical dressings. Yrbk. 1935, 120-123

Summary. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Jan. 1922, 6:2, 18

Survey of 12 hospitals in China commenced in 1925. Jan. 1926, 10:1, 49

Twelve years in retrospect. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Dec. 1929, 23:4, 3-8

Vancouver General Hospital. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Jan. 1920, 4:3, 7

Viewpoint of clinical pathologist. Foord, Alvin G. March, 1936, 21:1, 20-21


Viewpoint of economist. Crosby, Daniel. March, 1936, 21:1, 26

Viewpoint of hospital administration. Fesler, Paul H. March, 1936, 21:1, 20


Viewpoint of medical profession. Dickinson, Robert L. Jan. 1922, 6:2, 14-15

Viewpoint of medical staff member. Highsmith, Jacob F. March, 1936, 21:1, 19

Viewpoint of nurse. Stephanie, Sister Mary. March, 1936, 21:1, 24


Viewpoint of superintendent. Haywood, Alfred K. Jan. 1926, 6:2, 7-8

Viewpoint of trustees. Davis, Newton E. Jan. 1922, 6:2, 8-10; Crandall, W. C. March 1926, 21:1, 18


Hospitals Standardization Conferences. (See also HOSPITALS—subject headings)


Departmental panel round table conference. Conducted by Robin C. Buerki. Jan. 1941, 26:1, 73-81

First conference of international and state committees on standards, Chicago, 1917, 3:1, 1


Round table conference. MacEachern, Malcolm T. 1930, 14, 51-57

Summary of first conference. Crile, George. 1917, 3:1, 2

Survey. 1920. Bowman, John G. July, 1921, 5:1, 4


Twenty-first annual report—1937 survey. Crile, George. April, 1938, 23:2, 72-74


Value of medical department to industry. Rickcord, R. V. Conf. on Traum. Surg. 1929, 31-33

Value of medical department to industry and its needs. Massey, R. V. Conf. on Traum. Surg. 1929, 29-30

Value of medical service to insurance company. Burns, F. Highlands. Conf. on Traum. Surg. 1929, 30-38

What business expects of medical profession. Kemper, James S. Conf. on Traum. Surg. 1929, 31-36

Working principles of adequate medical service. Med. Serv. in Ind. & Workmen's Comp. Laws. March, 1938, 3-4


A.C.S. joins Inter-American Congress of Surgery. Sept. 1943, 28:3, 261-262

Recommendation of affiliation with South American universities. Mayo, William J. Jan. 1939, 4:3-5

Tribute to doctors of North America by medical associations of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Sept. 1943, 28:3, 260


What business expects of medical profession. Kemper, James S. Conf. on Traum. Surg. 1929, 31-36

Plan for organization of junior candidate group. Specially printed, Feb. 1924


Junior candidate group and graduate training. June, 1938, 23:3, 263-264

Arab contributions to medical sciences, transcription of monograph by Dr. Sami Haddad, Beirut, Syria. June, 1938, 23:3, 263-264

Biographical bits from early times. June, 1940, 25:3, 197-198

Blank for outlining subject of research. Latest reference, Dec. 1945, 30:4, 476

Bookplates, collection. April, 1937, 22:2, 107

Cataloging and indexing. April, 1940, 25:2, 114-115

Century of progress in medical literature. Sept. 1934, 18:3, 30-31


Collection, William McDowell Mastin, 400 vol., including old monographs, willed to College. Sept. 1930, 14:3, 37

Collection, volotaryology, Dr. Otto Joachim. Sept. 1930, 14:3, 37

College library. July, 1925, 9:7, 0; Yrbk. 1921, 15-16; 1922, 11; 1923, 18; 1924, 13; 1925, 18; 1926, 20; 1927, 20; 1929, 22
American College of Surgeons


Desire to publish sectional meetings. Jan. 1920, 43:1, 10
Organization of state and provincial sections. Yrbk. 1923, 14
State and provincial clinical sections. Yrbk. 1922, 29:47
Testimonial dinner—Rudolph Matas. June, 1940, 25:3, 157-166


Advantages of standardization. June, 1930, 14:2, 17-19
Classification of dressings and nomenclature. June, 1930, 14:2, 6-7
General statement. June, 1930, 14:2, 3
List of proposed standard dressings. June, 1930, 14:2, 4-9
Plan of procedure. June, 1930, 14:2, 4-6
Ready-made dressings. June, 1930, 14:2, 16-17
Sterilization of surgical dressings. June, 1930, 14:2, 11-13
Storage and distribution of surgical dressings. June, 1930, 14:2, 14
Uses of proposed standardized dressings. June, 1930, 14:2, 10-11

Traumatic surgery board. (See also Industrial medicine)
Board on traumatic surgery. July, 1927, 11:3, 13; Yrbk. 1927, 29-30; 1928, 30-32; 1929, 31-34; 1930, 30-32
Summary, activities of board on traumatic surgery. Reports, 1921, 3-4; Besley, Frederic A., and Bowman C. Crowell. June, 1929, 13:2, 21-32


War sessions. Deterrent by A.C.S. of 1945 series of war sessions. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 5
Military and civilian physicians and hospital personnel participate in 21 regional meetings. MacEachern, Malcolm T. June, 1944, 29:2, 71-84
Office of Defense Transportation communication. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 5
Panel discussions. April, 1942, 27:2, 102-135
Participants in war sessions of A.C.S., March 2, 1942 to May 28, 1942. April, 1942, 27:2, 99-101
Preliminary announcement. Sept. 1943, 28:3, 745-249
Programs. April, 1942, 27:2, 96-97
Schedule. April, 1942, 27:2, 94
Summarization, scientific panel discussions. Engle, Gilson C. April, 1942, 27:2, 135
Twenty war sessions scheduled. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 27-33
War sessions to supplant usual sectional meetings of College in 1943 program. Jan. 1942, 27:1, 5-9
War sessions—1944. Feb. 1944, 29:1, 5-9
Welcome to the visitors. Groulx, Adelard. June, 1944, 29:2, 87

Know your blue book and pledge. July, 1925, 9:2, 6
1944 supplement, 1942-1943 year book. Feb. 1944, 29:1, 63
1945 supplement, 1942-1943 year book. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 76

American Association of Medical Record Librarians
(See Hospitals—Medical records)
American Committee on Maternal Welfare
Work of committee on maternal welfare. Adair, Fred L. April, 1937, 22:2, 73-74
American Dietetic Association
Recognition of academic training and internship as essential for professional background in dietetics.
March, 1936, 21:1, 25
American Federation of Labor
Letter from William Green (Hospital standardization).
Jan. 1928, 12:1, 51
Relation of organized labor to care of accidents. Frey, John P. Dec. 1928, 12:4, 7-8
American Hospital Association
Acceptance and endorsement of hospital standardization. Jan. 1922, 6:1, 5
Committee on co-operation. 1917, 3:1, 45
Official endorsement, February, 1933, of principle of group budgeting for hospital care and outline of acceptable plan.
March, 1936, 21:1, 46
Votes unanimously at annual meeting, September, 1916, to co-operate with College in all its work. Director's report. 1916, 2:1, 13

Bugbee, George. June, 1944, 29:2, 233-234

American Medical Association
(See also American College of Surgeons—Committees)
Postwar medical service. Feb. 1944, 29:1, 14; Sept. 1944, 30:1, 272; Feb. 1945, 30:1, 27-31; Sept. 1945, 30:3, 245-250

Viewpoint on graduate training for surgery. Rankin, Fred W. Jan. 1938, 23:1, 34-36

American Protestant Hospital Association
Acceptance and endorsement of hospital standardization. Jan. 1922, 6:1, 5

American Railway Association
Acceptance and endorsement of hospital standardization. Jan. 1922, 6:1, 5

The American Red Cross

Civillian blood donor service. Sept. 1945, 30:3, 251
Distribution of immune serum globulin. Sept. 1945, 30:3, 251

Joint statement by Office of Civilian Defense and American Red Cross. April, 1942, 27:2, 158

American Roentgen-Ray Society
Recommendations for protecting patient, operator and others in roentgenological department. April, 1935, 9:1, 9-78

American Society of Clinical Pathologists
Suggestion of appointment of committee to co-operate with society in formulating plan of financing department of clinical pathology in hospital. Burdick, Ward. Jan. 1942, 8:1, 81

Amputations
Method of applying traction to amputation stumps. Bernard, H. L. June, 1943, 28:2, 134
Method of constructing a pylon which has proved very satisfactory in below-the-knee amputations. Toftmeyer, D. D. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 53

Refrigeration anesthesia in amputations with report of cases. Glasser, S. Thomas and Albert Lesser. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 53
ANESTHESIA
(See also HOSPITALS—Anesthesia service)

Actual conditions and indications for local anesthesia.
Mendonca, Jose de. Sept. 1923, 73, 38-39

Anesthesia in general surgery. Sept. 1923, 73, 50-51

Anesthesia for surgical operations. Sept. 1923, 73, 48-49

Anesthesia, professional and economic problems.
Anderson, L. A. April 1931, 72:4, 75-76

Anesthesia relation to ophthalmology and otolaryngology.
Guthmayer, James. April 1925, 102:3, 17-18

Anesthetic of choice in orthopedic surgery.
Kennedy, R. D. Sept. 1923, 73, 40-50


Choice of anesthetic in urology. Young, Hugh H. Sept. 1923, 73, 40

Effects of topical anesthetics on gastrointestinal motility.
Crohn, N. N. Feb. 1943, 281, 46

Factors involved in and management of anoxia and anesthesia in intrathoracic operations.
Thornton, Thomas, Jr. Feb. 1943, 281, 42

General anesthesia by ether, chloroform, and gas.
Welborn, James Y. Sept. 1923, 73, 43-44

Local anesthesia. Mowbray, Frederick B. Sept. 1923, 73, 46-47

Montreal College of Anesthesia. Feb. 1945, 30:3, 75

The nurse anesthetist. Bunts, Frank E. Sept. 1923, 73, 42-43

Preparation of local anesthetic solutions. de Takats, L. and Green, A. Sept. 1923, 73, 42-43

Rectal anesthesia. Bryant, William. Sept. 1923, 73, 47

Refrigeration anesthesia in amputations—with report of cases.


Refrigeration and its use in surgery of extremities.
Heinbecker, Peter; Bruneau, Jacques; and Large, Alfred M. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 62

Spinal and caudal anesthesia. Case, James T. Sept. 1923, 73, 44-46

Some interesting experiences with other anesthesia.
Danna, Joseph A. Feb. 1943, 281, 55

Study of concentration of ether in breath and blood during course of surgical operations.
Harger, R. N. Feb. 1943, 281, 54

Three-year residency in anesthesiology available at Univ. of Chicago.
Sept. 1945, 30:3, 223

ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION

Acute effects of 3', 3'-methylenedioxy—(4-hydroxyecgonin) on anesthetized animal.
Wakim, K. G.; Gatch, W. D.; and Herman, F. Dec. 1945, 30:5, 75

Adrenal cortical changes after administration of adrenal cortical extract in guinea pigs receiving an M.L.D. of clostridium welchii toxin.
Kopf, Maxwell F., and Bjarne Pearson. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 60-61

Alterations in plasma volume and total circulating plasma proteins of burned animals during convalescence.

Experimental study of production of erosions or ulcer (gastric and/or duodenal) in animals by frequent introduction of bone marrow.
Merendino, K. Alvin, Sidney S. Litow, Wallace D. Armstrong, and Owen H. Wangensteen. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 58

Experimental study of production of erosions or ulcer (gastric and/or duodenal) by intravenous injection of small amounts of fat in animals.
Baronovsky, Ivan, and Owen H. Wangensteen. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 59

Experimental production of pericardial adhesions in rats.
Heinbeurger, Robert F. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 57

Experimental study of production of adhesions by sulfadiazine and sulfamerazine in various species of animals.
Kaiser, George D. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 69

Failure of fracture or curettage of marrow of long bones in dogs or fracture in man to cause stimulation of gastric secretion.
Merendino, K. Alvin, Sidney S. Litow, and Owen H. Wangensteen. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 58

Importance and value to scientific medicine of animal experimentation.

Inulin and diodrast clearance studies during shock produced by crushing limbs of anesthetized dogs.
Campbell, Kenneth. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 69


That man may live—motion picture film produced by Campbell. March, 1939, 21:1, 59

APPENDICITIS

Bacteriological considerations in sulfonamide prophylaxis against peritonitis.
Zintel, Harold, John S. Lockwood, and Joseph Snyder. Feb. 1943, 281, 51

How hospital management and medical staff can cooperate in reducing mortality of appendicitis.

Statistical analysis of appendicitis cases at Cincinnati General Hospital in last four years, with particular reference to public health campaign now in progress.
Graf, Douglas F. Feb. 1943, 281, 50

Study of acute appendicitis (1920-28 inclusive) for purpose of evaluating staff conferences.

Study of 500 cases observed during present emergency in Army hospitals.
Gerwig, Major Walter H. Feb. 1943, 281, 51

Study of effects of sulfonamides in acute appendicitis.
Kaufman, Louis Rene and Walter L. Merendino. Feb. 1943, 281, 50

Survey of acute appendicitis (1920-29) at St. Catherine's Hospital, Brooklyn.
ASSOCIATION OF MILITARY SURGEONS OF THE UNITED STATES
Meeting, Association of Military Surgeons. Sept. 1943, 28:3, 253
Henry S. Wellcome medal (illus.) Jan. 1940, 25:1, 37

AUSTRALIA
Australia and New Zealand, 1924. Dec. 1924, 8:15
College of Surgeons of Australia. Syme, Sir George. Yrbk. 1920, 153-156
Hospitals. June, 1924, 8:2, 7-8
A medical pilgrimage. Martin, Franklin H. June, 1924, 8:2, 5-15
A medical pilgrimage—entertainment. June, 1924, 8:2, 12-13
Medical societies. June, 1924, 8:2, 6-7
Medical teaching. June, 1924, 8:2, 12
New Zealand and Australia. Mayo, William J. June, 1924, 8:2, 3-4
People. June, 1924, 8:2, 15
Private hospitals. June, 1924, 8:2, 11-12
Work of Drs. Roylo and Hunter. June, 1924, 8:2, 7

B
BLEDDER AND URETHRA
Bladder and posterior urethra. Reaves, J. U. Sept. 1923, 7:3, 54

BLOOD AND VESSELS
Clinical use of ossein gelatin as plasma substitute. Koop, C. Everett. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 66
Comparison of various blood substitutes in resuscitation after otherwise fatal hemorrhage. Greengard, H., I. F. Stein, Jr., and A. C. Ivy. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 57
Effects of massive transfusions of defibrinated blood. Vaughan, Herbert H. Feb. 1943, 30:1, 65
Hematocrit and plasma protein changes associated with massive blood losses in man. Crook, Clarence E. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 66
High saphenous resection in the obese. Dunlop, George R. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 61
Injection of varicose veins: Importance and technique of injecting elevated extremity. Bellis, Carroll J. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 60
Ligation of femoral vein in occulsive arterial disease. Glasser, Thomas C., and Albert Lesser. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 60
Methods and clinical application of blood volume measurements. Schaller, Paul W. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 64
Observations of seventy operated cases of subdural hematomata. Echlin, Francis A. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 37
Office of Civilian Defense plasma goes to hospitals. June, 1945, 30:2, 138
Reactions following intravenous administration of human plasma. Levine, Milton, and David State. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 60

BONE SARCOMA
Codman, E. A. Jan. 1926, 10:1A, 7-32
Bone sarcoma nomenclature—main classifications: metastatic tumors, periosteal, fibrosarcoma, osteogenic tumors, inflammatory conditions, benign giant cell tumor, angioma, myeloma. Codman, E. A. Jan. 1926, 10:1A, 9-11
Sarcoma of upper jaw. Barnhill, John F. Sept. 1923, 7:3, 27

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
What New Zealand Division of British Medical Association is doing toward improving hospital efficiency for practitioners of medicine. Elliott, J. S. April, 1924, 9:1, 19-23

BURNS
Climatic factor in management of burns. Walton, Franklin E. June, 1943, 28:3, 141
Early repair of skin defects caused by severe burns and wounds. Evans, Everett Idris. June, 1943, 28:2, 142-143
Expeditious excision and grafting of full-thickness burns facilitated by prophylactic and therapeutic penicillin. Langohr, John L., and Oliver Cope. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 63
Fluid and protein shifts in severely burned patients. Moore, Francis D., and Oliver Cope. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 65
Treatment of burn lesions with biodyne ointment. Preliminary presentation. Walsh, Thomas F. P. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 64

C
CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Acceptance and endorsement of hospital standardization. Jan. 1927, 6:1, 5
69th annual meeting, Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 20 to 24, 1938. April, 1938, 23:2, 150

CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRAINED NURSES
Review of status of nursing profession in Canada with possible future development. Browne, Jean E. Jan. 1944, 8:1, 20-22

CANCER
Cancer—an arrestable disease. Dukes, Charles A. June, 1934, 18:2, 7-8
Cancer is curable. Martin, Franklin H. Dec. 1933, 17:4, 49-50; Yrbk. 1934, 24, 25; 1935, 24, 25
Cancer problem. Saltzstein, Harry C. March, 1930, 14:1, 50-51
Economic bearing of cancer on individual, family, and state. Little, Clarence Cook. Dec. 1933, 17:4, 48-49


Progress in treatment in cancer. Greenough, Robert B. April, 1928, 12:2, 36-37


Radium in treatment of uterine pathology. Abell, Irvin. April, 1928, 12:2, 42-46


Role of social worker in diagnosis and treatment of cancer. Cockrell, Eleanor. March, 1933, 17:1, 15-18

Standardization of surgery in general hospital. Soper, George A. April, 1928, 12:2, 119-121


Symposium—cancer is curable. Sept. 1932, 16:4, 11


Twenty-five years of work on cancer problem by A.C.S. Crowell, Bowman C. June, 1932, 23:3, 199-211


What can be done for apparently hopeless cases of cancer? Beck, Emil G. Sept. 1923, 7:3, 41

What cancers can be cured? Lee, Burton J. Dec. 1933, 17:4, 47-48

What you should know about cancer. Healy, William P. June, 1934, 18:2, 8-9


CANCER AWARDS

Analysis of 1500 applications for Saunders cancer awards. Soper, George A. April, 1928, 12:2, 31-35

CANCER CLINICS

(See also AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Cancer clinics; hospitals—Cancer clinics)

Cancer clinic in general hospital. Adair, Frank E. April, 1938, 22:2, 109-110


Organization and conduct of cancer clinics in general hospitals. MacDonald, Ian G., and Bowman C. Crowell. April, 1936, 24:2, 85-92

Organization and operating principles of tumor unit in general hospital. Tenopyr, Joseph. April, 1940, 25:2, 75-76


Value of cancer diagnostic clinics. Lee, Burton J. Dec. 1931, 15:4, 7-17

CARNegie FOUNDATION

Comment on hospital standardization. Pritchette, Henry S. Jan. 1921, 3:1, 7

Contribution toward financial support of hospital standardization. Jan. 1924, 8:1, 6

CATHOLIC HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Acceptance and endorsement of hospital standardization. Jan. 1922, 6:1, 5

Co-operation of Catholic hospital. Jan. 1920, 4:3, 6-7

Formal endorsement of hospital standardization, 1917. Jan. 1920, 10:1, 10


Pledge of co-operation in hospital standardization. Moulinier, Father C. B. Jan. 1920, 4:3, 6-7

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS

A.C.S. exhibit at a Century of Progress. Sept. 1933, 173, 24

Exhibit at a Century of Progress. June, 1934, 17:9, 39

The next century of progress in medicine. Hess, Elmer. March, 1934, 18:1, 37

Surgeons at a Century of Progress. Sept. 1933, 173, 23

CHEMOTHERAPY

Advantages and dangers of penicillin therapy in empyema cases. Blades, Brian. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 56-57


Intraventricular use of penicillin. Johnson, Herbert C. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 55

Study of excretion of sulfanilamide derivatives in bile. Tenery, Robert Mayo. Feb. 1943, 28:1, 63

CHICAGO HOSPITAL COUNCIL

Joint session with A.C.S. and Chicago Hospital Council on public relations. April, 1938, 22:2, 104-107

CHINA

Hospital standardization survey of 12 hospitals in China commenced in 1925. Jan. 1926, 10:1, 49

CLINICAL BUREAUS


CLINICAL CONGRESS

(See AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Clinical congress)

CONFERENCE BOARD OF HOSPITALS AND HOMES OF THE METHODIST CHURCH

Acceptance and endorsement of hospital standardization. Jan. 1922, 6:1, 5

Hospital standardization, viewpoint of hospital trustees—adoption of minimum standard by board of hospitals and homes of Methodist Church. Davis, Newton E. Jan. 1922, 6:1, 8-10

CRIPPLED CHILD


DISEASE NOMENCLATURE

Adoption and putting into operation of standard nomenclature of disease. Jordan, Edwin P. Jan. 1941, 26:1, 68-69


New nomenclature of disease. Martin, Franklin H. June, 1933, 17:2, 61


ECONOMICS

(See also HOSPITALS—Economics; MEDICAL ECONOMICS)

Medical and hospital economics. Besley, Frederic A. 1933, 17:7, 7-8

Medical and surgical economics—introductory remarks. Martin, Franklin H. Dec. 1929, 13:4, 9-10

ETHICS

(See also MEDICAL ETHICS)

Access to patients' records. Evans, Edward F. Jan. 1924, 8:1, 54-55

FAMILY DOCTOR

Who is your family doctor? Abell, Irvin. Dec. 1933, 17:4, 7

FEE-SPLITTING

(See MEDICAL ETHICS)

FIJI ISLANDS

Medical pilgrimage, Fiji Islands. June, 1934, 8:6, 5-6

FIRST AID

(See ACCIDENTS; AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Industrial medicine and traumatic surgery board; INJURIES)

First aid. Scudder, Charles L. June, 1934, 17:2, 6-7
FORUM ON FUNDAMENTAL SURGICAL PROBLEMS
(See AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Clinical
congress; see also RESEARCH)

FRACTURES
(See also AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—
Fractures)
Cancellous bone graft in non-union of carpal scaphoid.
Milgram, J. E. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 62
Compression fracture of spine. Osgood, Robert B. Oct.
1926, 10:4, 17-18
Criteria for pinning fractures about hip by closed
Experiences with compound fractures from Pacific
combat area with presentation of new appliances for
care of war injured. Tofflemier, D. D. June, 1943,
28:2, 132-135
10:4, 12-10
Fracture of carpal scaphoid. McKim, L. H. June, 1944,
20:2, 122
Hematemesis from erosion or ulcer (gastric and/or duodenal); occasional complication of fracture. Men- 
edino, K., Alvin, Owen H. Wangenstein, and Sidney S. Litow. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 58
Initial treatment of simple fractures. Hawley, George W. Oct. 1946, 31:4, 10
Lesions of musculoskeletal cuff. Painful shoulder due to
calcific deposit. McLaughlin, Harrison L. Feb. 1945,
30:1, 62
Postgraduate education in fractures. Leland, George A.,
Simplicity in fracture treatment. Magnussen, Paul B.
June, 1943, 28:2, 135-137
Progress in transportation of fracture patients. Ken- 
eddy, Robert H. April, 1940, 25:2, 107-108
Syllabus—course of instruction for hospital interns and
residents on care of cases of trauma. Prepared by
New York and Brooklyn regional fracture committee.
Feb. 1944, 29:1, 29
Technique for closed pinning of fractures of femoral
neck. Moore, Robert D. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 63
1943, 28:1, 54
Treatment of compound fractures and osteomyelitis
from war wounds. Mensoor, Merrill C. June, 1943, 28:3,
133-134
Treatment of fractures. Griswold, R. Arnold, Frederick R.
Hook, and Robert H. Kennedy. April, 1942, 27:2, 117-121
Treatment of fractures and bone and joint surgery with
Stader reduction and fixation splint. Shaar, C. M.
June, 1943, 28:2, 128-130

CRITERIA FOR GRADUATE TRAINING IN SURGERY AND
THE SURGICAL SPECIALTIES
(See also AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS;
HOSPITALS)
Approved programs in hospitals in U.S. and Canada.
Basic medical sciences in graduate training in surgery.
Miller, George H. June, 1945, 30:2, 103-109; Spec. Bull.,
Sept. 1945, 10-25
Bibliography: Jan. 1942, 27:5, 18-20; June, 1945, 30:2,
122-134; Spec. Bull., sept. 1945, 78-79; Sept. 1945, 30:3,
270-271
Criteria for graduate training in surgery and a manual.
1939, 24:1, 6-11
Continuing education for medical officers and civilian
physicians. Furstenberg, Albert C. June, 1943, 28:2,
203-201
Descriptions of approved programs in hospitals of U.S.
Directory of approved plans—A.C.S. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 12;
Sept. 1945, 30:3, 239; Jan. 1946
Sept. 1945, 70-72
Expanded program of A.C.S. for graduate training in
surgery. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Sept. 1944, 29:3,
270-279; Spec. Bull. Sept. 1945, 7-10
Evaluation of graduate training in surgery—records,
reports and estimates of work. Wise, Walter D.,
Henry F. Bongardt, and Donald Guthrie. Jan. 1940, 28:1,
27-30
Facts about your medical career on demobilization.
Lebbetter, Thomas A. June, 1945, 30:2, 134-135; Spec.
Bull. Sept. 1945, 72-76
Fundamental principles. Jan. 1939, 24:1, 12; April 1939,
24:2, 97
Dec. 1945, 30:4, 387-393; Dir. Grad. Trg., Jan. 1946,
7-18
Graduate medical teaching of specialties in graduate
school of University of Pennsylvania. Lee, Walter
Graduate training for obstetrics. Kosmak, George W.
April, 1937, 22:1, 73
Graduate training for orthopedic surgery. Wilson, Philip
D. Jan. 1939, 24:1, 50-52
Graduate training for surgery. Ochsner, Alton. Jan. 1938,
23:1, 6-9; Wright, Arthur M. Jan. 1939, 24:1, 56-57
Graduate training in government hospitals. June, 1945,
30:2, 101
Graduate training in ophthalmology. Gradle, Harry S.
Jan. 1938, 24:1, 59-61
Graduate training in otolaryngology. Furstenberg Al-
cert C. Jan. 1939, 24:1, 61-64
Graduate training in surgery and surgical specialties.
Reynolds, Charles R. June, 1945, 30:2, 93-107; Spec.
Bull. Sept. 1945, 11-18
Graduate training in urology. Kretschmer, Herman L.
Jan. 1939, 24:1, 48-50
Graduate training, viewpoint of surgeons in rural com-
munity hospitals. Snyder, Howard L. Jan. 1938, 23:1,
30-31
Modern preceptor in graduate teaching. Guthrie, Don-
Opportunities for training in surgery in approved hos-
1940, 25:1, 13-15; Huer, George J. Jan. 1940, 25:1,
16
Organizing and executing plan for graduate training for
surgery in a hospital. Earnheart, Harold. Jan. 1939,
24:1, 42-44
Organized study of surgical pathology. Leshart, Carl H.,
and Howard C. Naftelger. Jan. 1940, 25:1, 24-26
Planning for a professional career. MacEachern, Malcolm
T. Feb. 1945, 30:1, 7-12; Spec. Bull. Sept. 1945, 89-
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Commission Takes Over Hospital Accreditation. Jan-Feb., 1953, 38:1, 52
Hospital Standardization Program of the College. Allen, Arthur W. Jan., 1951, 36:1, 22; Dec., 1951, 36:4, 363; Hawley, Paul R. June, 1951, 36:2, 90; Sept., 1951, 36:3, 172
Manual of Hospital Accreditation (Formerly Designated “Manual of Hospital Standardization”). Hawley, Paul R. Dec., 1951, 36:4, 338-344
Statements Conveying Hospital Program to Commission. May-June, 1953, 38:3, 116-121
Thirty-Fourth Annual Hospital Standardization Report Including List of Approved Hospitals in the United States and Canada, as of December 31, 1951. The 1951 Survey. March, 1952, 37:1, 5-120

JOINT COMMITTEE FOR THE CO-ORDINATION OF MEDICAL ACTIVITIES, OR POSTWAR MEDICAL SERVICE COMMITTEE (see AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION)

JUNIOR CANDIDATE GROUP, A.C.S. (see CANDIDATE GROUP, A.C.S.)

K

KANSAS CITY ANATOMICAL SOCIETY, INC., THE

KELLOGG FOUNDATION, W. K. (See also MEDICAL AUDIT RESEARCH PROJECT, A.C.S.; PROFESSIONAL AND HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES, INC., COMMISSION ON)
Kellogg Foundation Gives College $120,000 for Patient Care Research. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 64
To Develop Medical Audit System for Hospitals. Sept-Oct., 1953, 38:3, 214

L

LAIRD, WILLIAM R.
The Philosophy of Medicine. Hawley, Paul R. Mar-Apr., 1957, 42:2, 128

LANTERN SLIDES
Factors Determining the Legibility of Lantern Slides. Osburn, William A. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 113-117, 149-150

LARREY, JEAN DOMINIQUE (D.-J.)

LAY EDUCATION

LEARMONTH, JAMES (Sir)
Presentation of Honorary Fellowships in the American College of Surgeons. Jan., 1950, 35:1, 32-34

LERICHE, RENE
Presentation of Honorary Fellowships in the American College of Surgeons. Jan., 1950, 35:1, 32-34

LIBRARY AND DEPARTMENT OF LITERARY RESEARCH, A.C.S.
Bibliography of War Medicine and Surgery, Feb., 1946, 31:1, 45-66
College Receives da Vinci Book. Hawley, Paul R. Jan-Feb., 1953, 38:1, 14
Dr. H. Winnett Orr 1877-1956. Koch, Sumner L. Mar-Apr., 1957, 42:2, 118-121
Library Committee. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 129
Library Service and Literary Research During the War Years. Sept., 1946, 31:3, 287-290
Medical History Reflected in Items Preserved in the Rare Book Room of the College. Sept., 1949, 34:3, 172-175
Medical Librarians from “Over There.” June, 1951, 36:2, 112-114
Medical Librarianship as a Career. June, 1948, 33:2, 68-70
Medical Librarianship Steps Forward. June, 1949, 34:2, 91-93
Package Library Is What You Make It!, The. March, 1952, 37:1, 137-140
Physician and His Medical Librarian, The. Sept., 1948, 33:3, 170-171
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Recommendations for Hospital Medical Library Available in July. May-June, 1955, 40:3, 182
Reorganization of College Library Announced. Hawley, Paul R. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 146
Services Available Through Department of Literary Research. (latest reference) Mar-Apr., 1956, 41:2, 102

LISTER GAVEL, A.C.S. (see INSIGNIA, A.C.S.)

LISTER MEDAL (see ENGLAND, ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF)

LYNCH, THERESA I.

Regents Appoint Dr. Theresa Lynch As Consultant on Nurses' Programs. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 159

MALPRACTICE

Contributory Negligence on the Part of the Patient May Safeguard the Surgeon in Malpractice Actions. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 139-141
In Malpractice Suits "The Thing Speaks for Itself" in Many Cases — and What It Says Is "Damages." Nov-Dec., 1956, 41:6, 441-443
Malpractice Insurance Rates Increased in 43 States; College Group Rates Remain Unchanged at Present. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 9-10
Malpractice Judgments May Retard Patient Care: Ravdin. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 53
Malpractice Suits are an Increasing Hazard. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 126-128
Operating Room Is Focal Point of Malpractice Hazard; Careful Study and Effort Are Needed to Reduce Risk. Sept-Oct., 1956, 41:5, 255-258

MANUSCRIPTS, MEDICAL

Arrangement of Manuscripts of Medical Papers, The. (Latest reference). June, 1951, 36:2, 139

MARTIN MEMORIAL FOUNDATION, THE FRANKLIN H. (see also SURGERY, GYNECOLOGY & OBSTETRICS)

A New Index — Volumes 41 to 80; Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics. June, 1948, 33:1, 73-74
Franklin H. Martin Memorial Foundation and the American College of Surgeons. The Jul-Aug., 1957, 42:4, 193-197

MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE

Hippocratic Principles in the Evolution of Gastric Surgery. Balfour, Donald C. Jan-Feb., 1953, 38:1, 25-31, 69
Qualifications of the Surgeon and the Cancer Problem, The. Whipple, Allen O. Sept., 1947, 32:3, 212-216
Science and Surgery. Paterson Ross, James (Sir). Jan-Feb., 1954, 39:1, 10-22

MASON, JAMES B.

Mar-Apr., 1956, 40:2, 94

MASON, JAMES MONROE


MASS INJURIES (see DISASTER MANAGEMENT)

MATAS, RUDOLPH

Confering of Honorary Fellowships in the American College of Surgeons. Dec., 1951, 36:4, 361-362

MEAD-JOHNSON AWARD (see SCHOLARSHIPS, A.C.S.)

MEDICAL AUDIT RESEARCH PROJECT, A.C.S.

Did They Have Pneumonia or Didn't They? Van Der Kolk, Bert. Nov-Dec., 1954, 39:5, 408
Hospital Statistics Don't Tell the Truth, Myers, Robert S. Nov-Dec., 1954, 39:6, 395-397
New Medical Audit Method, A. Myers, Robert S. and Slee, Vergil N. Jul-Aug., 1957, 42:4, 185-192
Opinions Are No Basis for an Objective Analysis. Eisele, C. Wesley. Nov-Dec., 1954, 39:6, 410
Service for Analysis of Hospital Records is Set Up. Slee, Vergil N. Sept-Oct., 1956, 41:5, 433
To Develop Medical Audit System for Hospitals. Sept-Oct., 1953, 38:5, 214
We Must Ask the Right Questions To Get the Right Answers. Hoffmann, Robert G. Nov-Dec., 1954, 39:6, 406

MEDICAL CONSULTANTS TO THE ARMED FORCES, SOCIETY OF

Armed Forces Consultants Group Includes 149 F.A.C.S. Mason, James B. Mar-Apr., 1957, 42:2, 117, 122

MEDICAL EDUCATION (see also MEDICAL EDUCATION FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE (MEND))

Another Responsibility of the Medical School. Smiley, Dean F. May-June, 1954, 39:3, 140
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MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY, A.C.S.

Committee on Motion Pictures (First Announcement). Jenkins, Hilger Perry. Nov-Dec., 1955, 40:6, 496-497

Crash Movie for Loan. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 144


How to Drive Safely Is Subject of Film Now Available for Loan. Jul-Aug., 1957, 42:4, 218


Safety Film to Be Loaned by the College. Nov-Dec., 1955, 40:6, 521

MOTION PICTURES, MEDICAL, A.C.S. (See also MINIMUM STANDARDS, A.C.S.; MOTION PICTURE LIBRARY, A.C.S.)

Capacity Audience Views Films at Congress. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 121

Dr. Beal, New York, Chairmans New Committee to Produce Nursing Films. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 55

Establishment of Amateur Motion Picture League, Annual Motion Picture Award, and Committee to Study Use of Films in Medical Schools. Jenkins, Hilger P. and Saunders, H. Prather. June, 1951, 36:2, 107

Expanded Program of Medical Motion Picture Films Authorized by the Board of Regents. Dec., 1949, 34:4, 382-383

Films on Surgical Approaches to the Joints. March, 1952, 37:1, 129


Medical Motion Picture Program. Saunders, H. Prather. Jan., 1950, 35:1, 75-76

Motion Picture and Medical Education. The. Drummond, Alvin C. Nov-Dec., 1956, 41:6, 448-450, 461-462

Movies Advocated as Routine Part of Schooling. Mar-Apr., 1955, 38:2, 79-80, 90


Nursing Problem. The. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Feb., 1947, 32:1, 21-22

Production of the Film: "Anomalies of the Bile Ducts and Blood Vessels: Strictures of the Common Duct."
June, 1947, 32:2, 148


MULLER, GEORGE P.

Cave, Henry W. and Magnuson, Paul B. Sept., 1947, 32:3, 294

MYERS, ROBERT S.

June, 1951, 36:2, 104; Jul-Aug., 1954, 39:4, 196

NATIONAL DEFENSE (See also MEDICAL EDUCATION FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE)


What You Should Know about Biological Warfare. June, 1951, 36:2, 118

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Activities of the Division of Medical Sciences of the National Research Council, The. June, 1947, 32:2, 160-161

Damon Runyon Clinical Research Fellowships. June, 1949, 34:2, 98; Jan., 1950, 35:1, 91

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY, CONGRESS OF

Sept.-Oct., 1954, 39:5, 214

NEUROSURGERY, SOUTH AMERICAN CONGRESS ON

June, 1946, 31:2, 118; Jan-Feb., 1953, 38:1, 60

NEUROSURGICAL CONGRESS, LATIN AMERICAN


NORTH CAROLINA, UNIVERSITY OF

Sesquicentennial Convocation of the University of North Carolina. Royster, Hubert A. June, 1946, 31:2, 110

NURSES

American College of Surgeons Approves Use of Nurse Anesthetists. June, 1948, 33:2, 67

Code for Professional Nurses, A. June, 1951, 36:2, 131

Correlation of the Services of the Graduate Nurse, the Practical Nurse and the Auxiliary Worker. Bernecker, Edward M. Jan., 1948, 33:1, 33-35


Developing and Maintaining High Standards of Professional Nursing Services in the Post-war Hospital. Logan, Laura R. Sept., 1946, 31:3, 273-274


Nursing Problem, The. MacEachern, Malcolm T. Feb., 1947, 32:1, 21-22

Outlook Brightens for Relief of Nursing Situation. MacEachern, Malcolm T. June, 1947, 32:2, 150-156


Program to Train Student Nurses in Industrial Service Is Set Up. Sept-Oct., 1957, 42:5, 272, 297

Serious Shortage of Nursing Personnel in Meeting Needs for Nursing Service in Hospitals. Moubray, M. Ruth. June, 1947, 32:2, 168-169


What Must Be Done to Insure Good Nursing Care From the Point of View of the Hospital Administrator. Littauer, David. June, 1949, 34:2, 87-88

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF

Occ-Dec., 1953, 38:6, 377

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN

Therapists Convene in Houston. May-June, 1953, 38:3, 121

OCRNSER, ALTON

Dr. Ochsner is Honored. Mar-Apr., 1957, 42:2, 100

OMAHA CLINICAL SOCIETY


OPERABILITY


OPHTHALMIC SURGERY, A.C.S.

Ophthalic Surgery is New Fellowship Classification. Feb., 1956, 41:3, 125


OPHTHALMOLOGY AND OTOLARYNGOLOGY


OPHTHALMOLOGY, PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF


Ophthalmologists to Meet in Chile. Jul-Aug., 1955, 40:4, 276


ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF


ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY, AMERICAN BOARD OF

Sofield Represents Board. Jul-Aug., 1952, 37:2, 180

OTOLARYNGOLOGY


Refresher Courses Offered by University of Illinois. Lederer, Francis L. June, 1946, 31:2, 116

OTO-RHINOLARYNGOLOGY AND BRONCHO-ESOPHAGOLOGY, PAN-AMERICAN CONGRESS OF

Dec., 1951, 34:4, 332

PANCREAS, DISEASES OF


PAN-PACIFIC SURGICAL ASSOCIATION

June, 1946, 33:1, 64; Jan., 1951, 36:1, 21; June, 1951, 36:2, 85; Sept., 1953, 36:3, 169

PATHOLOGY

Empysema of Pathology — an Unnecessary Evil. Myers, Robert S. May-June, 1954, 39:3, 113-114

PATHOLOGISTS, COLLEGE OF AMERICAN

College of American Pathologists, Westmoreland, M. G. June, 1946, 31:2, 116

PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL, THE

250th Anniversary of the First Hospital in the United States of America — The Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, The. Jan., 1951, 36:1, 64-65

"PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE" FRIENDSHIP PROGRAM

People-to-People Friendship Program Supported. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 164
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PERPETUITY, A.C.S.
Bequest Received. Jan-Feb., 1954, 39:1, 64
Bequests to the College. Sept., 1951, 36:3, 174-175

PERUVIAN ACADEMY OF SURGERY
Peruvian Academy to Meet in April. Nov-Dec., 1957, 42:6, 507

PHEMISTER, DALLAS B.
Dragstedt, Lester R. March, 1952, 37:1, 143

PHILADELPHIA ACADEMY OF SURGERY

PHILOSOPHY, MEDICAL
The Philosophy of Medicine, Hawley, Paul R. Mar-Apr., 1957, 42:2, 128

PHYSICAL MEDICINE (see REHABILITATION)

PHYSICAL MEDICINE, INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
June, 1951, 36:2, 87; Sept., 1951, 36:3, 219; Dec., 1951, 36:4, 332

PLASMA

PLASTIC SURGERY, LATIN AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
Sept., 1950, 35:3, 201

POINT RATING SYSTEM (see HOSPITAL STANDARDIZATION)

POLIOMYELITIS CONFERENCE, INTERNATIONAL
Copenhagen, Denmark. June, 1951, 36:3, 201

POLYVA, EUGENE

POOL, EUGENE HILLHOUSE
Cave, Henry W. Jan., 1950, 35:1, 87-88

POSTWAR MEDICAL SERVICE, COMMITTEE ON; LATER CALLED JOINT COMMITTEE FOR THE CO-ORDINATION OF MEDICAL ACTIVITIES (see AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION)

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
This Hospital Informs Its Patients. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 108

PRESIDENT, ADDRESS OF THE, A.C.S.
But Above All, A Good Doctor. Elkin, Daniel C. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 5-6, 30-32
Evaluation of Full Time and Group Practice for the Clinical Faculty of a Medical School, A. Phemister, Dallas B. Jan., 1950, 35:1, 17-21
“For the Benefit of the Patients.” Coller, Frederick A. Jan., 1951, 36:1, 29-34
Responsibility of a Heritage. The. Rankin, Fred W., Jan-Feb., 1954, 39:1, 5-9, 59

PRESIDENTIAL INSIGNE, A.C.S. (see INSIGNIA, A.C.S.)

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Bicentennial Year, Princeton University. Sept., 1947, 32:3, 293

PRINCIPLES OF FINANCIAL RELATIONS, A.C.S. (see ETHICS)

PROFESSIONAL AND HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES, INC., COMMISSION ON (see also MEDICAL AUDIT RESEARCH PROJECT, A.C.S.)
Kellogg Foundation Gives College $120,000 for Patient Care Research. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 54
New Medical Audit Method, A. Myers, Robert S. and Slee, Vergil N. Jul-Aug., 1957, 42:4, 185-192
Service for Analysis of Hospital Records is Set Up. Sept-Oct., 1956, 41:5, 433
Technique for Evaluating Professional Activities, A. Myers, Robert S. Nov-Dec., 1957, 42:6, 496-499

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY PROGRAM, A.C.S. (see INSURANCE, A.C.S.)

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND ACCREDITATION, DEPARTMENT OF A.C.S.

PRORATION OF BLUE SHIELD FEE (see INSURANCE)

PUBLICATIONS, A.C.S.
Approval Lists of the College. Dec., 1951, 36:4, 389
Directory of Graduate Training Programs. Jan., 1946 (printed separately); Feb., 1946; 31:1, 23
Manual of Hospital Standardization. June, 1946, 31:2, 102-103
Medical Service in Industry and Workmen’s Compensation Laws. June, 1946, 31:2, 107
New Handbook on Cancer Programs Distributed by College. May-June, 1954, 39:3, 116
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BULLETIN


What the Fellows Think About the BULLETIN. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 122-125

DIRECTORY


SURGERY, GYNECOLOGY & OBSTETRICS

A New Index — Volumes 41 to 80; Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics. June 1948, 33:1, 73-74


SURGICAL FORUM


TRAUMA MANUALS (An Outline of the Treatment of Fractures; and Early Care of Acute Soft Tissue Injuries)


PUBLIC RELATIONS, A.C.S.


Please, Not on Our Doorstep. Hawley, Paul R. Mar-Apr., 1954, 39:2, 85-87

Press Comments on Clinical Congress. Jan-Feb., 1954, 39:1, 35-37


Press Reaction to 1953 Clinical Congress. Mar-Apr., 1954, 39:2, 63-84

Regents and Reporters Discuss Ethics. Jan-Feb., 1954, 39:1, 32-33

R

RADIOGRAPHY AND FLUOROSCOPY

Recommendations Concerning the Use of Radiography and Fluoroscopy in Institutions. June, 1951, 36:2, 111

RADIOLOGY, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF


RANKIN, FRED W.


RAVDIN, I. S.

Dr. Ravdin Becomes a Major General. May-June, 1955, 40:3, 179

Dr. Ravdin Honored on Retirement from Army Reserve. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 76

Dr. Ravdin Receives Philadelphia's Highest Award. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 193

REBATES ON SURGICAL APPARATUS AND OPTICAL SUPPLIES

College Continues Militant Stand Against Fee-Splitting and Rebates. MacEachern, Malcolm T. June, 1948, 33:1, 73-74

REGIONAL COMMITTEES ON TRAUMA, A.C.S. (now COMMITTEES ON TRAUMA; see COMMITTEES, A.C.S.)

REHABILITATION


Operating Principles for a Modern Workmen's Compensation System. Jan-Feb., 1955, 40:1, 57-58


REHABILITATION INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

Rehabilitation Institute Opens. Jan-Feb., 1954, 39:1, 22

REITER, BENJAMIN R.


REPORTS, A.C.S. (see SPECIFIC COMMITTEE OR PROJECT; FINANCIAL REPORTS, A.C.S.)

RESIDENCIES (see GRADUATE TRAINING; GRADUATE TRAINING A.C.S.; HOSPITALS)

ROYAL COLLEGES (see under city, country or geographic location)

S

SALT LAKE SURGICAL SOCIETY


SAN FRANCISCO MEDICAL SOCIETY


San Francisco Medical Society Encourages College, Recommends Ways to Correct Abuses. Mar-Apr., 1954, 39:2, 73-74

SANTA MARTA, COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA

Santa Marta Doctors Form New Society. May-June, 1955, 40:3, 188

SAUNDERS, H. PRATHER

June, 1946, 31:2, 107; Sept., 1948, 33:3, 175

SCHINBEIN, AUSTIN BIRRELL

Philpott, Newell W. Jan, 1951, 36:1, 66
SCHOLARSHIPS, A.C.S.

Jul-Aug., 1953, 38:4, 158
Mar-Apr., 1954, 39:2, 88
May-June, 1954, 39:3, 134
Jul-Aug., 1954, 39:4, 196
Druecker, William Richard
Nov-Dec., 1954, 39:6, 416
May-June, 1955, 40:3, 158
Miller, Fletcher A.
Jan-Feb., 1956, 41:1, 4
May-June, 1956, 41:3, 128-129
Wesolowski, Sigmund A.
June, 1956, 41:3, 128-129
1956, 41:3, 128-129
(Soslovskoi, Sigmund A.
and Kinney, John M.;
May-June, 1957, 42:3, (Cooper, David Y. and Jacob, Stanley W.);
Sept-Oct., 1957, 42:5, 189

SELECTIVE SERVICE

National Advisory Committee Outlines Policy on Residents. Mar-Apr., 1954, 39:2, 102-103
Statement by the American College of Surgeons Concerning the Drafting of Doctors. Jan., 1951, 36:1, 14-16
United States Army Medical Corps, The. Jan., 1951, 36:1, 17

SELETTZ, EMIL


SENIOR CANDIDATE (see CANDIDATE GROUP, A.C.S.)

SEOUl RED CROSS HOSPITAL

Seoul Hospital Requests Help. May-June, 1954, 39:3, 142

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM


SHAW, MAJOR

Does Anyone Know Major Shaw? Sept., 1951, 36:3, 215

SHOCK, SURGICAL

Collapse on the Operating Table. Sanders, R. L. June, 1947, 32:2, 162-164

SIMPSON, FRANK FARROW

Pinkerton, Forrest J. June, 1948, 33:2, 112-113

SLAUGHTER, DANELY P.

Cancer Committee Chairman. Mar-Apr., 1955, 40:2, 86

REGENTS APPOINT DR. THERESA LYNCH AS CONSULTANT ON NURSES' PROGRAMS. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 159

INTER-AMERICAN SESSIONS, A.C.S. (special references)


Panama City, Panama. Saunders, H. Prather. July-Aug., 1952, 37:2, 176


LONDON, ENGLAND, SECTIONAL MEETING, A.C.S. (special references)


SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, SECTIONAL MEETING, A.C.S. (special references)


STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, SECTIONAL MEETING, A.C.S. (special references)


SELECTIONS FROM AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS (see CLINICAL CONGRESS, A.C.S.; COMMITTEES, A.S.C.)
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SPENCER, MERTIE EVA
Mertie Eva Spencer Completes Forty-four Years of Service with Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics.
Davis, Loyel, Sept., 1951, 36:3, 173

SQUIER, J. BENTLEY
Cahill, Gordon F. Sept., 1948, 33:13, 160-161

STAFF, A.C.S.
Abolishment of Administrative Board. June, 1950, 35:2, 108
Organization of the College Staff. Nov-Dec., 1955, 40:6, 492-506

“STANDARD NOMENCLATURE OF DISEASES AND OPERATIONS”
Application of the Standard Nomenclature in the Small Hospital, The. Huffman, Edna K. June, 1947, 32:2, 164-166

STEPHENSON, GEORGE W.
Sept., 1950, 35:3, 208

STERILIZATION OF WOMEN

STRESS
Researchers on Stress. Lend a Hand. May-June, 1953, 38:3, 122

STUDENT PARTICIPATION AT ANNUAL CLINICAL CONGRESSES, A.C.S.
Medical Student Program at 1957 Congress to Include Representatives of 32 Schools in East. May-June, 1957, 42:4, 145-146
Medical Students to Attend Congresses as Guests. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 118
Sixteen Students Will Be Guests at Congress. Sept-Oct., 1957, 42:5, 239
Thirty-six Medical Students Elected by Their Classmates to Attend Congress as Guests Are Listed by School. Sept-Oct., 1957, 42:5, 269

“SURGERY, GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS”
A New Index — Volumes 41 to 80: Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics. June, 1948, 33:1, 73-74

SURGERY, CLASSIFICATION OF
Minimum Qualifications to Practice Major Surgery. Gibson, Frank S. Feb., 1947, 32:1, 49-51

SURGICAL SPECIALTIES AND THE A.C.S.
Ophthalmic Surgery is New Fellowship Classification. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 125
Surgeon Specialists and the College. Ravdin, I. S. Mar-Apr., 1956, 41:2, 52

TELEVISION (see also CLINICAL CONGRESS, A.C.S.)
Behind the Scenes of Medical Color Television. Sept-Oct., 1953, 38:5, 213-214

TERWILLIGER, EDWIN
Dr. Edwin Terwilliger in his South Haven, Michigan Orchid House. "Orchids is Pigs" Jan-Feb., 1956, 41:1, 39

T

TISSUE COMMITTEE
Euphemisms of Pathology — an Unnecessary Evil. Myers, Robert S. May-June, 1954, 39:3, 113-114
Tender Loving Care. Myers, Robert S. Nov-Dec., 1953, 38:6, 375-377
Tissue Audit Committee in an Open Staff Hospital, The. Three Years' Results from Brackenridge Hospital. Tipton, George W. Jul-Aug., 1954, 39:4, 159-161, 191-192

TRAFFIC SAFETY, PRESIDENT’S COMMITTEE FOR

TRANSPORTATION OF THE INJURED (see TRAUMA: TRANSPORTATION AND CARE OF INJURED)

TRAUMA (see also COMMITTEES, A.C.S.; DISASTER MANAGEMENT; NATIONAL DEFENSE)
Are We Fulfilling Our Responsibility to the Injured? Dobbie, Robert P. Dec., 1951, 36:4, 410-413; March, 1952, 37:1, 133-134
Care of Fracture Cases in Hospitals. June, 1950, 35:2, 111-112


Management of a Fracture Service in an Open Hospital. Curry, George J. June, 1946, 31:2, 108-110


Program to Train Student Nurses in Industrial Service Is Set Up. Sept-Oct., 1957, 42:5, 272, 297


Treatment of Open Wounds. Mason, Michael L. Jan-Feb., 1957, 42:1, 33-38, 80-81

Working Man's Hand, The. Koch, Sumner L. Jan-Feb., 1953, 38:1, 4-13

DISASTER MANAGEMENT

American College of Surgeons and the Medical Management of Injuries En Masse, The. Mason, James B. Jan-Feb., 1956, 41:1; 21-22, 44


Georgetown Stages Disaster and Converts "Victims" to Preparedness for Emergency. Nov-Dec., 1957, 42:6, 505


EDUCATION IN TRAUMA


Teaching of Trauma in the New Curriculum at Western Reserve University School of Medicine, The. Holden, William D. May-June, 1957, 42:3, 149-152

Undergraduate Education on Trauma. McLaughlin, Harrison L. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 144-146

MOTION PICTURES

Crash Movie For Loan. May-June, 1956, 41:3, 194

How to Drive Safely Is Subject of Film Now Available for Loan. July-Aug., 1957, 42:4, 218

Safety Film to Be Loaned by the College. Nov-Dec., 1955, 40:6, 521


SEAT BELTS

Role of the Safety Belt in Nineteen Auto Crashes. Campbell, Horace E. May-June, 1955, 40:3, 155-158

Seat Belt Effectiveness is Subject of Research. Fellows Requested to Contribute Reports. Jul-Aug., 1956, 41:4, 189

Trauma Committee Recommends Built-in Safety for Autos. May-June, 1955, 40:3, 154

STRETCHER


TRANSPORTATION AND CARE OF INJURED


Ambulance Attendants in Massachusetts Must Be Trained. Jul-Aug., 1957, 42:4, 236

Automobile Accident Victim and Skeletal Injuries. The. Robertson, Robert C. Nov-Dec., 1955, 40:6, 516-519


How to Prevent Injuries in Auto Accidents. Mar-Apr., 1955, 40:2, 81-82

Louisiana Ambulance Drivers Must By Law Be Trained First-aiders. Nov-Dec., 1957, 42:6, 499


Our Fashionable Killer. Kennedy, Robert H. May-June, 1955, 40:2, 73-81

Please Call A Doctor. Spencer, James H. May-June, 1954, 39:3, 119-124, 146


TRAUMA, COMMITTEES ON (FORMERLY REGIONAL COMMITTEES ON TRAUMA)

(see COMMITTEES, A.C.S.)

TREASURER’S REPORT, A.C.S. (see FINANCIAL REPORT, A.C.S.)

TRUDEAU SOCIETY, AMERICAN


UNITED NATIONS

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, The. June, 1946, 31:2, 111-113

Health Problems of the Post-war World. Parran, Thomas. June, 1946, 31:2, 114

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION (UNRRA) (see UNITED NATIONS)

UNITED STATES

AIR FORCE

First United States Air Force Orthopaedic Conference. Dec., 1951, 36:4, 413

Medical Emergency Crash Service of the United States Air Force. Sept., 1951, 36:3, 208

ARMED FORCES


Medical School Faculties and Armed Forces. Sept.-Oct., 1952, 37:3, 370
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Apply Now for New Cancer Research Fellowship at Texas Medical Center

Applications for the William and Lola Heuermann Cancer Research Fellowship at the University of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute, Houston, are now in order. The deadline is December 1.

For research in the field of experimental surgery, the fellowship will be awarded to the applicant considered best qualified by a committee appointed by the director of the M. D. Anderson Hospital.

Applications are to be addressed to: Office of Education, The University of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute, Texas Medical Center, Houston 25, Texas.

The tenure of the Fellowship is for one year and may be extended for one or two additional years. If the applicant desires to continue his work at the conclusion of this period, and the results achieved by him justify such action, the hospital will arrange for an extension.

The annual stipend will be $7,000 for the first year and $7,500 for the second year. No dependency allowance is available for a married Fellow.

Applications will be accepted from graduates of Class A medical schools who have completed an internship and at least three years of residency training in surgery. Preference will be given to those applicants who have completed the minimum requirements for certification by the American Board of Surgery, and who have done original research in any of the natural sciences.

The Fellow will be required to devote his full time to scientific research in the field of cancer. A project in experimental surgery will be selected by him and approved by the head of the department of surgery and the director of the hospital. Studies and research will be done in the experimental surgery laboratories at the Anderson. The Fellow will be responsible for correlation and interpretation of results obtained, and at the end of the Fellowship period will be required to submit a complete report of his work, and the conclusions which may be drawn.

Applications are to be in letter form and accompanied by 1) complete copies or transcripts of the applicant’s college or university records; 2) statement from the dean of the applicant’s graduate school, indicating the year of completion, relative class standing, and general aptitude for research; 3) statement from the chief of the surgical staff of the hospital or hospitals in which the applicant had residency, noting his general aptitude for research; 4) statement of any original research done by the applicant, and if done on an individual, co-worker, or assistant basis; and 5) reprints of any articles published by the applicant.

A.H.A. Distributes Bulletin on Staph Infections to Hospitals

MEASURES to aid in reducing the current worldwide problem of infections in hospitals caused by antibiotic-resistant staphylococci have been recommended by the American Hospital Association.

The recommendations were included in a bulletin on "Prevention and Control of Staphylococcus Infections in Hospitals" recently mailed by the Association to the more than 7,000 hospitals in the United States and Canada.

The bulletin recommended that "all hospitals should establish committees on infections to devote particular attention to infections which are acquired in hospitals so they may be reduced to the lowest possible minimum," and suggested that "the local health officer should be urged to serve as a consultant to the committee."

Recommended functions of the committee on infections include:

1. Establishment of a system of reporting infections among patients and personnel.
2. Keeping of records of infections.
3. Distinguishing as far as possible between infections acquired in the hospital and infections acquired elsewhere.
4. Reviewing the hospital’s bacteriological service to insure its quality and accessibility.
5. Reviewing aseptic techniques used in operating rooms, delivery rooms and nurseries, and if necessary, recommending methods of improving these techniques.
6. Reducing "to the minimum consistent with adequate patient care" the "use of antibiotics, especially as "prophylaxis" in clean elective surgery," and treatment with adrenocortical steroids.
7. Undertaking an educational program to convince medical staff and hospital employees of the importance of reporting skin infections, boils and upper respiratory infections.
8. Establishing follow-up techniques to find sources of infections and to locate infections acquired in hospital which appear after discharge.
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OPERATIVE SURGERY

Fellows Accept Gift on College’s Behalf. Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:2, 103
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DRATION ON TRAUMA, A.C.S. (See also CLINICAL CONGRESS, A.C.S.—PLANS FOR)
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Trauma Orator, May-June, 1959, 44:3, 159

ORGANIZATION AND ASSEMBLY, DEPT. OF, A.C.S.
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Resurgence of Interest in Medical History, Mason, Michael L. and Prime, L. Margarette. May-June, 1959, 44:3, 153-156

ORR, LOUIS M.

OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN
Osteopaths’ Status and Medical Plans Studied by A.M.A. Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 287-288
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Osteopaths’ Status and Medical Plans Studied by A.M.A. Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 287-288

P
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PERPETUITY, A.C.S.

PHILOSOPHY, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL

PIWNICA, ARMAND
Research and Traveling Scholars Are American and French Surgeons. Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:2, 95

PLANNING COMMISSION, A.C.S.

POSTGRADUATE COURSES, A.C.S. (See CLINICAL CONGRESS, A.C.S.—PLANS FOR)

PREPAYMENT PLANS FOR MEDICAL CARE (See INSURANCE)
Osteopaths’ Status and Medical Plans Studied by A.M.A. Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 287-288

PRESIDENT, ADDRESS OF, A.C.S. (See also CLINICAL CONGRESS—PLANS FOR)
Our College in a Changing World. Philpott, Newell W., Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, 42-56, 48

PROFESSIONAL AND HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES, INC., COMMISSION ON (See also MEDICAL AUDIT RESEARCH PROJECT, A.C.S.)
Streamlining the Committee Process. See, Vergil N., Nov-Dec., 1959, 44:6, 510-511

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND ACCREDITATION, DEPARTMENT OF, A.C.S.
Cancer Program Workshop to be Held at Houston on February 4. Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, 16
How to Improve Care of Patient Is Discussed at Cancer Clinic Workshop During Houston Meeting. May-June, 1959, 44:3, 183-184

PUBLIC RELATIONS, A.C.S.

PUBLICATIONS, A.C.S.
Bulletin
Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, Inside Back Cover; Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:2, 92; Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 286; Nov-Dec., 1959, 44:6, 533
Clinical Congress News
Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 252, 486
Directory
A.C.S. 1959 Directory to be Distributed in January. Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, 24
Surgical Forum
“Trauma Manuals”
“Trauma Manuals” (See also WORKSHOP DURING HOUSTON MEETING). Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 279

R

RAVDIN, I. S.
Dr. Ravdin and Friends Celebrate Victory. Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 280

REGIONAL TRAUMA COMMITTEES, A.C.S. (See also COMMITTEES, A.C.S.—TRAUMA)
Aims and Organization of Local Trauma Groups Are Explained. May-June, 1959, 44:3, 166-167
When Berkshire County Trauma Committee. May-June, 1959, 44:3, 167

RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS, A.C.S. (See SCHOLARSHIPS, A.C.S.)

RESIDENCIES (See GRADUATE TRAINING; GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS, A.C.S.; HOSPITALS, MEDICAL EDUCATION)

ROB, CHARLES
Fellow Accept Gift on College’s Behalf. Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:2, 105

ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE, THE
Royal Society of Medicine, The. Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 499-500

RUSSIA
American Surgeons Visit Hospitals in Moscow. Fisher, Lawrence C., Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:2, 95-95
Diary of My Trip to the U.S.S.R. De Bakey, Michael E., Nov-Dec., 1959, 44:6, 505-516, 521-526

S

SANDROK, EDWARD G. (See GILCHRIST, R. KENNEDY)

SCHMITZ, HERBERT E.
Dr. Herbert E. Schmitz, Chicago, Receives Boston’s Laetare Award. May-June, 1959, 44:5, 171

SCHOLARSHIPS, A.C.S.
A.C.S. Scholarships Program, Now in Fifth Year, Grants Funds to 14. May-June, 1959, 44:3, 170-171
Scholars (Jude, James R., and Foster, John Hawkins) Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, 12; Littlefield, James E., Bernhard, and Piwnica, Armand) Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:5, 95

SCIENCE WRITERS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
Science Writers Make Dr. Hawley a Member of Their Association. Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, 41

SEAT BELTS (See also TRAUMA)
Seat Belt in Auto Saves Doctor. May-June, 1959, 44:3, 181
## Sectional Meetings, A.C.S.

### Annals of Surgery

### Shoulder Girdle

### Smith, Rodney

### Staff, A.C.S.
- Organization of Staff by Departments. Sept-Oct., 1959, 44:5, 484. Staff Members: Cohen, Sara Barr; Cunningham, Robert M., Jr; Kuhl, Laura Louise; Myers, Robert S. (Annual Report, Feb., 1959, 44:1, 59)

### Standards, A.C.S.

### Standards, A.C.S.

### Tissue Committee

### Staphylococcal Disease, Interagency Committee for Training Aids on
- Joint Coordination of Audiovisual Aids in Staphylococcal Education Program. Mar-Apr., 1959, 44:2, 79.

### Student Participation at Annual Clinical Congresses, A.C.S.

### Surgical Specialties and the A.C.S.

### Television
- (See also Clinical Congress, A.C.S.)

### Tissue Committee

### Transportation of the Injured

### TRAUMA

### Transportation of the Injured

### Trauma, American Association for the Surgery of
- Seven Cities Set Up Joint Action Program to Improve Handling of Injured and First-Aid Training. Jan-Feb., 1959, 44:1, 54.

### Treasurer’s Report
- (See Financial Report, A.C.S.)

---

**U**

**Unaccredited Hospitals, New York**

**United States**

**Public Health Service**


**V**

**Victoria Hospital, London, Ontario**

**W**

**Wilson, Hugh Edward III**

**Wise, Robert A.**

---

**Degree to Dr. Dragstedt**

(Continued from page 514)

connected, supporting and correcting each other, the work meets in every respect René Leriche's definition* of surgical research. It may be cited as an example of great scientific integrity.

"To these lofty standards are added Professor Dragstedt's great feeling for France and also the singular regard in which he is held at the University of Lyons. He was here previously in 1953, to give a lecture at the Surgical Society of Lyons, ... and the young Lyonnais scholars who have frequented his service all speak of the cordiality, the sincerity, the simplicity of his welcome. . . ."

*La philosophie de la chirurgie (Paris: Flammarion, 1951)
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This index includes only the six numbers of Volume 45, 1960, of the American College of Surgeons' Bulletin. By author and subject, it is the fifth annual index to be published, the other four having been for Volumes 40 (1955), 41 (1956), 43 (1958), 44 (1959).

As, in general, the aim of the Bulletin is to disseminate news and information about the College to its Fellows, the subject "American College of Surgeons" in this index takes in only items concerned with College history and administration. Other College activities are listed by name, followed by the letters "A.C.S.," i.e., "Committees, A.C.S.," "Fellows, A.C.S."
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General Principles of Care of Open Wounds. May-Jun., 1960, 45:3, 117-118
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This index includes only the six issues of Volume 46, 1961, of the American College of Surgeons' Bulletin. By author and subject, it is the sixth annual index to be published, the other five having been Volume 40 (1953), Volume 41 (1956), Volume 43 (1958), Volume 44 (1959), and Volume 45 (1960).
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As, in general, the aim of the Bulletin is dissemination of news and information about the College to its Fellows, the subject "American College of Surgeons" in this index takes in only items concerned with College history and administration. Other College activities are listed by name, followed by the letters "A.C.S.,” i.e., "Committees, A.C.S.,” "Fellows, A.C.S."
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MEDICO-CARE
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[Picture] March-April 2:81
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Emergency Department at the Montreal General Hospital.
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SOUTH VIETNAM
American Surgical Teams Attending Civilians in Vietnam Gain
Unusual Experience in Variety and Number of Cases.
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More Surgical Teams Requested by South Vietnam Government.
May, 3:130

SPICER, FRANK W.

TRAUMA—WHAT'S NEW IN TRAUMA IN

TETANUS
Antibiotic Study Shows Need for Therapy Audit in Hospitals.

Myers, Rober S., Slee, Vergil N., and Ament, Richard P.

THAILAND
Thai Developing Medical School in Chiangmai, and Mentor

THERAPY AUDIT
Antibiotic Study Shows Need for Therapy Audit in Hospitals.

Myers, Rober S., Slee, Vergil N., and Ament, Richard P.

TRANSPORTATION AND CARE OF INJURED
(See also Trauma—What's New in Trauma in Your Area?)
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Transportation and Management of Trauma Surgery in Austria.
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- Principles of Ethics of the Los Angeles Surgical Society. Mar-Apr., 2:67-68

MAC KENZIE, WALTER C.
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MC DONALD, OWEN G.

- Owen G. McDonald Joins Staff As Cancer Program Admin-
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- Afghanistan-A Medical Challenge. Shaw, Robert R. Jan-Feb., 1:30-31
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MILWAUKEE COUNTY HOSPITAL, MILWAUKEE
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- (See Atlantic Council of the United States)
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- Instruments Used by Paré Are Reproduced for Library. May-June, 3:115-116
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POSTGRADUATE COURSES. (See also Clinical Congress)


PRESIDENT, ADDRESS OF (See Dunphy, J. Englebert)

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY LITIGATION

- Show the Resident How to Prevent Litigation. May-June, 3:118

PUBLICATIONS, A.C.S.

- Other A.C.S. Publications. July-Aug., 4:174
- Directory Fellows, Please Note What It Says in Small Type
  May-June, 3:123
- Clinical Staging System for Carcinoma of the Corpus Uteri
  Introduced at Congress. Sept-Oct., 5:207-210
- Nursing, Gynecology & Obstetrics Mar-Apr., 2:68
- Surgical Forum Textbook for Forum to Be on Sale in Registration Area
  at Congress. Sept-Oct., 6:312

PUBLICITY

- Premature Publicity. July-Aug., 4:130

PUBLISHING PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF CONGRESS AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS, POLICY ON.

- Sept-Oct., 5:213

RAVDIN, I. S., LECTURESHIP IN BASIC SCIENCES

- Lecturehip Named for I. S. Ravdin To Be Inaugurated at
  Congress. July-Aug., 4:174

REGENTS, BOARD OF, A.C.S. (Listed in each BULLETIN, ex-
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RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY IN AMERICAN

SURGERY

- Dunphy, J. Englebert. Jan-Feb., 1:9-12

ROCK, JOHN


ROSEMOND, GEORGE P.

- Nov-Dec., 5:345
Hand Society to meet January 8 and 9 in New York; Register in Advance

Doctors who wish to attend the January 8 and 9 meeting in New York of the American Society for Surgery of the Hand may do so in advance by writing to Raymond M. Curtis, M.D., Secretary-Treasurer, A.C.S.H., 2919 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218. Registration is open and fee is $10.00.

This Friday and Saturday meeting will be held in the Americana of New York Hotel, 52 Street and Second Avenue. Registrants reserve their own hotel accommodations.

Residents who present a letter signed by their chief of service or hospital director will be registered free of charge.

On January 8 registration will begin at 7:30. The first session will begin promptly at 9:00 when James W. Smith, of New York, discusses the blood supply of tendons with injury, and repair.

Professor J. M. F. Landsmeer, of Leiden, will make the Founders' Lecture when he speaks Friday morning on the anatomical exploration and functional analysis of the human hand.

President of the Hand Society is Robert M. McCormack, Rochester, New York.
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BULLETIN CONVEYS COLLEGE NEWS TO FELLOWS IN 83 COUNTRIES

This November-December 1966 Bulletin will take information about the College to 28,140 Fellows and 4,772 Candidates in 83 countries.

Through this bimonthly, the College also communicates with 4,893 accredited hospitals in the United States and Canada.

The Bulletin is also sent to 901 others including, to name a few, local and foreign journals in exchange, medical school libraries and deans, science writers and editors, and doctors working on A.C.S. scholarships.

For the sixth number of Volume 51, distribution adds up to 38,766.

This official bimonthly is not available by subscription. Letters in this connection should be addressed to the editor.

The first Bulletin was published in 1916.
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Bulletin, A.C.S. (See Publications, A.C.S.)
been ordered to report to me tri-daily for examination (as I expected he would be) I should have received him kindly, and reported in writing, as directed. —My object has ever been to obey orders of my Superior Officers, only considering the interests of the public service, and never regarding self, well aware that personal feelings and private dignity ought to yield to public authority.”

Acquittal

Several weeks later, the young surgeon was notified of his victory, as recorded on April 4:

“Commenced snowing about 11 o'clock, but it soon changed to rain. Dr. Logan visited and dined with me to-day. I received the following from the Adj't about noon: ‘Hd. Qrs. 4th N. C. Troops, April 4, 1864, SPECIAL ORDER NO. ______., Surgeon J. F. Shaffner, having been acquitted of the charges preferred against him, is released from arrest, and will report for duty. By order of Col. Grimes, Wm. S. Barnes, Adj’t.’

“The following is the official notification of my acquittal, received at Reg'tl Hd. Qrs. ‘Hd. Qrs. Dept. N. Va., April 2, 1864, Acquittals by Mil. Ct. 2nd Corps, 5. Dr. J. F. Schaffner, Surgeon 4th N. C. Troops.’”

But no matter how involved Dr. Shaffner became with personal problems, he refused to become inured to man's suffering.

A poignant entry in the doctor's diary not only demonstrated his philosophy, but offered a creed that healers of the sick can use today as a reminder of their calling.

“The horrors of the battlefield are bad, but oh not one particle so affecting as those of the hospital with wounded. The suffering of the poor wounded soldier, his prayers, his constant calls for absent ones at home, &c., are almost heart-rending. 'Tis true we are apt to become hardened by association with these things—still humanity convinces us all that such sufferings are terrible. Surgeons are in evergrowing danger of becoming too abstract—of losing sympathy with passing emotions and sufferings, and particularly with those shared by numbers. The danger is, lest we forget that we too are mortal; subject to same dangers, and fancy ourselves superior to our former selves, because now, at present we do not feel the pains, the agonies of the poor sufferers in our charge. But I shall never forget these scenes of anguish and pain—they make lasting impressions upon my mind.”

Venezuela Chapter Receives Charter

From left to right are Antonio Clemente H., secretary, Venezuela Chapter; Ricardo Baquero-Gonzalez; Leopoldo E. Lopez; Eduardo Carbonell, president; Fernando Ruben Coronil; and Reinaldo Douaihi, treasurer. All are of Caracas. Charter was received in May. Dr. Lopez is A.C.S. Governor.
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Medical Records

Medical Secretary's Manual
Mar-Apr., 2:112
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These Professors will Meet with Junior Surgeons During Congress. Jul-Aug., 4: 154; Sept-Oct., 5: 209

Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases, New York

Responsibility of the Cancer Hospital to the Community. Robbins, Guy F. Nov-Dec., 6: 313-316

Motion Picture Library, A.C.S.
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Movies for Congress Due April 15. Mar-Apr., 2: 97

Moyer, Carl A.
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Mulvihill, Daniel A.
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Nesbit, Reed M.

Sept-Oct., 5: 269

Nesbit, Reed M.
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Noer, Rudolf J.
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Nurses Take Issue With Dr. Cooper. Nov-Dec., 6: 312

Ochsner, Alton

Sept-Oct., 5: 234

Officers, A.C.S. (Listed in each BULLETIN except November—December number)

Pollard, William G.

May-June, 3: 120

Postgraduate Courses, A.C.S. (See also Clinical Congress, A.C.S.)


Publications, A.C.S. (See also Cancer Staging and End Results Reporting)

Bulletin. Jan-Feb., 1: 36; Mar-Apr., 2: 95; May-June, 3: 137; Nov-Dec., 6: 335


Manual of Preoperative and Postoperative Care. May-June, 3: 135


Surgical Forum. Sept-Oct., 5: 204

Regents, A.C.S.

Core of Knowledge Workshop Approved by Board of Regents. Sept-Oct., 5: 233-234

Rescue Vehicles

Community Training Program for Ambulance Attendants. Farrington, J. D. Jul-Aug., 178-179, 186

Rosenow, John H.

Mar-Apr., 2: 112

Scholarships, A.C.S.

Chapters Asked to Build Up Scholarships Fund Principal. May-June, 3: 124

Spencer, James H.

May-June, 3: 134

Staff, A.C.S. (Administrative staff listed in each BULLETIN)

Kennedy, Robert H. Nov-Dec., 6: 327

Kuehn, Hulton R. May-June, 3: 134
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Spencer, James H. May-June, 3: 134

Surgical Forum (See Publications, A.C.S.)

Television, A.C.S. (See also Clinical Congress)

Mar-Apr., 2: 93; Jul-Aug., 4: 168

Procedures to be Colorcast Live from Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, to Convention Hall, Atlantic City. Sept-Oct., 5: 227-228

Thoracic Surgery Residency (See Graduate Education)

Trauma (See also Ambulance; Committees, A.C.S.—Trauma; Emergency Department)


Emergency Medical Services During Civil Disturbances. Committee on Trauma. Jul-Aug., 4: 168-171


Injuries to be Studied at Chicagoans' April 17-20 Course. Jan-Feb., 1: 34

Injuries to be Studied at Chicagoans' April 17-20 Course. Jan-Feb., 1: 34


When the Bridge on the Ohio Collapsed. Thaler, Donald M. Mar-Apr., 2: 100-101

Tumor Registry

Why a Tumor Registry is Important. Olson, Kenneth B., and Griffith, Oscar P., Jr., Sept-Oct., 5: 231-233


Wells, Charles

Honorary Fellowship to Be Conferred on Four. Sept-Oct., 5: 208-209

Mead Johnson Training Awards go to Drs. Barnes and Coburn. Jan-Feb., 1: 35-36

Scholarship Funds Increase. Nov-Dec., 6: 335
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Special References:
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This index includes only the six numbers of Volume 54, 1969, of the Bulletin of the American College of Surgeons. By author and subject, it is the fourteenth annual index to be published, the others being for Volumes 40 (1955), 41 (1956), and 43 through 53 (1958 through 1968). In 1957 a cumulative index including Volumes 31 through 42 (1946–57) was published separately.

In the June, 1946 Bulletin was published an "Index to the Publications of the American College of Surgeons Since Its Founding, 1913–1945."

As the Bulletin endeavors to disseminate news and information chiefly about the College to the Fellows, the subject "American College of Surgeons" in this index includes only items concerned with the organization's history and administration. Other activities are listed separately by name, followed by the letters "A.C.S.," that is, Chapters, A.C.S., and Clinical Congress, A.C.S.

Some numbers of the Bulletin published during the last ten years are still in supply.
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National Relative Value Study (workshop summary). April 71: 29-30

Revision Requirements for General Surgery. Sept-Oct 71: 4
TWO YEAR INDEX

HEALTH MAINTENANCE
Health Maintenance Organizations (workshop summary), April 71: 27
We Cannot Strive For Anything Less. Richardson, Elliott L. Jan 71: 21
HEART (See Cardiovascular)

HISTORY
American College of Surgeons
The American College of Surgeons and Graduate Education in Surgery, with Appendices and Index. Stephenson, George W. May 71: 1-81

Surgery
William Beaman, First American Surgeon-Scientist. Dragstedt, Lester R. Jan 71: 14-16
Harvey Cushing, Clinical Surgeon. Davis, Loyal. April 70: 12-32
The Surgeon's Career. Mahorner, Howard. Nov 70: 8-10

HOSPITAL COSTS
Doctor's Role in Controlling Hospital Costs and Related Medical Care Costs (workshop summary). April 71: 29

INSURANCE
Medical "Blues" Study Cost Squeeze in Federal Employee Program. Sept-Oct 71: 6
Director's Memo—Medicare Reimbursement In a Teaching Setting. Mar 70: 26
Proposed National Health Insurance (workshop summary). April 71: 27
Professional Liability
Director's Memo—Professional Liability. June 70: 60

malpractice Insurance—Past, Present, and the Uncertain Future. Price, Charles F. June 70: 11-14
Professional Liability (workshop summary). April 71: 30

INTERVENTIVE CARE
Acute Care Medical Internship First of Its Kind to Be Offered. Mar 71: 8
Intensive Care Conference—Preliminary Program. April 71: 81-84

INTERDISCIPLINARY INTERESTS
Is There a Need for an Interdisciplinary Forum in Our Family of Surgeons? Wangensteen, Owen H. Feb 71: 12-13
Letters. June 71: 30
Overlapping Interests in Surgical Specialties. Dec 70: 7
Surgery by Persons Not Holding Medical Degrees. May 70: 14-15

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
A.C.S. Guest Scholar
1970—Guillermon Umana. July-Aug 70: 3; Dec 70: 4; Nov 71: 24-25
1971—June M. Acosta, July-Aug 71: 95
Foreign Guest Scholar Program and Latin American Missions. April 70: 16

Influx of Foreign Trained M.D.'s to U.S. Continues. Nov 71: 5

JOINT COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS (JCAH)
A Brief Discourse on the Current Status and Future Anticipation of the Joint Commission. Porterfield, John D. Dec 71: 13-14, 23
Director's Memo—The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH). Sept-Oct 71: 86
Joint Commission Schedules Increase in Hospital Survey. Sept-Oct 70: 6

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS. Mar 71: 24; June 71: 80

LIBRARY EXHIBITS, A.C.S.
American Association for Thoracic Surgery. July-Aug 70: 4
Andreas Vesalius. June 71: 5
Pathologist's Influence on Modern Surgery. Feb 71: 5
Pioneer Physiologist-Surgeons. Nov 70: 5
Rare Volume Presented. Feb 70: 5
Dr. J. Marion Sims. Feb 70: 4
U. of Iowa College of Medicine. May 70: 5

MEDICAL DEVICES

MEETINGS, A.C.S.
"The Surgeon." April 71: 43; Sept-Oct 71: 4
"The Hospital Cancer Program." July-Aug 70: 5
"Blues" Study Cost Squeeze in Federal Employee Programs. April 70: 32-33; Mar 71: 23
Surgeons and Topics Selected for Cine Clinic Films. April 71: 11; April 71: 44
Cine Clinics at Clinical Congress. July-Aug 71: 61

MOTION PICTURES, Medical, A.C.S.

Cine Clinic Films Given to National Library of Medicine. Mar 71: 3, 6
1970 Cine Clinic Films Available from Davis & Geck Library. April 70: 32-33; Mar 71: 23
Surgeons and Topics Selected for Cine Clinic Films. April 71: 11; April 71: 44
Cine Clinics at Clinical Congress. July-Aug 71: 61

Motion Picture Library
A.C.S. Film Distribution to Change in January. Nov 71: 3
Davis & Geck Films to Be Given Premier A.C.S. Showing at D.C. Joint Sectional Meeting. Mar 70: 5
Ethicon Grants $10,000. June 70: 4; July-Aug 70: 5; Jan 71: 4
"The Hospital Cancer Program." July-Aug 70: 4; Jan 71: 4-5
New A.C.S. Film Catalog Now Includes Synopses. July-Aug 71: 5
"The Surgeon." April 71: 48; Sept-Oct 71: 4

MURRAY, JOSEPH E.
Joseph E. Murray Is New Regent. Dec 70: 5

NESSIT, REED M.
Reed Nesbit Is Named Associate Director of Joint Commission. April 71: 3

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

OFFICERS, A.C.S. (Listed in each BULLETIN)

OPERATING ROOM ENVIRONMENT
Air Environment in the Operating Room. Goodrich, Edward O., Jr., and Whitefield, Willis W. June 70: 7-10, 26-27
The Ideal Operating Room Environment for Open Heart Surgery. Beall, Arthur C., Jr. July-Aug 70: 39-42

26 American College of Surgeons
Physiologic Monitoring in the Operating Room. Deland, Edward C., and Maloney, James V., Jr. April 70: 7-11
Prevention of Infection in the Operating Room. Dineen, Peter. Dec 70: 18-21

ORGAN TRANSPLANT REGISTRY
Kidney Transplant Registry to Merge with ACS/NIH Registry. Feb 70: 3-4
Progress Report from the Organ Transplant Registry. Bergan, John J. April 71: 40

ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY
Orthopedic Education in England. Wilson, Frank C. April 70: 17-18
Report of American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to A.C.S. Board of Regents, Gregory, Charles F. Feb 70: 29-40; Feb 71: 20

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Report of American Board of Otolaryngology to A.C.S. Board of Regents. Work, Walter P. Feb 70: 40; Feb 71: 26-27

PEER REVIEW
Peer Review of Surgical Quality (workshop summary). April 71: 26

PLASTIC SURGERY
Smithsonian to Present Plastic Surgical History. July-Aug 71: 36

POSTGRADUATE COURSES, A.C.S. (See Education in Surgery)

PREPAID HEALTH CARE
Prepaid Health Care Systems (workshop summary). April 71: 26

PROFESSIONAL INTERRELATIONS
College, Anesthesiologists, Act to Clarify Relationships. July-Aug 71: 3
Director's Memo—Professional Interrelations. May 70: 22
Surgery by Persons Not Holding Medical Degrees. A.C.S. Board of Regents. May 70: 14-15

PUBLICATIONS, A.C.S.
BULLETIN. July-Aug 70: 6
GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN AND FUNCTION OF A HOSPITAL EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT. Jan 70: 5
MODERN SURGERY. An Introduction to Its Scope and Opportunities. Sept-Oct 70: 6; Feb 71: 3; June 71: 4
MOTION PICTURE CATALOG, 1970. Jan 70: 6
PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS. Mar 71: 25-28

SURGICAL FORUM
1970—Jan 70: 23-24
1971—Jan 71: 23-29
THE SURGICAL MOTION PICTURE—PRODUCTION GUIDELINES. Nov 70: 3

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Board of Regents States College Policy on Human Experimentation and the Public Disclosure of Results. Jan 70: 12-13
REPORTS, A.C.S. BOARD OF (See American College of Surgeons)

RESEARCH, A.C.S.
Chapter II. Information Questionnaire. Questioning Research Information Will Be Used to Compile Chapter "Profiles." April 71: 4
1970 Clinical Congress Questionnaire
Fellows Comment on Clinical Congress. July-Aug 71: 4
The Fellowship Questionnaire
Director's Memo—The Questionnaire. Nov 71: 30
Results. Dec 71: 11-12, 23
The Study on Surgical Services for the United States
Director's Memo—Study on Surgical Services. Nov 70: 26; Mar 71: 30
Report, Part I. Mar 71: 14-21

Report, Part II. Summaries of Ten Workshops from the Meeting of February 6. April 71: 27-33

REVIEWS
Emergency Room Journal Articles. Jan 71: 31
Emergency Care and Transportation of the Sick and Injured. American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. April 71: 42
Experience in Hepatic Transplantation. Starzl, Thomas E. Feb 70: 4
Guide for Hospital Committees on Transfusions. A.M.A. Nov 71: 4
Health Devices, New Monthly Journal to Report on Brand-name Health Devices. April 71: 42
Trauma to the Liver. Madding, Gordon F., and Kennedy, Paul C. Nov 71: 24
Treatment of Injuries to Athletes. O'Donoghue, Don H. June 71: 28

RINODAS, JOSEPH E.
Rhoads Is Named President-Elect. Dec 70: 3

SCHOLARSHIP, A.C.S.
A.C.S. Fund Helps Young Scholars Become Teachers. Nov 71: 28
Contributions to Endowment Fund: June 70: 4; Sept-Oct 70: 5; Nov 70: 3; Jan 71: 5; April 71: 7; July-Aug 71: 5; Nov 71: 7

SCIENTIFIC WINTER CRUISE
1970—Nov 70: 25

SECTIONAL MEETINGS, A.C.S. (Listed in each bulletin)

WASHINGTON, D.C.: Jan 70: 7-12; June 70: 3; Aug 70: 1-3; Dec 70: 4
Montreal: Jan 71: 4, 24-27
New Orleans: Dec 70: 22-23; June 71: 7
Panama City: Sept-Oct 70: 70-73; April 71: 7
Philadelphia: Dec 71: 15-22
Phoenix: Nov 70: 21-24
Portland: April 70: 5
St. Louis: Nov 70: 18-23
St. Paul: May 70: 5

SEM, J. MARION
Dr. J. Marion Sims Is Subject of Current A.C.S. Library Exhibit. Feb 70: 5

SPORTS MEDICINE
American College of Sports Medicine Will Meet. April 71: 4
Pee Wee Baseball and Football—Good or Evil? Giannestras, Nicholas J. June 70: 15-21
Treatment of Injuries to Athletes (review). June 71: 28

STAFF, A.C.S.
Briggs, Gordon L. Jan 71: 3
Cohen, Sara Barr. Jan 70: 3
Carow, Louis J. III. Mar 70: 5
Gershk, Edwin W. July-Aug 70: 5
Kirk, John B. Sept-Oct 70: 3-4
Kuhl, Laura Louise. July-Aug 70: 3-4
Owen, Joseph K. Sept-Oct 70: 3-4
Pompelli, John W. Jan 71: 4
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STEVENS, GARY H.
Los Angeles Surgeon Is Named 1970 A.C.S. Scholar-
ship Recipient. May 70: 3-4

Sesap (See Education in Surgery.)

Surgical Manpower

Surgical Manpower (workshop summary). April 71: 26
We Can Not Scree for Anything Less. Richardson, Edith L. Jan 71: 29

Television, A.C.S. (See also Clinical Congress)

Surgical Procedures Will Be Telecast Live, July-Aug
1971: 37-38; July-Aug 71: 52-53

Terminal Disease, Dying

Diagnosis: Can... Should We Tell the Truth? Pemberton, L. Beaty. Mar 71: 7-13

Tetanus


Thoracic Surgery


Trauma (See also Ambulance)

Chicago Trauma Committee Sets Up Full Scale Ideal Emergency Room. Nov 71: 3
Emergency Department Nursing Workshop. Jan 71: 5
Fitz Receives 1971 Surgeon's Award. Dec 71: 4
Fund Initiated by Chicago Trauma Committee Gives Financial Aid to Counterpart in Pennsylvania. June 71: 15
Illinois Starts First Statewide Trauma Hospital Network. Nov 71: 3
The Mass Casualty/Disaster Plan. Georgia State Committee on Trauma, et al. Nov 71: 16-17
Men for the Care of the Injured: A Crisis Facing the 70's. Fitts, William T. Dec 70: 9-17
Standards for Emergency Ambulance Services. A.C.S. Committee on Trauma. June 71: 19-20
The Teaching of Emergency Medical Care in Medical Schools in the U.S. and Canada. Stephenson, Hugh E. April 71: 9-11
Training Programs Oriented to Practical Need of Emergency Room Practice. April 71: 5

Troxel, JOHN C.
John C. Troxel Given Award for Activities to Increase Scholarships. Feb 71: 3

Tumor Registry (See also Cancer)

The Hospital-based Tumor Registry. Cook, Galen B., and Watson, Francis R. May 70: 17-21

Urology

The Best of All Possible Worlds. Terry, Luther L. Jan 71: 7-13
The Relation of Urology to Other Specialties or The Problem of the Tight Little Island. Marshall, Victor F. Feb 70: 7-12

Author Index

Adams, William E.
Advisory Councils for the Surgical Specialties. Nov 71: 26-27
In Memoriam Helger Perry Jenkins. April 70: 31

Baker, Joel Wilson
A Profession Held in Trust. Presidential Address. Jan 70: 7-11

Ballentine, H. Thomas, Jr.

Ballinger, Walter F., and Newton, William T.
Surgeon's Visits to Medical Center Helpful to Both. Jan 71: 30

Beagle, George W.
Man's Inheritance—Biological and Cultural. Martin Memorial Lecture. May 70: 7-12

Brall, John M.
Report of American Board of Surgery to A.C.S. Board of Regents. Feb 70: 42; Feb 71: 22-23

Beall, Arthur C., Jr.
The Ideal Operating Room Environment for Open Heart Surgery. July-Aug 70: 39-42

Berke, Mark

Blackmore, William S., and Maloney, James V.
The Surgical Education and Self-Assessment Program. June 71: 9-13, 26-27

Bouzarth, William F.
Coordinating a Trauma Committee and a County Medical Society. June 70: 22, 28-29

Brewer, John I.
An Historical Background of a Changing Organizational Structure. Sept-Oct 71: 74-76

Brown, Lowell

Carroll, George F.
Body Fuels and Their Metabolism. I. S. Ravdin Lecture. Nov 70: 12-19

Cook, Galen B., and Watson, Francis R.
The Hospital-based Tumor Registry. May 70: 17-21

Davis, Loyd
Harvey Cushing, Clinical Surgeon. Commemorative Lecture. April 70: 12-15, 32

Deland, Edward C., Jr.
Physiologic Monitoring in the Operating Room. April 71: 7-11

Dinesen, Peter
Prevention of Infection in the Operating Room. Dec 70: 16-21

Douglas, Gordon W.

Draugstot, Lester K.

Dugan, David J.
Report of American Board of Thoracic Surgery to A.C.S. Board of Regents. Feb 70: 43; Feb 71: 25-26

Fitts, William T.
Men for the Care of the Injured: A Crisis Facing the 70's. Dec 70: 9-17

Giannestras, Nicholas J.
Fie Wee Baseball and Football—Good or Evil? June 70: 15-21

Goodard, James
Excerpts from a Presentation at National Conference on Medical Devices. Feb 70: 14

Goodrich, Edward O., Jr., and Whitfield, Willis W.
Air Environment in the Operating Room. June 70: 7-19, 20

Gregory, Charles F.
Report of American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to A.C.S. Board of Regents. Feb 70: 35-40; Feb 71: 20
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SUBJECT INDEX

AMERICAN BOARDS IN THE SURGICAL SPECIALTIES
Reports from Eight Surgical Boards to the Board of Regents. Feb 36–43, 45

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS (Administration only; other activities by name)
Annual Meeting of the Fellows:
1971—Chairman of the Board of Governors reports. Jan 21+24
Chairman of the Board of Regents reports. Jan 21-23
Director of ACS reports. Jan 21+25
1972—Chairman of the Board of Governors reports. Dec 17+29
Chairman of the Board of Regents reports. Dec 17-19
Director of ACS reports. Dec 17+30
Presidential Address. The surgeon, the system, and patient care. Longmire, William P., Jr. Nov 9-13

Board of Governors
Governors elect new officers. Nov 7
Memo from the Chairman to the Fellows. July-Aug 74; Sept-Oct 83; Nov 36; Dec 38
Meeting, 1971. Feb 19-20
A report to the Board of Governors from the President of the College. Mahorner, Howard. Feb 21+27
Roster. Feb 17-18; Dec 22-28
Summaries of discussion groups at 1971 annual meeting. Feb 22-27

Board of Regents
Elect three new regents. Nov 4
Meetings. April 8; July-Aug 8; Dec 8
Policy statements. April 14+25: July-Aug 10-52
Officers (Published in each Bulletin, inside back cover)

BOOK REVIEWS
Worth reading. Mar 24; May 26-27

CANCER
Annual report of the Commission on Cancer. Dec 81
Cancer programs approved by the College. April 14-25
Supplement to the list of Cancer programs approved by the College. July-Aug 67

CARDIOVASCULAR

CHAPTERS, ACS
A directory of officers of ACS Chapters. July-Aug 69-82
News from the Chapters. Jan 5; Feb 5; Mar 5; April 5; May 4; July-Aug 70, 71, 72; Sept-Oct 6, 7; Nov 8; Dec 8

CLINIC CLINICS (See Motion Pictures)
CLINE, JOHN W.
John W. Cline receives 1972 Distinguished Service Award. Nov 5

CLINICAL CONGRESS
1971—Photo highlights. Jan 6
Photo highlights. Dec 20-21
Preliminary program. July-Aug 10-52
Followup. Dec 38

COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY
Report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 36

COMMITTEES, ACS
Standing committees of the ACS. Feb 22-58
State and Province advisory committees. Feb 33-35

EDUCATION
ABMS may go ahead with core exam. May 2
ABMS to offer core exam in fall. July-Aug 4
Approved programs of graduate education in general surgery and in the surgical specialties. Sept-Oct 24-68
A case history of postgraduate medical education in surgery. Anast, George T. Feb 44-45
Director’s memo—Coordination of medical education. July-Aug 78-74
Fundamental requirements for graduate education in surgery. Sept-Oct 8-83
Trauma courses for emergency department physicians and nurses. April 26
Supplement: 1971 approved programs of graduate education. April 28-29

FELLOWS, ACS
Fellows deceased. Jan 28-29; Mar 29; May 28; Sept-Oct 79-80; Dec 87
Batchelder, Walter E. Nov 34
Bodine, Marc W. Mar 87
Ravdin, I. S. Nov 94
Fellowship, Honorary
1972: Charnley, Douglas, Dubost, Hamburgh, Paulino. July-Aug 5; Dec 4

GENETICS

GOVERNMENT
Statement of the ACS before the House Ways and Means Committee. July-Aug 53-54

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF SURGICAL COLLEGES
IFSC meets in Munich; elects MacKenzie president. July-Aug 4

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
College appoints first Latin American liaison, Joseph P. Evans. Jan 8
1972 International Guest Scholar, Augusto Larraín. Sept-Oct 3

JOINT COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS
JCAH to survey for four major disease treatments. July-Aug 5

LONGMIRE, WILLIAM P., JR.
William P. Longmire, Jr. 53rd College President. Nov 3

MCDOWELL, EPHRAIM
Ephraim McDowell—the backwoods surgeon. Massie, Francis M. Jan 17-18

MEDICAL DEVICES
Summary of the 1972 National Conference on Medical Device Standards. Sept-Oct 78-79
MOTION PICTURES, MEDICAL
Motion picture catalog contains dual listings. Sept-Oct 1
January 15 deadline for data on 1973 films. Nos 14
1971 Ciné Clinic films available from Davis & Geck Library. Mar 23-29
Surgeons and topics selected for 1972 Ciné Clinic films. May 8-80
Trauma motion pictures available for purchase. May 24-25
Use new address for ordering College films. Jan 5

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Report of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 38

OPERATING ROOM ENVIRONMENT
Special air systems for operating rooms. May 15

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
Report of the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 38

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Report of the American Board of Otolaryngology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 39

PEER REVIEW
Director's memo—Peer review. Mar 30

PLASTIC SURGERY
Report of the American Board of Plastic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 40

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
Director's memo—The Professional Liability questionnaire. May 30
Preliminary results from the questionnaire on professional liability. May 12-15
Statement of the ACS and the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons before the Secretary's (HEW) Commission on Medical Malpractice. May 10-11, 14-15
Status of professional liability. July-Aug 64-66

PUBLICATIONS, ACS

SECTIONAL MEETINGS
College schedules three sectional meetings Jan 5
The 1973 sectional meetings. May 16-17

SESAP
SESAP now publishes norm tables for residents in general surgery. Nos 6
SESAP progress report. Feb 3-15
Test your knowledge. May 5; July-Aug 6; Sept-Oct 5; Nov 7; Dec 5

SOSSUS
Director's memo—Study on surgical services—SOSSUS again. Feb 46
An interim report from the subcommittee on undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate manpower of the Study on Surgical Services for the United States. Moore, Francis D. Mar 15-15
Letter to the editor. July-Aug 68-69
A progress report on SOSSUS. Zuidema, George D. Nos 30-33

SPRING MEETING, ACS
Director's memo—The April 1973 New York Meeting. Nos 38
Outline of the program for the 1973 Spring Meeting. Nos 56-58
Spring meeting. May 9

STAFF, ACS
Cohen, Sara Barr. Mar 5
McGinnis, Thomas E. May 9
Padberg, Frank. Nov 4
Filar, Salvador B. Sept-Oct 3
Spillman, Fred. Sept-Oct 3

SURGERY, AMERICAN BOARD OF
Report of the American Board of Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 41-43

SURGICAL CARE
The below-knee amputation prosthesis. Rubin, Gustav. Mar 17-21
Director's memo—Review and prospect. Jan 30
Science and societal expectations. Handler, Philip. Martin Memorial Lecture. Jan 8-16
"Yes, but how much is it going to cost?" Dec 7-9

SURGICAL FACILITIES
Director's memo—Short-stay surgical facilities. April 30-31

TERMINOLOGY
Director's memo—Procedural terminology. Sept-Oct 82-83

THORACIC SURGERY
Report of the American Board of Thoracic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 42-43

TRAUMA
The ACS Committee on Trauma 1922-72. Hampton, Oscar P., Jr. June 7-12
Fifty years' progress in abdominal injuries. Fitts, William T., Jr. June 17-20
Fifty years' progress in burns. Moncrief, John A. June 14-16
Fifty years' progress in chest injuries. Samson, Paul C. June 21-26
Fifty years' progress in neurosurgery for trauma. Meacham, William F. June 11-13
Fifty years' progress in shock. Gurd, Fraser N. June 27-30
Fifty years' progress in skeletal injuries. Wade, Preston A. June 31-34
Fifty years' progress in vascular injuries. Rich, Norman M., Hughes, Carl W. June 36-40
The pilot emergency IV therapist program of the Baltimore County Fire Department. Dietz, J. Austin; Nelson, Albert; Wilder, Robert J. Jan 19-20+29
The significance of infection in trauma. The 1971 Scudder Oration on Trauma. Altemeier, William A. Jan 30
A loser today—a winner tomorrow. The 1972 American Urological Association Lecture. Zolinger, Robert M. Dec 10-16
Report of the American Board of Urology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 35-37

UROLOGY
A loser today—a winner tomorrow. The 1972 American Urological Association Lecture. Zolinger, Robert M. Dec 10-16
Report of the American Board of Urology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb 35-37

YOUNG SURGEONS
Comments and impressions submitted by participants, meeting of young surgeons, New Orleans, November 1971. July-Aug 62
A report of the meeting of young surgeons November, 1971—Part I, Mar 7-14, Part II, April 7-12
AUTHOR INDEX

ALTEMEIER, WILLIAM A.
The significance of infection in trauma. 1971 Scudder Oration. Feb: 7-16

ANAST, GEORGE T.
A case history of postgraduate medical education in trauma. Feb: 44-45

ARTZ, CURTIS P.
Introduction to 50th anniversary meeting of Committee on Trauma. June: 3

COLCock, BENTLEY P.
Report from the Chairman of the Board of Governors at 1972 Annual Meeting. Dec: 17+29

CONRAD, MARSHALL B.
Disaster planning in a metropolitan area. May: 19-22

Dietz, J. Austin
The pilot emergency IV therapist program of the Baltimore County Fire Department. Jan: 19-20+

Drukker, William R.
Contributions to 1972 Surgical Forum are requested. Jan: 26-27

Douglas, Gordon W.
Report of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 97

Dugan, David J.
Report of the American Board of Thoracic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 32-43

Dunphy, j. Englebert
Report from the Chairman of the Board of Regents at 1972 Annual Meeting. Dec: 17-19+

FItts, William T., Jr.
Fifty years' progress in abdominal injuries. June: 17-20

Glass, bentley

Gurd, Fraser N.
Fifty years' progress in shock. June: 87-90

Hampton, Oscar F., Jr.
The Committee on Trauma of the American College of Surgeons, 1922-72. June: 7-13

Handler, Philip
Science and societal expectations. 1971 Martin Memorial Lecture. Jan: 8-16

Hanley, Patrick H.
Report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 96

Hanlon, C. Rollins
Report from the Director of the American College of Surgeons at 1971 Annual Meeting. Jan: 21+25
Report from Director of the American College of Surgeons at 1972 Annual Meeting. Dec: 17-40

Hughes, Carl W.
Fifty years' progress in vascular injuries. June: 85-90

Kittredge, W. E.
Report of the American Board of Urology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 43+

Klippel, Allen F.
Disaster planning in a metropolitan area. May: 19-22

Lewis, Stephen R.
Report of the American Board of Plastic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 40

Lipscomb, Paul R.
Report of the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 38

Longmire, William P., Jr.
Report from the Chairman of the Board of Regents at 1971 Annual Meeting. Jan: 21-23
The surgeon, the system, and patient care. Presidential address. Nov: 9-13

Mahoney, Howard
A report to the Board of Governors from the President of the College. Feb: 21+27

Massie, Francis M.
Ephraim McDowell—the backwoods surgeon. Jan: 17-18

Meacham, William W.
Fifty years' progress in neurosurgery for trauma. June: 41-48

Moncrief, John A.
Fifty years' progress in burns. June: 14-16

Moore, Francis D.
An interim report from the subcommittee on undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate manpower of the Study on Surgical Services for the United States. Mar: 16-16

Nelson, Albert
The pilot emergency IV therapist program of the Baltimore County Fire Department. Jan: 19-20+

Noer, Rudolf J.
Report from the Chairman of the Board of Governors at 1971 Annual Meeting. Jan: 21-24

Rich, Norman M.
Fifty years' progress in vascular injuries. June: 85-40

Rubin, Gustav
The below-knee amputation prosthesis. Mar: 17-21

Sabiston, David C., Jr.
Report of the American Board of Surgery to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 41-42

Samson, Paul C.
Fifty years' progress in chest injuries. June: 21-26

Wade, Preston A.
Fifty years' progress in skeletal injuries. June: 81-94

Wilden, Robert J.
The pilot emergency IV therapist program of the Baltimore County Fire Department. Jan: 19-20+

Work, Walter P.
Report of the American Board of Otolaryngology to ACS Board of Regents. Feb: 90

Zollinger, Robert M.
A loser today—a winner tomorrow. The American Urological Association Lecture. Dec: 10-16

Zuidema, George D.
A progress report on SOSSUS. Nov: 30-23
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BENNETT, Wallace, F.

BLADES, Brian B.

BYRD, Benjamin F., Jr.
A report of activities from the Cancer Advisory Committee: special listing project of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. July, 18-20.

CAYTEN, C. Gene

COLCOCK, Bentley J.

DEWESEE, David D.

DOUGLAS, Gordon W.

DUNPHY, J. Englebert

ENGELL, H.C.

FARRINGTON, J.D.

FLOCKS, Rubin H.

GOODRICH, Edward O., et al

HANLEY, Patrick H.

HANLON, C. Rollins
The physician's assistant. Feb., 34.
Discipline and due process. April, 31.
Continuing education. May, 38.
Surgical privileges in hospitals. June, 30.
The Secretary's Commission on Medical malpractice. July, 30.
The surgeon's assistant. Aug., 63.
Fellowship of Surgeons. Sept., 30.
The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities. Oct., 74.
Report from the Director to the Fellows. Dec., 13, 34, 38.

HARTSUCK, James M., et al

HENDRIX, James H., Jr.

KUEHN, Heinz R.

KURZE, Theodore

LIPSCOMB, Paul R.

MACKENZIE, Walter C.
Presentation of Sir Andrew Watt Kay for Honorary Fellowship. Dec., 17.

MAHORNER, Howard
American Boards in the Surgical Specialties
Reports from nine American boards in the surgical specialties to the ACS Board of Regents.

American College of Surgeons (Administration only; other activities by name)
1973 Annual meeting:
Chairman of the Board of Regents reports to Fellows. Dec: 12, 14 & 15.
Chairman of the Board of Governors reports to Fellows. Dec: 13, 15.
Director of ACS reports to Fellows. Dec: 13, 34.

Board of Governors:
Summaries of discussion groups at the annual meeting of the Board of Governors. Feb: 22-25+.
Governors elect new officers at October, 1973 meeting. Dec: 3.

Board of Regents:
Highlights of the February 1973 Board of Regents meeting. Apr: 3+.
Regents adopt resolution on automobile safety. Apr: 5.
Regents issue definition of a surgical specialist. Jun: 3.

Finance:
Revised ACS by-laws available. Jun: 5.
Claude E. Welch inducted as 54th President of ACS. Dec: 3, 35.

Ariyan, Stephan, MD

Birollini, Dario, MD, FACS

Bulletin of the American College of Surgeons

Cancer (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Cancer programs approved by the American College of Surgeons as of January 1, 1973. Apr: 12-23.
ACS Cancer department releases film on registry organization. Jun: 5.
A report of activities from the Cancer Advisory Committee: Special Listing Project of JCAH. Jul: 18-20.
A study of U.S. hospital tumor registries with emphasis on data processing facilities. Mar: 7-11.
Categorization of hospitals for cancer program approval by the Commission on Cancer, American College of Surgeons, Sept: 11-12.
Supplement to the list of cancer programs approved by ACS, as of April 15, 1973, Sept: 26-27.
Candidates, ACS
Candidates of the American College of Surgeons now eligible for ACS group insurance, Jun: 4.
How to improve candidate and initiate participation in chapter activities, Jul: 16.
Cine Clinics (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Authors' award granted by Davis and Geck, Jan: 3.
1973 authors announced, May: 35+.
Circulation, Cerebral
Clinical Congress
Course in scientific communication, May: 35.
Congress convenes this month, diversified program set, Oct: 3.
Medical students invited to attend Congress, Oct: 3.
Clinitapes, ACS
ACS to tape programs at 1973 Spring Meeting, Mar: 3, Jun: 27.
Congress sessions will be recorded, Oct: 5.
Colon and Rectal Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents, October 1972, Jan: 21+.
Colon and Rectal Surgery replaces Proctology as Fellowship classification, Dec: 35.
Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities—CPHA
The Director's Memo, Oct: 74.
Committees, ACS
Subcommittee on control of surgical infections of the Pre- and Post-Operative Care committee seeks problems, issues for new manual, Apr: 23.
Standing committees, May: 24-29.
State and provincial advisory committees, May: 30-32.
Director's Memos
Review & Prospect, Jan: 34.
The Physician's Assistant, Feb: 34.
The Case for American Medicine, Mar: 30.
Discipline and Due Process, Apr: 31.
Continuing Education, May: 38.
Surgical Privileges in Hospitals, Jun: 30.
The Secretary's Commission on Medical Malpractice, Jul: 30.
The Surgeon's Assistant, Aug: 63.
Fellowship of Surgeons, Sep: 30.
The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities, Oct: 74.
Financing College Services, Nov: 31.
Clinical Congress . . . 1973, Dec: 36.
Directory of the American College of Surgeons
ACS announces change in Directory distribution, name, Apr: 5.
Education
Continuing:
ACS/Johnson & Johnson cosponsor trauma courses, Feb: 4.
Illinois law may require continuing education for relicensing MDs, Mar: 6.
The questionnaire course—an exercise in continuing education, Mar: 24-25.
ACS/University of Missouri sponsor review of GI disease, Apr: 6.
Continuing education, The Director's Memo, May: 38.
Three chapters, ACS sponsor workshop on Surgery of Peptic Ulcer and Biliary Tract Disease, Dec: 5.
Graduate:
Supplement to 1972 list of approved programs of graduate education, Apr: 28-29.
Approved programs of graduate education in general surgery and in surgical specialties, Oct: 30-73.
Fundamental requirements for graduate education in surgery, Oct: 15-29.
Credentialed in graduate education in surgery, Mar: 12-23.
Statement of ACS on graduate medical education, Dec: 32 & 33.
Postgraduate:
(See Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Surgical:
The Education and training of surgeons (Reprinted from the Bulletin, Jan-Feb 1963), Jun: 29.
The Effect of the three-year medical school curriculum on undergraduate surgical education, Sept: 14-25.
6 of 10 medical schools require or offer a course in medical jurisprudence, Aug: 5.
Esentials of an approved educational program for the surgeon's assistant, Aug: 58-61.
Fellows
Discipline:
College procedures in expelling a Fellow upheld by United States Court of Appeals, Apr: 3-4.
Discipline and Due Process, The Director's Memo, Apr: 31.
College announces disciplinary actions, Sept: 3.
Gelin, Lars-Erik
Four surgeons to receive honorary Fellowship in ACS, Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship, Dec: 18.
Continued
John H. Gibbon, Jr. Lecture, 1972

Gonzalez-Revilla, Antonio
Four surgeons to receive honorary Fellowship in ACS. Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 19.

Government-Medical Relations
College testifies before Senate group on behalf of proposed EMS bill. May: 3.

Health Care

History
An acknowledgement of the 60th anniversary of the American College of Surgeons. May: 7-9.
Evarts A. Graham: a benign paradox. Blades, Brian B.

Initiates
How to improve candidate and Initiate participation in chapter activities. Jul: 16.

International Relations
'Surgical Care 1973' in Dublin, Feb: 5.
5th Pahlavi congress in Iran, May: 5.
ACS meets with English speaking members of International Federation of Surgical Colleges. Jun: 4.

Kay, Sir Andrew Watt
Four surgeons to receive honorary fellowship in ACS. Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 17.

Martin Memorial Lecture, 1972

Matas, Rudolph

Medical Motion Pictures (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Trauma:
Trauma motion pictures available for purchase. Feb: 26-27.

Cancer:
Cancer department releases film on registry organization. Jun: 5.

Meyer-Schwickerath, Gerd R.E.
Four surgeons to receive honorary Fellowship in ACS. Oct: 6.
Citation of Honorary Fellowship. Dec: 19.

Neurological Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
ACS is third member of residency review committee for neurological surgery. Jul: 3.

Healing, Nursing
OR nurses urged: "be social activists". May: 6.

Obstetrics and Gynecology (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Operating Room Environment

Ophthalmic Surgery (See Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Orthopaedic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Otolaryngologic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Patient Relations

Peer Review and PSRO
The role of the consumer and physician in peer review. Jul: 15.

Physicians Assistant
The Director's Memo. Feb: 34.

Plastic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Continued
Spring Meeting
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Socio-Economics
Scudder Orations (See Trauma)

Scholarship, ACS
Schering Corp. offers funds for new scholarship program. Aug: 3.

Scudder Orations (See Trauma)

Socio-Economics

Spring Meeting

Staff, ACS
Hawley, Paul H.: Hawley Army Hospital dedicated in Indiana. Sep: 4.
College staff members introduced to CPHA. Sep: 3.
Cohen, Sara Barr
Obituary. Nov: 3.
Stephenson, George W. George W. Stephenson receives 1973 ACS Distinguished Service Award. Dec: 5.


Surgeon's Assistant
Essentials of an approved educational program for the surgeon's assistant, established by the American College of Surgeons. Aug: 58-61.

Surgical Care

Surgical Education and Self Assessment Program—SESAP (See also Education)

Critique: Jan: 5, 29; Feb: 4, 32; Mar: 6, 26+; correction: Apr: 5; May: 4, 22; Jul: 5, 29; Aug: 4, 7; Sep: 4, 10; Oct: 5, 6; Dec: 6, 31.
Spring Meeting. Feb: 3.
Review course at Ohio State in September. Aug: 5.

Surgical Forum (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)
Contributions to 1973 Surgical Forum are requested. Jan: 30+.

Telecasts of Surgical Procedures (See Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

Thoracic Surgery (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)


Trauma (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)

ACS surgery departments to sponsor 16 trauma seminars in next 2 years. Feb: 3+.
Twelve trauma motion pictures available for purchase. Feb: 26-27.


College testifies before Senate group on behalf of proposed emergency medical service bill. May: 3+.

Department of HEW published synopsis of state emergency medical statutes. May: 6.


J.D. Farrington receives 1973 Surgeon's Award from NSC. Dec: 6.

Urology (See also Clinical Congress: Preliminary program)


Yearbook
Directory changes name. Apr: 5.

Young Surgeons
Schedule of March meeting. Jan: 3.
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Author (first named) index

Ankeney, Jay L.
Ashbaugh, David G., et al.
Beck, William C., et al.
Diagnostic X-ray in the operating room and the new federal regulations. Nov 14.
Bonfiglio, Michael.
Bouzarth, William F., et al.
A guide to the evaluation of serious head injuries. Feb 21.
Coleman, Sherman S.
Davis, William M.
The role of the private practice surgeon specializing in the management of trauma. Nov 10.
DeWeese, David D.
Douglas, Gordon W.
Drucker, William R.
How to submit contributions to the 1974 Surgical Forum. Jan 34.
Dubos, René.
Medical utopias and the environment. Nov 19.
Hanbury, Euclid M., Jr.
How a small town in Maine solved the maldistribution problem. Sep 20.
Hanlon, C. Rollins.
The FACs group insurance program. Feb 34.
Professional Standards Review Organizations. Mar 34.
The surgeon's assistant—updated. Apr 31.
Spring meetings. May 34.
Implementation of PSRO—May 9, 1974 statement of the AC before the subcommittee on health of the U.S. Senate finance committee. Jul 20.
The Medical Liability Commission. Jul 34.
Increase in dues. Aug 63.
Physician manpower. Sep 30.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Oct 66.
ACS National Conference on Continuing Education. Nov 35.
1974 report from the director to the Fellows. Dec 17.
Harrison, J. Hartwell.
Hendrix, James H.
Hickey, Robert C.
1974 report from the Chairman of the B/G to the Fellows. Dec 17.
Hugle, George J.
Jarman, W. Dabney.
Jordan, George L.
Kurze, Theodore.
Leader, Abel J.
Longmire, William P., Jr.
1973 report from the President to the B/G. Feb 13.
Marzoni, Francis A.
McLaughlin, Charles W., Jr.
Here dwells our strength. Nov 7.
Nick, William V.
Informed consent—the new decisions. May 12.
Paek, José Felix, et al.
PAFAMS and ACS: an example of international medical relations. Sep 23.
Paulson, Donald L.
Pemberton, L. Beaty.
Surgical privileges for retirement age surgeons in a community hospital. Apr 12.
Randall, Clyde L.
Continued
Reemtsma, Keith

Schwartz, Harry

Shively, Franklin L., Jr.
A report from the B/G's committee on professional liability. Mar 20.

Stern, W. Eugene

Stinchfield, Frank E.

Sullivan, Eugene S.

Thomas, Lewis
The future impact of science and technology on medicine. Jun 25.

Warren, Richard, et al

Willet, David E.
Malpractice claims—will they increase or decrease with PSROs? May 7.

Subject index
Adams, William E.
Obituary, Jan 4.
—Tribute from W. Arthur Mackey, Feb 20.

Advisory Councils
Roster of Advisory Councils for the Surgical Specialties as of Jan 1, 1974, Mar 26.

American Boards (see specific specialty)
American Joint Committee

Annual report, ACS
1973 report to the Fellows, Feb 7.

Bensimon, Helen
Appointed public information coordinator, ACS staff. Feb 4.

Cancer
2nd supplement to Jan 1, 1973 list of cancer programs approved by ACS. Jan 24.
—Cancer programs approved by ACS as of Jan 1, 1974. Apr 18.
—1st supplement to Jan 1 1974 list of cancer programs approved by ACS. Jul 31.

Chapters, ACS
—Contribute to ACS endowment fund. Dec 4.

Chiropractic

Cine Clinics
Special program marks 25 years of Cine Clinics. Sep 3.

Clinical Congress
—Addendum to motion pictures for 1974 Clinical Congress. Sep 27.

Clinitapes, ACS

Cohen, Sara Barr
Scholarship to honor memory of Sara Barr Cohen. Apr 5.

Colon and Rectal Surgery
—Special requirements for graduate education in colon and rectal surgery. Oct 15.

Committees, ACS
Standing committees of the ACS, 1974; duties and membership. Mar 27.

Continuing education
ACS National Conference on Continuing Education. Hanlon, CR. Nov 35.

Director's memo
The group insurance program. Feb 34.
Professional Standards Review Organizations. Mar 34.
The surgeon's assistant—updated. Apr 31.
Spring meetings. May 34.
The Medical Liability Commission. Jul 34.
Increase in dues. Aug 63.
Physician manpower. Sep 30.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Oct 65.
ACS National Conference on Continuing Education. Nov 35.

Disciplinary action

Distinguished Service Award, ACS
Dues, Fellowship

Endowment fund, ACS
Chapters donate to ACS Endowment Fund. Dec 4.
Evans, Joseph P.
... appointed assistant director, international liaison, ACS staff. Dec 6.

Fellows deceased
Jan 33.
—Mar 25.
—Jun 20.
—Jul 25
—Sep 28

Fellowship requirements
Requirements for ACS Fellowship modified by Board of Regents. Sep 3.

Financial report, ACS

Foreign medical graduates

Governors, ACS
—1973 report to the Board of Governors from the President of the College; Welch, CE. Feb 13.
—Elect new officers, members of executive committee. Dec 3.
—1974 report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors to the Fellows; Hickey, RC. Dec 17.

Graduate education
Supplement to October 1973 list of approved programs of graduate education in surgery and the surgical specialties. Apr 16.
—Approved programs of graduate education in surgery and the surgical specialties:
  Canadian Hospitals. Oct 63.

Grants
Ethicon presents grant to ACS to support programs. Dec 5.

Group insurance, ACS
The Group Insurance Program; Hanlon, CR. Feb 34.

Questions and answers concerning the FACS group insurance program. Apr 30. Jul 19.

Guidelines for screening
Twelve proposed general surgical guidelines for screening. Mar 3, 7.

—Seven proposed vascular surgical guidelines for screening. Jun 3, 6.

Hering, Alexander Chandlee
... joins ACS staff as assistant director, professional relations (trauma). Jun 3.

Hill, Charles F.
... joins ACS staff as cancer field surveyor. Nov 5.

Holden, William D.
... receives 1974 ACS Distinguished Service Award. Dec 5.

Hospitals
CPHA publishes two books on length of stay. Mar 6.
—CPHA develops list of 347 hospital diagnosis groups. May 6.

Infection
Infection control text prepared by ACS committee. Oct 3.

International
—Ireland College of Surgeons seeks building expansion aid. Nov 4.

International Federation of Surgical Colleges
... reorganizes duties of president's office, moves secretary's office to Scotland. May 4.
—Announcement of 1975 meeting. Sep 5.

International relations
The Pan American Federation of Associations of Medical Schools and the ACS: an example of international medical relations; Fatino, JF. Sep 23.
—J.P. Evans appointed assistant director, international relations, ACS staff. Dec 6.

International scholar

Ireland
Ireland College of Surgeons seeks building expansion aid. Nov 4.

Israel

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
Director's memo. Hanlon, CR. Oct 66.

Joint Conference of Surgical Colleges
Latin America
—The Pan American Federation of Associations of Medical Schools and the ACS: an example of international medical relations; Patino, JF. Sep 23.

Lectures
—1974 Spring Meeting: Future impact of science and technology on medicine; Thomas, L. Jun 25.
—1974 Presidential Address: Here dwells our strength; McLaughlin, CW. Nov 7.
—1974 Martin Memorial: Medical utopias and the environment; Dubos, R. Nov 19.

Maldistribution of physicians
How a small town in Maine solved the maldistribution problem; Hanbury, EM. Sep 20.

Manpower
(see also, Surgical Manpower)
The surgeon’s assistant; Hanlon, CR. Apr 31.
—Physician manpower; Hanlon, CR. Sep 30.

McLaughlin, Charles W., Jr.
... assumes presidency of ACS. Dec 3.

McVay, Chester B.
... elected to ACS Board of Regents. Dec 4.

Medical devices
ACS approves new committee to study field of medical devices. Apr 3.

Neurological surgery
—Special requirements for graduate education in neurological surgery. Oct 16.
—1974 report of ABNS to ACS Regents; Stern, WE. Dec 22.

Obstetrics and gynecology
—1974 report of ABOG to ACS Regents; Randall, CL. Dec 25.

Officers, ACS
H. William Scott, Jr. chosen president-elect of ACS; other 1975–76 officers named. Dec 3.

Operating room
ACS committee on operating room environment to publish O.R. bibliography. Oct 3.

—A bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. Nov 25.
—Four new subcommittees named for ACS committee on O.R. environment. Apr 5.

Orthopaedic surgery
1973 report of ABOS to ACS Regents; Coleman, SS. Jan 22.

Otolaryngology
1973 report of ABO to ACS Regents; DeWeese, DD. Jan 21.
—Special requirements for graduate education in otolaryngology. Oct 16.
—1974 report of ABO to ACS Regents; DeWeese, DD. Dec 26.

Pediatric surgery

Plastic surgery
1973 report of ABPS to ACS Regents; Hendrix, JH. Jan 18.
—Special requirements for graduate education in plastic surgery. Oct 18.
—1974 report of ABPS to ACS Regents; Marzoni, FA. Dec 23.

Professional liability
Report from ACS Governors’ committee on professional liability; Shively, FL. Mar 20.
—PSRO; Hanlon, CR. Mar 34.
—Malpractice claims—will they increase or decrease with PSROs? Willett, DE. May 7.
—Informed consent—the new decisions; Nick, WV. May 12.
—Questions and answers from the 1974 Spring Meeting. May 15.
—The law of informed consent; an analysis prepared by the Medical Liability Commission. May 21.
—The Medical Liability Commission; Hanlon, CR. Jul 34.

Professional standards

PSRO (see professional liability)

Publications, ACS
—Catalog of trauma audio-visual aids prepared by ACS. Aug 4.

Regents, ACS
—Elect Chester B. McVay; reelect five others to membership. Dec 4.
—1974 report of Chairman of B/R to the Fellows; Stinchfield, FE. Dec 17.
Registry, organ transplant

Reports, ACS
—1974 report of Chairman of B/R to Fellows; Stinchfield, FE. Dec 17.
—1974 report of Chairman of B/G to Fellows; Hickey, RC. Dec 17.
—1974 report of Director of ACS to Fellows; Hanlon, CR. Dec 17.

Sabiston, David C., Jr. ... elected Chairman of ACS Board of Governors. Dec 3.

Scholarships
ACS announces scholarship award, Sep 3.
—Schering presents $15,000 to ACS for three scholarships. Dec 8. (see also, Jan 5).

SESAP
Surgical Education and Self-Assessment Program of ACS completes 3-year enrollment period; sequel ready in fall 1974. May 3.

SESAP II
Prospectus mailing launches SESAP II. July 3, 7.

SOSSUS
ACS, ASA announce Study on Surgical Services for the United States report release schedule. Mar 3.

Spring Meeting, ACS
—Spring Meetings. Hanlon, CR. May 34.

Standards

Surgery
1973 report of ABS to ACS Regents; Reemtsma, K. Jan 18.

Surgical education

Surgical Forum
Contributions to 1974 Surgical Forum are requested. Jan 34.

Surgical manpower (see also, Manpower)
Summary of symposium from 1973 Clinical Congress. Feb 16.

Surgical privileges
Surgical privileges for retirement-age surgeons in a community hospital; Pemberton, LB. Apr 12.

Trauma
A guide to the evaluation of serious head injuries. Feb 21.
—Catalog of audio-visual aids in trauma prepared by ACS. Aug 4.
—Role of the private-practice surgeon specializing in the management of trauma; Davis, WM. Nov 16.

Trauma, ACS Committee on
Robert W. Gillespie appointed chairman. Apr 3.
—Henry P. Limbacher receives 1974 Meritorious Achievement Award from ACS C/T. May 5.
—ACS C/T holds two-day planning conference. Jul 5.

Thoracic surgery
1973 report of ABTS to ACS Regents; Paulson, DL. Jan 19.
—1974 report of ABTS to ACS Regents; Ankeney, JL. Dec 24.

Urology
1973 report of ABU to ACS Regents; Harrison, JH. Jan 23.
—Special requirements for graduate education in urology. Oct 21.

Vascular surgery
Seven proposed vascular surgical guidelines for screening. Jun 3, 5.

X-ray

Yearbook, ACS

Young surgeons

Zollinger, Robert M. ... honored at Ohio State University College of Medicine. Jul 4.
BALLANTINE, TH, Jr., et al: Financing surgical care: an international overview. May, 7-17

BECK, WC and MEYER, KK: The tumor registry as therapy. June, 28

BERGAN, JJ: A review of human solid organ transplantation. March, 24-26

BERNARD, HR and BECK, WC: Operating room barriers—idealism, practicality, and the future. September, 16

DEVITT, JE and IRONSIDE, M: Difficulties in applying patient care audit to surgeons. May, 18-21

Drews, JE: Look back for tomorrow (1975 Martin Memorial Lecture). December, 9-14

DWYER, WA, Jr.: Criteria evaluation of emergency room medical care. September, 10-15


— The role of leadership in the quality of fracture care (1975 Scudder Oration on Trauma). November, 16-23

GERRISH, EW: Continuing education. June, 80

— Clinical Congress, 1975. December, 38

HAMPTON, OP, Jr.: Categorization of hospital emergency capabilities—a progress report. July, 8-11

HANLON, CR: Annual review (director's memo). January, 31+35

— Professional liability (director's memo). February, 35

— Confidentiality of health records (director's memo). March, 35

— A status report on professional liability. April, 5-5-14

— Physician manpower (director's memo). April, 55-81

— Health leadership (director's memo). May, 35

— SOSSUS—the Study on Surgical Services for the United States (director's memo). July, 23-23

— The government of the College (director's memo). August, 63

— Women in medicine (director's memo). September, 50

— Congressional manpower hearings (director's memo). November, 51

— 1975 report of director to Fellows. December, 15-19


HAUG, JN: A review of women in surgery. September, 21-23

LONGMIRE, WP, Jr.: Citation presenting Prof. D.J. Du Plessis for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 13-14


MUELLER, WH: Citation presenting Prof. Shigeru Sakakibara for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 16

MURRAY, JE: Citation presenting Sir Benjamin K. Rank for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 15-16

NYHUS, LM: Citation presenting Prof. John Cedric Goligher for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 14

O'CONNELL, J: Bypassing medical malpractice claims by contract. September, 7-9

— Application for Fellowship. October, 66-67

RYAN, J: April 1975 Supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. May, 25+26, 29

— A bibliography of hospital emergency departments and trauma units—organization and management. September, 27-30

— October 1975 supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. November, 27-29

SARISTON, DC, Jr.: 1975 report of chairman of Board of Governors to Fellows. December, 15-17

SCOTT, HW, Jr.: Professional liability: the crisis and approaches to a solution (1975 Presidential address). November 7-15


SLEE, VN: Screening in medical care assessment. June, 7-11

SPARKMAN, RS: J. Marion Sims: woman's surgeon and more. March, 7-11


SPENCER, FC: Contributions to 1975 Surgical Forum are requested. January, 30+31

STINCHFIELD, FE: December 30, 1974, letter to ACS Fellows in New York State. February, 31

— 1975 report of chairman of Board of Regents to Fellows. December, 15-16, 17

WEINBERGER, CW: Summary of December 27, 1974, statement on medical malpractice insurance. February, 31

WICKSTROM, J: Education in trauma: the surgeon's responsibility (1974 Scudder Oration on Trauma). April, 7-14

ZOLLINGER, RM: Citation presenting Prof. Boris V. Petrovsky for Honorary Fellowship (1974). January, 15
Test your knowledge . . .

Answer to SESAP II
Item on page, 5

All the conditions listed may produce a localized peritonitis in the right lower quadrant of the abdomen, but if these symptoms occur suddenly in a woman of childbearing age who has had a normal temperature and who also exhibits signs of hypovolemia, the diagnosis most strongly suggested would be ruptured ectopic pregnancy (C).

Acute appendicitis is usually more insidious in onset and is often associated with a slightly elevated temperature. Acute pyelonephritis and acute salpingitis are febrile illnesses and are not usually associated with hypovolemia. A perforated ulcer ordinarily produces signs of a more generalized peritonitis.

Reference:

NOTICE: this is one of 750 items that comprise SESAP II, the College's second Surgical Education and Self-Assessment Program. To learn more about the program, write: SESAP II; c/o American College of Surgeons; 55 East Erie Street; Chicago, Ill. 60611.
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ALTMEIER, WILLIAM A. Receives 1975 Distinguished Service Award. December, 4

AMERICAN BOARDS (see individual surgical specialty)

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—administrative
Adds two new departments: surgical practice and education. January, 3
1974 Report to the Fellows. February, 7-14
H. William Scott, Jr. assumes Presidency. December, 3
College's functions explained in patient pamphlet. December, 8

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—annual meeting
Report of Chairman, Board of Regents to Fellows, 1975. December, 15-17
Report of Chairman, Board of Governors to Fellows, 1975. December, 15-17
Report of Director to Fellows. December, 15-17
Official notice for 1975 annual meeting of Fellows. September, 8-October, 8

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Board of Governors
Summaries of reports of eight discussion groups of the B/G presented at its annual meeting in October, 1974. February, 15-25
Roster of the ACS Board of Governors, 1974-1975. February, 27-33
The Government of the College (director's memo). August, 63
D. M. Gallagher new chairman ACS Governors. December, 3

continued
SUBJECT INDEX

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Board of Regents
  Report of October 1974 meeting of B/R. January, 3&6
  Bylaws amended to protect College Regents and Officers. January, 31
  Report of February 1975 meeting of B/R. May, 3&6
  Report of June 1975 meeting of B/R. September, 3&6
  Four new Regents are elected by Governors. December, 7

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—financial
  ACS financial statement for year ending December 31, 1974. July, 14-17

ADVISORY COUNCILS
  Advisory Councils for the surgical specialties. February, 1

ALCOHOL
  Regents reaffirm 1973 resolution on driving while under influence of alcohol. April, 8

ANESTHESIA
  Traces of anesthetics may be risky to OR personnel. January, 4

ARTZ, CURTIS P.
  Receives 1974 National Safety Council Award. February, 1

AUDIT, PATIENT CARE
  Difficulties in applying patient care audit to surgeons (Devitt, JE). May, 18-21
  Screening in medical care assessment (Slee, VN). June, 7-11

AUSTRALIA
  Financing surgical care: an international overview (Rank, BK). May, 14-17

BARRIERS, OPERATING ROOM
  Operating room barriers—idealism, practicality, and the future. September, 16

BASIC SURGERY EXAMINATION
  Set for April, 1976. August, 4

BYLAWS, ACS
  Bylaws amended to protect College Regents and Officers. January, 31

CANCER
  Two manuals published by Commission on Cancer. January, 4
  September 1, 1974 supplement to January 1, 1974 list of cancer programs approved. January, 28&29
  Cancer programs approved by ACS as of January 1, 1975. April, 18-28
  The tumor registry as therapy. June, 23
  April 11, 1975 supplement to January 1, 1975 list of cancer programs approved. July, 18&19
  American Joint Committee representatives meet with National Cancer Center of Japan. August, 6
  Two join Commission on Cancer as field surveyors. October, 8
  Benjamin F. Byrd Jr. retires as chairman, Commission on Cancer. December, 4

CHAPTERS, ACS—listing of future meetings published monthly
  Guadalajara to hold annual meeting February 18-21, 1976. October, 5
  Lebanon to hold 7th Surgical Congress in Beirut. February 19-21, 1976. October, 5

CLINICAL CONGRESSES
  How to submit papers for 1975 Clinical Congress. January, 5
  Deadlines set for (1975) Congress contributions. March, 4
  Scientific exhibits for 1975 Clinical Congress close May 1. April, 4
  Program for 1975 Clinical Congress features variety. June, 4&6
  Outline of program for 1975 Clinical Congress. August, 6-12
  How to submit motion pictures for 1976 Clinical Congress. November, 5
  Subject of director's memo. December, 8

CLINITAPES, ACS
  Available from 1974 Clinical Congress. February, 4
  Catalog of ACS/Clinitapes prepared for surgical specialties. June, 6
  Catalog lists 1,200 hours of instruction from ACS meetings. December, 37

COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY
  Special requirements for graduate education in Colon and Rectal Surgery. October, 16&16
  1975 report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 19&20

COMMITTEES, ACS
  Standing committees of the American College of Surgeons, 1975. March, 27-31&34

COMMUNICATIONS
  Communications course popular at 1974 Clinical Congress. February, 5
  Sixth communications course scheduled for October 11&12, 1975. June, 5

COMPUTERS
  Non-clinical postgraduate course feature of 1975 Spring Meeting. April, 3&4

COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONAL AND HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES
  Launches emergency care record抽象. May, 6
  Work begins on third generation of quality study. September, 3

CRITERIA SETS
  Sets of criteria for Professional Standards Review Organizations' review (in general surgery) available (from ACS) in June. May, 8&4
D

DEATH
Surgical ethics and the dying patient. June, 12-18

DIRECTOR'S MEMO
Annual review. January, 81&85
Professional liability. February, 85
Confidentiality of health records. March, 36
Physician manpower. April, 30&31
Health leadership. May, 85
Continuing education. June, 80
SOSSUS—The Study on Surgical Services for the United States. July, 33&32
The government of the College. August, 63
Women in medicine. September, 30
Application for Fellowship. October, 66&67
Congressional manpower hearings. November, 31
Clinical Congress—1975. December, 88

E

EDUCATION, CONTINUING—see also SESAP II
Emphasis will be on postgraduate education at 1975 Spring Meeting. January, 6
ACS/Clinitapes available from 1974 Clinical Congress. February, 4
Education in trauma: the surgeon’s responsibility (Wickstrom, J—1974 Scudder Oration). April, 7-14
Candidates, applicants, MDs can sign up for 1976 scientific tour. June, 36&37
Catalog of ACS/Clinitapes prepared for surgical specialties. June, 9
New series of continuing education courses in trauma to start in fall. June, 29
Subject of director’s memo. June, 30
Registration for 1976 scientific tour ends November 1. October, 3
Outline of program for 1975 ACS Spring Meeting. November, 21-22
Catalog lists 1,200 hours of instruction from ACS meetings. December, 86

EDUCATION, GRADUATE
Report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1975 annual meeting. February, 22&23
Recent history of the internship (Holden, WD). March, 15-16
Present regulations regarding the first postdoctoral year (Tracy, RH). March, 21-23
Supplement to approved programs of graduate education. April, 15&16
Committee for Rotation of Surgeons-in-training lists cooperating residencies. May, 5
Summary of conference on first postdoctoral year held at ACS headquarters, February 22, 1975. July, 13&18
Basic surgery examination set for April, 1976. August, 4
Fundamental requirements for graduate education in surgery. October, 7
General requirements for graduate education in surgery. October, 8-14

EDUCATION, UNDERGRADUATE
EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE—see trauma
ETHICS
ACS Statements on Principles. January, 7-12
Surgical ethics and the dying patient. June, 12-18

F

FELLOWS AND FACTS—see monthly listings
FELLOWS, DECEASED
Since publication of September 1974 Bulletin. March, 36&37
Since publication of March 1975 Bulletin. May, 30&31
W.B. Powers, founder. July, 20
Since publication of May 1975 Bulletin. July, 20
Since publication of July 1975 Bulletin. September, 26
Since publication of September 1975 Bulletin. November, 30

FELLOWSHIP, APPLICATION FOR
Subject of director’s memo. October, 66&67

FELLOWS, HONORARY
Professor John Cedric Goligher (1974). January, 15
Professor Boris V. Petrovsky (1974). January, 15
Professor Shigeru Sakakibara (1974). January, 16
Five to receive Honorary FACS at 1975 Clinical Congress. August, 8

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1974 report to the Fellows. February, 7-14
Financial report for ACS for year ending December 31, 1974. July, 14-17

FORBES, ROBERT D.
Robert D. Forbes, ACS founder, dies. January, 5
FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES
United Kingdom to test linguistic capacity of overseas-trained MDs. September, 4

FOUNDERS, ACS—see Fellows Deceased

FRAC TURE CARE
The role of leadership in the quality of fracture care (Gaston, SR). November, 16-23

FRANCE
Financing surgical care: an international overview (Mercadier, M). May, 8-11

GOVERNMENT-MEDICAL RELATIONS
Health leadership (director's memo). May, 34
Medicare pays 53 percent of aged's health costs. September, 4
Professional liability—the crisis and approaches to a solution. November, 7-15
Congressional manpower hearings (director's memo). November, 31

GRIMM, ELEANOR K.
Eleanor K. Grimm, first ACS employee, dies June 12. August, 3

HEALTH CARE SPENDING
U.S. health care spending goes over $100 billion for first time in history. May, 5

HEALTH LEADERSHIP
Subject of director's memo. May, 34

HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
Eight million now enrolled in HMOs. March, 4

HISTORY
J. Marion Sims: woman's surgeon and more (Sparkman, RS). March, 7-11
Canada seeking Bethune-created surgical artifacts. May, 4

HOSPITALS—see also Operating Room
Four areas of management addressed in operating room survey. July, 5
Hospital occupancy rate up to 75.6 percent in 1974. July, 5
Categorization of hospital emergency capabilities—a progress report (Hampton, OP, Jr.). July, 5-11
Work begins on third generation of quality study. September, 8
CPHA compiles hospital length of stay data. November, 5

INDIA
Surgery in the tropics subject of meeting in Bombay January 11-16, 1976. August, 5

INTERPROFESSIONAL RELATIONS—see also Surgical Practice

The house of surgery: the independence and interdependence of the surgical specialties (Mills, JS). January, 17-19

INSURANCE
FACS group insurance administrator explains key feature of program. February, 5
No-fault's author proposes extension to all 'accidents'. April, 5
Underwriters to report data on malpractice insurance. June, 3&5
Improvements announced in FACS group insurance. June, 8
Medicare pays 53 percent of aged's health costs. September, 4
Bypassing medical malpractice claims by contract (O'Connell, J). September, 7-9

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Problems and concerns of non-U.S. Governors; report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 24&25
Committee for Rotation of Surgeons-in-training lists cooperating residencies. May, 5
Financing surgical care: an international overview. May, 7-17
Carlos Nava-Gutierrez is named International Guest Scholar for 1975. August, 4
Israel Surgical Society to sponsor convention November 3&4, 1975, in Tel Aviv. September, 5
11th Congress of European Society for Surgical Research to be held April 27-30, 1976, in Dublin. October, 5
Joint Surgical Congress attracts 1,300 to Edinburgh. November, 5

JAPAN
National Cancer Center of Japan meets with American Joint Committee. August, 5

K
KENNEDY, ROBERT H.
A tribute to Robert H. Kennedy (Gaston, SR). May, 27-29

LECTURES
1974 Scudder Oration on Trauma (Wickstrom, J). April, 7-14
1975 Presidential Address (Scott, HW, Jr.). November, 7-15
1975 Scudder Oration on Trauma (Gaston, SR). November, 16-23
1975 Martin Memorial (Dunphy, JE). December, 9-14

LIBRARY, ACS
ACS library function limited to in-house staff services. September, 3

MEDICAL LIABILITY COMMISSION
An introduction to the Medical Liability Commission. April, 22
MLC seeks stronger review powers by licensing boards. June, 4

MOTION PICTURES
1974 Cine Clinic films now available for rental. September, 24&25
How to submit motion pictures for 1976 Clinical Congress. November, 5

NAVA-GUTIERREZ, CARLOS
Named International Guest Scholar for 1975. August, 4

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY
View of the American Board of Neurological Surgery regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 17
Special requirements for graduate education in Neurological Surgery. October, 16
1975 report of the American Board of Neurological Surgery to the ACS B/R. December, 20

NICK, WILLIAM V.
Joins ACS staff as professional liability consultant. June, 5

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
View of the residency review committee representative from American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology regarding the first postdoctoral year, March, 17
1975 report of American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology to ACS B/R. December, 24&25

OFFICERS, ACS
Past presidents meet October 22, 1974. January, 5
ACS bylaws amended to protect College Regents and officers. January, 31
H. William Scott, Jr. assumes Presidency. December, 3
George R. Dunlop elected President-elect. December, 5

OPERATING ROOM
April 1975 supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. May, 25-26&29
Four areas of management addressed in operating room survey. July, 5
Operating room barriers—idealism, practicality, and the future (Bernard, HR). September, 16
October 1975 supplement to bibliography of operating room design, construction, and maintenance. November, 27-29

ORGAN TRANSPLANT
A review of human solid organ transplantation (Bergan, JJ). March 24-26

ORR COLLECTION
ACS loans rare volumes to University of Nebraska Medical Center. February, 3

OR-TECHNICIANS
Four operating room technicians programs approved. July, 3

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
View of American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 17 & 18
Association of Orthopaedic Chairmen sets up academic placement service. June, 6
1975 report of American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 26&27

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
View of American Board of Otolaryngology regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 18&19
Special requirements for graduate education in Otolaryngology. October, 18&17
1975 report of American Board of Otolaryngology to ACS B/R. December, 25&26

PANAMA
Financing surgical care: an international overview (Wong, JC). May, 11-14

PHYSICIAN'S ART
American Physician's Art Association encourages organization of regional art exhibits. February, 4

PLASTIC SURGERY
Special requirements for graduate education in Plastic Surgery. October, 18
1975 report of American Board of Plastic Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 21

POWERS, WALTER B.

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
Report of discussion groups, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 17-19
Summary of December 28, 1974 statement on medical malpractice insurance (Weinberger, CW). February, 34
December 30, 1974 letter to ACS Fellows in New York State (Stinchfield, FE). February, 31
Subject of director's memo. February, 35
Author of no-fault automobile insurance proposes extension to all 'accidents'. April, 5
A status report on professional liability (Hanlon, CR). April, 8-1-8-4
An introduction to the Medical Liability Commission. April, 89
Underwriters to report data on malpractice insurance. June, 9&5
William V. Nick joins ACS staff as professional liability consultant. June, 5
Takes major share of attention at June B/R meeting. September, 8-10
Bypassing medical malpractice claims by contract (O'Connell, J). September, 7-7
Institute of Medicine of Chicago to sponsor session on liability November 7, 1975. October, 6
Defendants win 87 percent of verdicts in trials in orthopaedic study. November, 3
Professional liability—the crisis and approaches to a solution (Scott, HW, Jr.). November, 7-15
Report of discussion group, ACS B/G 1974 annual meeting. February, 15-17

continued
PSRO
Screening in medical care assessment. (Slee, VN). June, 7-11.
Introduction to general surgery criteria sets for PSRO screening. June 21-25.

PUBLICATIONS, ACS
Summary of Study on Surgical Services for the United States published. July, 3&4, 22.

What is ACS answered in patient pamphlet. December, 8.

RARE BOOKS
ACS loans rare volumes (Orr collection) to University of Nebraska Medical Center. February, 3.

RETIREMENT, FELLOWS
Coverage of FACS group insurance after Fellow reaches eligibility age for Medicare. February, 5.

SCIENTIFIC TOUR, ACS—see also Education, continuing.
Candidates, applicants, MDs can sign up for 1976 Scientific Tour. June, 3&6.
John D. Raaf presented ACS 1975 Scholarship. April, 5.

SESAP II
Time running out to receive critique of SESAP II scoring. March, 4.
New enrollees in SESAP II can score own efforts. June, 3&6.

Critique of Item 421. July, 5&82.
Critique of Item 526. August, 4&65.
Critique of Item 514. September 4&23.
Critique of Items 360 & 361. October, 4&6.
Critique of Item 523. December, 5&23.

STUDY ON SURGICAL SERVICES FOR UNITED STATES
SOSSUS has final review. February, 3.
ACS, American Surgical Association release SOSSUS findings. July, 3&6.
George D. Zuidema recognized by ACS Regents for SOSSUS preparation. December, 3.

SPRING MEETINGS, ACS
Emphasis will be on postgraduate education at 1975 Spring Meeting. January, 6.
Postgraduate courses salient feature of 3rd ACS Spring Meeting. February, 8.
1975 Spring Meeting will focus on postgraduate education. March, 3&6.

Spring Meeting (1976) registration forms to be mailed this month. December, 6.

STAFF, ACS
R. Wanda Hauber (personnel director) and James N. Haug (director, surgical practice) join ACS staff. March, 8.
Oscar P. Hampton, Jr. assumes new ACS duties as consultant in trauma. May, 4.
Harold A. Zintel elected chairman of Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities. May, 6.
William V. Nick joins ACS staff as professional liability consultant. June, 5.

Surgery
View of American Board of Surgery regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 19&20.
Introduction to the general surgery criteria sets for PSRO screening. June, 26&26.
Special requirements for graduate education in surgery. October 18-20.

Surgical Forum

Surgical Manpower
Physician manpower (director's memo). April, 30&31.

Four operating room technicians programs approved. July, 3.

A review of women in surgery. September, 21-23.
Subject of director's memo. November, 31.

Surgical Practice
ACS statements on principles. January, 7-18.

Confidentiality in health records (director's memo). March, 35.
1975 listing of surgical texts available. April, 5.

AMA to sponsor conference on disabled MD. April, 16.


Difficulties in applying patient care audit to surgeons (Devitt, JE). May, 18-21.
Medical Liability Commission seeks stronger review powers by licensing boards. June, 4.

Screening in medical care assessment (Slee, VN). June, 7-11.
Introduction to general surgery criteria sets for PSRO screening. June, 21-25
ACS, ASA release Sossus findings. July, 3&4, 28
Medical devices conference set for Ottawa in October, 1975. July, 4
Criteria evaluation of emergency room medical care. September, 10-15
A review of women in surgery. September, 21-22
Professional liability—the crisis and approaches to a solution. November 7-15
Look back for tomorrow (1975 Martin Memorial Lecture). December, 9-14

SURGICAL RESIDENTS
Physician manpower (director's memo). April, 30&31

THORACIC SURGERY
Special requirements for graduate education in thoracic surgery. October, 20&21
1975 report of American Board of Thoracic Surgery to ACS B/R. December, 23&24

TRAUMA
Three appointed to lead area committees on trauma. January, 31
Wisconsin C/T sponsors three-day course in April (1975). January, 32
Curtis P. Artz receives 1974 National Safety Council Award. February, 4
Two named chairmen of state C/Ts. February, 6
Harry G. Becker receives 1974 C/T award. March, 3&5
Regents reaffirm 1973 resolution on testing for driving under influence of alcohol. April, 3&4
Postgraduate course on fractures offered by Chicago, C/T, May 7-10, 1975. April, 4
Two Named to lead area C/Ts. May, 5
Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities launches emergency care record abstracts. May, 6

A tribute to Robert H. Kennedy (Gaston, SR). May, 27-29
Emergency Medical Services System Act of 1973—history and potential consequences (Harvey, JR). June, 19-22
New series of continuing education courses in trauma to start in fall. June, 28
Two FACS named to head area C/Ts. June, 28
"Early Care of the Injured Patient" translated into Spanish. June, 28
Two Fellows named to lead area C/Ts. July, 5
Categorization of hospital emergency capabilities—a progress report (Hampton, OP, Jr.). July, 6-11
New series of continuing education courses to begin in October. August, 3
Continuing education course in trauma scheduled for Saddle Brook, N.J., October 2-4, 1975. August, 3&5
Continuing education course in trauma set for Cleveland, November 13-15, 1975. September, 5
Criteria evaluation of emergency room medical care (Dwyer, WA, Jr.). September, 10-15

SUBJECT INDEX
Bibliography of hospital emergency departments and trauma units—organization and management. September, 17-20
Continuing education course in trauma planned for Seattle, December 3-5, 1975. October, 5
Two-day course in reducing severity of injuries will be held in Baltimore, October 16 & 17, 1975. October, 5
Continuing medical education course on emergency care to be presented in San Francisco, December 3-5, 1975. October, 6
Wisconsin C/T to host trauma PG course. November, 4
Symposium in trauma in New York, November 6-8, 1975. November, 5
Trauma seminar set for North Carolina, January 22-24, 1976. November, 4
The role of leadership in the quality of fracture care (Gaston, SR). November, 19-23
Jack Wickstrom receives Surgeon's Award from National Safety Council. December, 5

TUMOR REGISTRY
The tumor registry as therapy. June, 28

TUNISIA
Tunisia seeks surgeon to plan new residency program. October, 4

UNITED KINGDOM
To test linguistic capacity of overseas-trained MDs. September, 4

UROLOGY
View of residency review committee representative from American Board of Urology regarding the first postdoctoral year. March, 20&21
Special requirements for graduate education in Urology. October, 21
1975 report of American Board of Urology to ACS B/R. December, 27

VOLUNTEERS—see also Tunisia
Doctors needed to do clinical work, teach, or temporary replace local doctors in numerous locations. February, 8

WICKSTROM, JACK Receives 1975 National Safety Council Award. December, 5

WOMEN IN MEDICINE
Subject of director's memo. September, 30

WOMEN IN SURGERY
A review of women in surgery (Haug, JN). September, 21-23

YOUNG SURGEONS
Fourth meeting of young surgeons is March 13 & 14, 1975. March, 4

ZOLLINGER, ROBERT M. 1975 Surgical Forum Volume is dedicated to R. M. Zollinger. December, 36
ANKENEY, Jay L. 1976 report of the American Board of Thoracic Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 27, 28

BAKER, Joel W. Citation presenting Martin Allgöwer for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1975. January, 15-14

CONNOLLY, John E. Citation presenting John Bernard Kinmonth for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1976. November, 18-19

DUNLOP, George R. Medical costs—our common dilemma (Presidential address, 1976). November, 7-11

DUNPHY, J. Englebert. On caring for the patient with cancer. October, 7-14

— Citation presenting Patrick A.M.F. FitzGerald for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1976. November, 15-16

EDGERTON, Milton T. Citation presenting Paul L. Tessier for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1975. January, 16-17

FERGUSON, Albert B., Jr. 1976 report of the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 29, 30

GALLAGHER, Donald M. Citation presenting Edward S.R. Hughes for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1976. November, 18

— Report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors to the Fellows, October 1976. December, 16, 18


GOODWIN, Willard E. Citation presenting Michael Woodruff for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1975. January, 17-18


HANLON, C. Rollins. Annual review (Director’s memo). January, 30

— Presumptuous judgment of the ignorant (Director’s memo). February, 30

— Surgery—necessary? (Director’s memo). March, 31

— Cost cutting by consultation (Director’s memo). April, 30

— Gifts, bequests, and dissatisfaction (Director’s memo). May, 34-35

HUGHES, Edward S. R. Surgery in Australia. June, 18-20

JERGESEN, Floyd H. Citation presenting Guan Bee Ong for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1975. January, 14-15

KENNEDY, John Hines. Use of items from SESAP No. 1 as a teaching aid in postgraduate medical education. September, 13-14, 22

KITTLE, C. Frederick. John Hunter, 1728-1793, the architect of modern surgery. January, 7-11

KUERN, Heinz R. 1975 annual report of ACS to the Fellows. February, 7-12, 29

MARZONI, Francis A. 1976 report of the American Board of Plastic Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 25, 26

MAYER, Andrew. Position statement on cancer patient care evaluation. February, 18-19

— Extent of disease—a philosophical approach to its determination and significance. June, 14-17

MELLINKOFF, Sherman M. Is Medical Education a Stone of Sisyphus? (The 1976 AUA lecture). November, 12-14

continued
Index by subject

MOORE, J. George. 1976 report of the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 28

NYHUS, Lloyd M. Citation presenting Fritz Karl Holle for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1976. November, 17

REED, George F. 1976 report of the American Board of Otolaryngology to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 29

SANDBLOM, Philip. The tragic development of socialized medicine in Sweden. February, 13-15

SHIRES, G. Tom, et al. The influence of the manpower study of SOSSUS on graduate education in surgery—Parts I and II. February, 20-28; March, 10-21

SNOW, James B., Jr., et al. The influence of recent changes in graduate medical education on undergraduate surgical education. June, 21-30


SONNELAND, John. A letter to my sons. March, 7-9

SPENCER, Frank Cole. Contributions to 1976 Surgical Forum are requested. January, 22-23

STEPHENSON, George W. Visual education in surgery. May, 8-18

STERN, W. Eugene. 1976 report of the American Board of Neurological Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 24, 25

STINCHFIELD, Frank E. Citation presenting Rodney Smith for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1975. January, 15-16

— Citation presenting Sten Axel Friberg for Honorary Fellowship in ACS, October 1976. November, 16-17

— Report of the Chairman of the Board of Regents to the Fellows, October 1976. December, 16, 17

SULLIVAN, Eugene S. 1976 report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 23, 24

THOMPSON, James C. Contributions to the 1977 Surgical Forum are requested. December, 31-32

WILLMAN, Vallee L. 1976 report of the American Board of Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. December, 26

ADVERTISING not compatible with ethical practice—ACS. March, 8

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Administrative October 1975 Regents Meeting. January, 3

College offers scholarship for academic study. January, 5

Pamphlet explains meaning of Fellowship. February, 5

1976 report to the Fellows. February, 7-12, 29

Giffin, Sue joins staff as public information coordinator. April, 3

Meaning of FACS explained in pamphlet. April, 4

Advisory councils for the surgical specialties. April, 25

ACS representatives to other organizations. April, 26-27

February 1976 Regents meeting. May, 5-6

College properties are described in brochure. May, 5

Statements on Principles revised to include clinical trials. May, 5

Standing committees (1976) of ACS. May, 19-26

Liaison committees of ACS Board of Regents. May, 27

ACS announces improvement in group insurance. May, 33

“Let’s talk about the College”—the Fellowship Breakfast from the 1976 ACS Spring Meeting. July, 7-11

1975 financial report. July, 22-25

Craft, Edward M. joins staff as assistant to director. August, 8

June 1976 Regents meeting. August, 13

ACS sponsors new life insurance plan for Fellows. September, 4

1976 annual meeting, notice of. September, 30

Fund for education programs is established by College. October, 4

Oliver H. Beahrs elected chairman, Board of Governors. December, 3

George R. Dunlop assumes College presidency. December, 3

Frank E. Stinchfield new president-elect. December, 4

October 1976 Regents Meeting. December, 4, 8

William H. Muller, Jr. new chairman of BIR. December, 5

Two new Regents elected by Governors. December, 6

American College of Surgeons
**AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Chapters**

Listing of meetings published monthly

Eastern Pennsylvania will meet at Valley Forge.

- **January, 29**
  - Bronx. April, 5
  - Brooklyn-Long Island. April, 5
- **April, 5**
  - Mexico. June, 32
  - New Jersey. June, 32
  - Washington, DC. June, 32
  - South Texas. June, 32
  - Southwestern Pennsylvania. June, 32
  - San Diego. June, 32
  - ACS, Mexico, D.F. chapter to cosponsor tour.
- **June, 32**
  - New Jersey. October, 5
  - Montana-Wyoming. October, 5
  - New Jersey. October, 5

**AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Meetings**

Listing of future meetings published monthly on Cover IV

1976 Congress deadlines. **January, 4**

Contributions to 1976 Surgical Forum are requested. **January, 22-23**

Postgraduate courses highlight (1976) Spring Meeting. **February, 3**

How to submit papers for 1976 Clinical Congress. **February 3,5**

Advance registration closes March 22 for Spring Meeting. **March, 4**

Deadlines near for Congress participation. **March, 6**

Register in Boston for (1976) Spring Meeting. **March, 6**

Applications for scientific exhibit space close on May 3. **April, 5**

1976 Scientific Tour. **April, 10-11, 13**

Advance brochure for 1976 Clinical Congress. **June, 6**

62nd annual Congress in Chicago, October 11-15. **July, 3**

Preliminary program for 1976 Clinical Congress. **August, 6-66**

How to register for 1976 Congress. **September, 3**

Contributions to 1977 Surgical Forum are requested. **December, 31-32**

**AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Officers and staff**

- **January, 31**
  - CPHA forms council on clinical classification. **May, 6**
- **April, 31**
  - CRAFT, Edward M. joins ACS as assistant to director. **August, 5**
- **May, 34**
  - CONNOLLY, John E. Surgical Society formed. **January, 4**
- **August, 71**
  - COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY. 1976 Report of the American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery to the ACS Board of Regents. **December, 23, 24**
- **September, 31**
  - AUSTRALIA, surgery in (Hughes, ESR). June, 18-20
  - BERR, Oliver H. elected new chairman, Board of Governors. **December, 3**
- **November, 23**
  - AMA announces summary of assessment figures. **December, 5**

**CANCER**

September 1, 1976 Supplement to January 1, 1975 list of cancer programs approved. **January, 24-26**

Position statement on cancer patient care evaluation. **February, 18-19**

Field liaison program of the (ACS) Commission on Cancer. **April, 12-13**

Listing of cancer programs approved by ACS. **January 1, 1976. April, 14-24**

Conference on classification, staging sponsored by American Joint Committee. **June, 3**

Extent of disease: a philosophical approach to its determination and significance (Mayer, A). **June, 14-17**

April 15, 1976 supplement to January 1, 1976 list of cancer programs approved. **July, 26-27**

New cancer exhibit may be reserved for meetings. **August, 5**

Radiologists reply to mammography critics. **September, 3**

Guidelines for follow-up are now available. **October, 5**

On caring for the patient with cancer (Dunphy, JE). **October, 7-14**

ACR to sponsor cancer program. **November, 6**

September 1, 1976 supplement to January 1, 1976 list of cancer programs approved. **December, 20-22**

CARE seeks volunteers. **November, 4**

CARING for the patient with cancer (Dunphy, JE). **October, 7-14**

CARGO, L. Jack named to CMSS position. **May, 5**

CCME publishes report on physician manpower. **November, 5**

CINE CLINIC films: 1975 films now available for rental. **July, 30-31**

CINE CLINICS start second 25 years. **January, 6**

CLARIFICATION of authorship of "Definition of Surgical Microbiologic Clean Air". **April, 9**

CLINITAPES: Catalog of tapes is now available. **December, 8**

**AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Chapters**

Listing of meetings published monthly

East...
D

DAVIS, Loyal honored for fifty years with SG&O. December, 7

DEATH RATE falls to record low. August, 5

DIRECTOR'S MEMOES

Annual review. January, 30
Presumptuous judgment of the ignorant. February, 30
Surgery—necessary? March, 31
Cost cutting by consultation. April, 30
Gifts, bequests, and dissatisfaction. May, 30
Democracy and surgery. June, 31
Continuing education (Gerrish, EW). July, 31
Manpower. August, 32
Surgical residency planning. September, 30
Will the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission control specialty boards? October, 3
Medical necessity project. November, 3
Professional liability—closed claims study. December, 3

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD presented to Oscar P. Hampton, Jr. December, 7

DUNLOP, George R. assumes College presidency. December, 3

E

EFFECT of withholding elective operations on surgical utilization rates. October, 3
EMERGENCY MEDICINE: ACS statement on. May, 3
EPIDEMIOLOGY of trauma (Hampton, OP, Jr.). July, 3

F

FDA recruiting engineers with biomed training. November, 3
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT and the surgical profession (Holden, WD). June, 7
FELLOWS AND FACTS—see monthly listings
FELLOWS DECEASED

January, 27
May, 30
July, 28
September, 28

FOREIGN medical graduate in American Surgery (Haug, JN). April, 22
FUND for education purposes is established by College. October, 3

G

GASTON, Sawnie R. receives NSC Distinguished Service to Safety Award. December, 6
GENERAL SURGERY criteria sets (2nd edition) available from College. November, 3
GIFFIN, Sue joins College staff as public information coordinator. April, 3
GRADUATE EDUCATION: Influence of SOSSUS manpower study on. February, 22; March, 10
GRADUATE EDUCATION programs: publication of lists to be discontinued in ACS Bulletin. May, 7
GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION: Influence of recent changes in ... on undergraduate surgical education. June, 3
GRIMM estate bequeaths $10,000 to ACS Scholarship Endowment Fund. November, 3
G-SUIT and G-splint have new source. June, 3
GUIDE to emergency care of eye injuries. October, 3
GUIDELINES for follow-up of cancer patient are available. October, 3
GUIDELINES for medical education meetings suggested. February, 3
GUIDELINES for preparing, using slides outlined. July, 3

H

HAND SURGERY: Journal of, to debut in July. May, 3
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP (1975).

January, 13–18
Allgöwer, Martin
Ong, Guan Bee
Smith, Rodney
Tessier, Paul L.
Woodruff, Michael

HONORARY FELLOWSHIP (1976).

November, 15–19
FitzGerald, Patrick A.M.F.
Friberg, Sten Axel
Holle, Fritz Karl
Hughes, Edward S.R.
Kinmonth, John Bernard

HOSPITAL length of stay: CPHA releases fatality, stay rates. April, 3
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Thoracic surgery (Ellison, RG). December, 38
Urology (Goodwin, WE). December, 39

SPRING MEETING
The 1980 Spring Meeting in Toronto—March 23-27. February, 2
First Edward D. Churchill Lecture presented. June, 23
New 3-day format: New Orleans site of Spring Meeting. November, 3
Spring Meeting to be held in New Orleans—Special seminar to follow. December, 40

STANDING COMMITTEES
(See AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Committees)

SURGEON'S ASSISTANTS
Surgeon's Assistants exam offered. July, 32
SUBJECT INDEX

SURGERY
The Gallup survey on surgeons and surgical care (Nygreen, N.). October, 4
A surgeon's Christmas in Peking (Jordan, PH, Jr.) November, 20

SESAP
Computer-scoring of SESAP III extended. March, 3
ABS extends deadline for recertification application. May, 23

SURGICAL PRIVILEGES
Can personality affect hospital privileges? (Reed, ME). April, 19
Hospitals can require liability insurance (Reed, ME). July, 29

TRANSPLANTATION
What's new in (Najarian, JS). January, 46

TRAUMA
Suncoast Trauma Seminar to be held in March. January, 53
Trauma Appendices to Hospital Resources for Optimal Care of the Injured Patient (ACS Committee on Trauma):
Appendix A: Qualifications of trauma care personnel. February, 10
Appendix B: Organized burn care. February, 12
Appendix C-1: Interhospital transfer of patients. February, 13
Appendix C-2: Air ambulance operations. February, 16
Appendix D: Treatment protocol for prehospital management of the trauma patient. February, 23
Appendix E: Field categorization of trauma patients and Hospital trauma index. February, 28
Appendix F: Quality assurance and education in the emergency department. February, 34
Multiple Trauma: Early Management in the Emergency Department (Poster) (ACS Committee on Trauma). February, 19
Second Annual Trauma Symposium to be held in June at Disney World. May, 24
ACS trauma team visits Córdoba (Ackroyd, FW). July, 20
Annual residents' trauma papers contest begins. July, 31
We've come a long way, baby, in improving trauma care (Scudder Oration; Davis, JH). October, 10
Techniques of Helmet Removal from Injured Patients (Poster) (ACS Committee on Trauma) October, 19
Comments on Verification Program (Thompson, CT). October, 22
Verification Program for Hospitals (ACS Committee on Trauma). October, 23
Hypothermia: The chill that need not kill (Pratt, RS). October, 28
Trauma course slated. October, 36
December 12-13: Trauma seminar to teach practical care. December, 41

UROLOGY
What's new in (Olsson, CA). January, 48

VASCULAR SURGERY
What's new in peripheral vascular surgery (Stoney, RJ). January, 35
Vascular surgery course to be held in Honolulu. October, 36
Register for February vascular surgery course to be held in Honolulu. December, 41

WHAT'S NEW IN SURGERY
See entire January issue

YOUNG SURGEONS WORKSHOP
CME: Two cheers for us (Chase, RA). November, 4
Good news and bad about the Federal Trade Commission (Maloney, JV, Jr.). November, 7
The challenge of cost containment (Willman, VL). November, 11
The general surgeon's role in an age of specialization (Hummel, RP). November, 14
The changing role of HSAs in surgical practice (Tolson, J III). November, 17
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WELCH, CLAUDE E.</td>
<td>Controlling professional fees.</td>
<td>November, 4</td>
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<td>WOLFF, WILLIAM L.</td>
<td>Hospital privileges for gastrointestinal endoscopy.</td>
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### AMBULATORY SURGERY

- Statement on ambulatory surgery. January, 65
- Alternatives to prolonged hospitalization (Pratt, LW). February, 3
- Quality control in ambulatory surgery (Hoffmann, GL). November, 6

### AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

- Cancer. (See CANCER)
- Chapter officers. New Chapter officers to attend orientation seminar. May, 33
- The annual Chapter Officers' Seminar in review. September, 27
- Chapters. Lebanon Chapter is growing influence on Middle East medicine (Haddad, FS). February, 32
- Photographs of members of Chilean and Colombian Chapters. February, 36
- Clinical Congress. (See CLINICAL CONGRESS)

Committees. The College’s Commission on Cancer: Evolving to meet the needs of the times (Lawrence, W, Jr.). September, 2

A History of the Committee on Pre- and Postoperative Care (Stephenson, GW). November, 21

Director. The Director’s report to the Fellows (Hanlon, CR). December, 10

(Also see DIRECTOR’S MEMOS)

Disciplinary Actions. 20/20 retrospection (Director’s Memo). March, 1

ACS has limited investigation powers. March, 28

Disciplinary Actions imposed by the College, February 1980—March 1981. June, 22; August, 55

Distinguished Service Award. Dr. Evans receives Distinguished Service Award. November, 3

Endowment Fund. Endowment Fund contributors thanked. March, 26

Fellows. Alton Ochsner: Not as a legend (Connaughton, DM). May, 27

In memory of Alton Ochsner (Shurkus, MB). December, 33
Fellows and Facts listed: January, 69; February, 38; March, 31; June, 23; July, 21; September, 32; October, 32; November, 30

Fellows, deceased. ACS former assistant director dies. February, 38
Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen dies at 82 (Erhart, PP). March, 3
Memorial lectureship established to honor Dr. I. Manny Shore. September, 30
In memory of Alton Ochsner (Shurkus, MB). December, 33
Listed January, 72; March, 32; July, 22; August, 54

Financial reports. College’s finances to be reported. January, 65
Dues, activities head ACS receipts (Happ, RG). March, 5
The College’s 1981 Budgeted Disbursements (Happ, RG). April, 2
College’s assets and liabilities (Happ, RG). May, 34

Governors, Board of. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors (Jordan, GL, Jr.). December, 7

Honorary Fellows. Four named Honorary Fellows. November, 27
Citations for Honorary Fellows. November, 27, 28, 29, 30

Meetings. (See PARIS MEETING and SPRING MEETING)

Officers and staff. Listed monthly on inside back cover.
New employees join College staff. January, 66
ACS former assistant director dies. February, 38
Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen dies at 82 (Erhart, PP). March, 3
New employee joins Bulletin Staff. September, 29
Dr. Joseph P. Evans, Director of International Liaison, to retire. September, 30
After working 69 consecutive years, Mrs. Anna B. Stephens will retire from the SG&O staff. October, 32

Dr. G. Tom Shires becomes President. November, 2
Dr. Evans receives Distinguished Service Award. November, 3
Dr. Shires named editor of SG&O. December, 35
(Also see AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Fellows.)

Publications. Updated bibliographies available from College. January, 71
New large-bowel cancer exhibit available. April, 23
OR and trauma unit bibliographies available. May, 38
Publications and services available from the College/1981. June, pullout section
ACS Motion Picture Library has Congress on tape and film. December, 4
Socioeconomic Factbook for Surgery, 1981. December, 35

Regents, Board of. Highlights of the Board of Regents’ meeting. January, 4; May, 3; August, 3
Report of the Chairman of the Board of Regents (Beal, JM). December, 5

Scholarships. ACS selects four Schering Scholars. January, 67
International Guest Scholarships offered. February, 35
Ninth, tenth ACS Scholars chosen. May, 36
ACS, Schering scholarship applications available. May, 36

Socioeconomic Factbook for Surgery, 1981. December, 35

Verification Program. Trauma consultation re-evaluated. August, 55
Verification program to become an informal consultation program. October, 28

Young Surgeons. (See YOUNG SURGEONS WORKSHOP)

AMERICAN UROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION LECTURE
The doctors’ dilemmas (Petersdorf, RG). April, 15
SUBJECT INDEX

CANCER

What's new in oncology (Eilber, FR). January, 22
Cancer programs approved by the Commission on Cancer of the American College of Surgeons: January 1, 1981; April, 25
Cancer research funded. March, 26
New large-bowel cancer exhibit available. April, 23
Watch for radioactive gold jewelry. May, 36
Cancer research in East Africa (Ziegler, JL). June, 14
April 15, 1981 supplement to the January 1, 1981 list of Cancer Programs Approved. August, 53
Cancer care and the College (Director's Memo). September, 1
The College's Commission on Cancer: Evolving to meet the needs of the times (Lawrence, W, Jr.). September, 2
Progress in cancer patient management in community hospitals (Smart, CR). September, 5
CanSur: Modern data management for improved cancer patient care (Clive, RE; James, B). September, 14
Prostate cancer: An evaluation of patient management (Murphy, GP; Schmitz, RL). September, 17
1982 International Cancer Congress scheduled for September in Seattle. December, 37

CARDIOThorACIC SURGERY

What's new in (Bender, HW, Jr.). January, 8
The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6

CHAPTER OFFICERS

(See AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Chapter officers.)

CLINICAL CONGRESS

How to contribute to the 1981 Clinical Congress. January, 68; February, 39
1981 Clinical Congress to offer full spectrum of surgical topics. June, 3
Another Clinical Congress (Director's Memo, Hanlon, CR). December, 1
1981 Clinical Congress: High-quality care is still the primary purpose. December, 2
Contributions to the 1982 Surgical Forum are requested. December, 19
1982 Clinical Congress: Films, tapes, papers, and exhibits are requested. December, 21

CLINICAL RESEARCH

The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6
Clinical research in Hong Kong (Wong, J). June, 11
Cancer research in East Africa (Ziegler, JL). June, 14

COMMISSION ON CANCER

(See CANCER)

COLON AND RECTAL SURGERY

Sigmoidoscopy seminar to be held in April. January, 69
Flexible fiberoptic sigmoidoscopy seminar attracts full house. July, 16
Annual Report: American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery (Marino, AWM, Jr.). December, 22

COMPETITION

Economic and legislative predictions. (Director's Memo). July, 1
ACS Legislative Workshop: The federal focus on competition in health care (Connaughton, DM). July, 4

COST CONTAINMENT

Statement on ambulatory surgery. January, 65
Cost containment (letter). January, 70
Alternatives to prolonged hospitalization (Pratt, LW). February, 3
Cost containment suggestions (letter). February, 4
Disestablishing the bathtub (Director's Memo). February, 1
Promoting surgical cost containment measures (DeMuth, WE, Jr.). April, 3
Cost awareness (Hardy, JD). June, 4

The role of federal legislation (Manuel, BM). August, 49

Controlling professional fees (Welch, CE). November, 4

DIRECTOR'S MEMOS

Review and prospect. January, 1
Disestablishing the bathtub. February, 1
20/20 retrospection. March, 1
Manpower for medical care. April, 1
Surgical public relations. May, 1
Living with austerity. June, 1
Economic and legislative predictions. July, 1
International meetings. August, 1
Cancer care and the College. September, 1
Surgical undergraduate education. October, 1
Young surgeons revisited. November, 1
Another Clinical Congress. December, 1

EDUCATION, continuing
(See SESAP)

EDUCATION, graduate
Assessing the quality of postdoctoral education (Allen, TD). March, 7
GMENAC, the numbers game (Donaldson, WF). March, 12
The dark side of GMENAC (Mounsey, RL). April, 10
(Also see FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES)

EDUCATION, medical
Predoctoral education: Disinterest is the diagnosis (Jurkiewicz, MJ). March, 9
Undergraduate Education: An assessment of surgical training (Morton, JH; Aufses, AH, Jr.; Bligh, TJ; Kopta, JA; Mason, GR; Rosato, EF; Zintel, HA). September, 20
Surgical undergraduate education (Director's Memo). October, 1

FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

FMG legislation: Goodby, goodwill ambassadors (Kerdel-Vegas, F). February, 30
FMGs: The training opportunities are few (Donovan, AJ). March, 19

GASTROINTESTINAL AND BILIARY CONDITIONS

What's new in (Kelly, KA). January, 11
Hospital privileges for gastrointestinal endoscopy (Wolff, WI). November, 17

GIBBON LECTURE

The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6

GMENAC
(See EDUCATION, graduate)

GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS

What's new in (Krantz, KE). January, 16
ACOG's national headquarters relocates to Washington, DC. September, 30
Annual Report: American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Dignam, WJ). December, 24

HEALTH SYSTEMS AGENCIES
Health planning (letter). January, 70

HONORARY FELLOWS
(See AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Honorary Fellows)

HYPOTHERMIA
Hypothermia (letter). January, 70
SUBJECT INDEX

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
FMG legislation: Goodby, goodwill ambassadors (Kerdel-Vegas, F). February, 30.
Lebanon Chapter is growing influence on Middle East medicine (Haddad, FS). February, 32.
International Guest Scholarships offered. February, 35.
Clinical research in Hong Kong (Wong, J). June, 11.
Cancer research in East Africa (Ziegler, IL). June, 14.
International meetings (Director’s Memo). August, 1.
Medico seeks general surgeon for Peru. November, 14.

JCAH
The College’s role in hospital standardization (Stephenson, GW). February, 17.
JCAH to develop hospice standards. February, 35.
JCAH will rewrite hospital accreditation standards. October, 30.

MALPRACTICE
When to refer a patient to a specialist (Surgeon’s Counsel; Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). May, 37.
What to expect from the plaintiff’s lawyer (Harney, DM). July, 12.
Legal aspects of patient confidentiality (Surgeon’s Counsel; Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). July, 17.
‘Unprofessional conduct:’ a dubious legal term (Surgeon’s Counsel; Reed, ME). October, 3.

MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE
To our founder, with reflections (Ochsner, A). May, 25.

MEDICAL DEVICES
The pros and cons of consensus statements (Kalberer, JT, Jr.). November, 15.

MEDICAL HISTORY
The College’s role in hospital standardization (Stephenson, GW). February, 17.
To our founder, with reflections (Martin Memorial Lecture; Ochsner, A). May, 26.
Ravitch records ASA’s first 100 years (Stephenson, GW). July, 20.
A History of the Committee on Pre- and Postoperative Care (Stephenson, GW). November, 21.

NEUROSURGERY
What’s new in (Hoff, JT). January, 18.

ONCOLOGY
(See CANCER)

OPERATING ROOM
The art and the science of OR management (Hinshaw, JR). May, 6.
Operating room illumination: The current state of the art (Beck, WC). May, 10.
Preparing the patient for operation (Cruse, PJE). May, 16.
OR and trauma unit bibliographies available. May, 38.

OPHTHALMOLOGY
What’s new in (Kennedy, RE). January, 26.
Ophthalmic surgery films feature plastic surgery. August, 50.
Ophthalmologists merge their representative organizations. September, 30.
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
What's new in (Mindell, ER). January, 31
Annual Report: American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery (Dameron, TB, Jr.). December, 26

OTOLARYNGOLOGY—HEAD AND NECK SURGERY
What's new in (Gates, GA). January, 35
Annual Report: American Board of Otolaryngology (Sisson, GA). December, 27
Head and neck surgery groups unite: 'One strong organization was needed.' December, 37

PARIS MEETING
Joint French meeting: A tour de force (Gerrish, EW). August, 2

PEDIATRIC SURGERY
What's new in (Sieber, WK). January, 40

PLASTIC SURGERY
What's new in plastic surgery and burns (Lynch, JB). January, 48
Ophthalmic surgery films feature plastic surgery. August, 50
Annual Report: American Board of Plastic Surgery (Griffith, BH). December, 28

RECERTIFICATION
Recertification examination in general surgery. August, 52
Recertification: Is it worthwhile? (Young Surgeon's Workshop; Skinner, DB). November, 9

SCHERING SCHOLARS
ACS selects four Schering Scholars. January, 67

SCUDDER ORATION
War and peace (Moore, FD). October, 14

SECOND OPINIONS
The effects of surgical second opinions (Sieverts, S). April, 6
Disestablishing the bathtub (Director's Memo). February, 1

SHOCK AND METABOLISM
What's new in (Dudrick, SI). January, 52

SOCIOECONOMIC ISSUES
Manpower for medical care (Director's Memo). April, 1
The effects of surgical second opinions (Sieverts, S). April, 6
The doctors' dilemmas (Petersdorf, RG). April, 15
Patient abandonment: Reality or myth? (Zimmerman, JM). November, 12
(Also see COST CONTAINMENT and COMPEITION

SPRING MEETING
Sigmoidoscopy seminar to be held in April. January, 69
New Orleans hosts the 1981 Spring Meeting, March 29-April 1. February, 5
Surgical public relations (Director's Memo). May, 1
Spring Meeting Panel: Informing the public about surgery (Erhart, PP). July, 11
Phoenix hosts ACS Spring Meeting in March. November, 31; December, 38

SURGEON'S COUNSEL
When to refer a patient to a specialist (Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). May, 37
Legal aspects of patient confidentiality (Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). July, 17
'Unprofessional conduct:' a dubious legal term (Reed, ME). October, 3

SURGERY
Rural surgeons of Colorado: The scope of their practice (Majure, JA; Abernathy, CM). February, 11
Preparing the patient for operation (Cruse, PJE). May, 16
Annual Report: American Board of Surgery (Griffen, WO, Jr.). December, 29
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SESAP
SESAP III review course offered. March, 28
Review SESAP III with the program's authors! May, 33
Register early for unique SESAP course. July, 15
Review course to highlight decade of SESAP programs. August, 51

SURGICAL PRIVILEGES
Hospital privileges for gastrointestinal endoscopy (Wolff, WI). November, 17

TRANSPLANTATION
What's new in (Barker, CF). January, 57
The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6

TRAUMA
Critical-injury course slated for May. March, 29
Care of burn patients to be discussed. April, 22
Emergency Department Management of Poisonous Snake Bites (ACS Committee on Trauma, poster). May, 19
3rd Trauma Symposium to be held in Florida. May, 33
Disaster planning subject of May program. May, 33
OR and trauma unit bibliographies available. May, 38
Essential equipment for ambulances (ACS Committee on Trauma). June, 17
Trauma papers contest for residents begins. July, 15
Trauma consultation re-evaluated. August, 55
Alcohol and Trauma: Wounds without cause (Zuska, JJ). October, 5
Ocular Trauma: Eyes get hurt too (Eliasoph, I). October, 11
Burn injury seminar set for December in Denver. October, 13
War and peace (Scudder Oration; Moore, FD). October, 14
Prehospital management of the seriously injured (ACS Committee on Trauma). October, 19

Trauma on the Farm: How to prevent tractor injuries (Elwell, RS; Brown, KL; Schneider, RD). October, 20
Introducing Mr. Hurt: Advanced trauma life support course. October, 26
Verification program to become an informal consultation program. October, 28
Return to San Francisco for trauma postgraduate course. December, 35

UROLOGY
What's new in (Peters, PC). January, 62
Annual Report: American Board of Urology (Carlton, CE, Jr.). December, 32

VASCULAR SURGERY
What's new in peripheral vascular surgery (Bergan, JJ). January, 44
Award to be given for essay describing vascular surgical research. September, 31
Postgraduate course in vascular surgery slated for February in Acapulco. October, 28

WHAT'S NEW IN SURGERY
See entire January issue

YOUNG SURGEONS WORKSHOP
Young surgeons revisited (Director's Memo). November, 1
Controlling professional fees (Welch, CE). November, 4
Quality control in ambulatory surgery (Hoffmann, GL). November, 6
Recertification: Is it worthwhile? (Skinner, DB). November, 9
Patient abandonment: Reality or myth? (Zimmerman, JM). November, 12
The pros and cons of consensus statements (Kalberer, JT, Jr.). November, 15
Dr. Kalberer's response to the Young Surgeons (letter). December, 36
Bulletin Index: Volume 67, Numbers 1-12
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Dr. Thomas Bligh dies suddenly, 70, 2:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS presence in Washington grows in response to change (Haug), 73, 7:16
Henry T. Bahnson made President, 68, 11:18
Human Resources Director retires, 75, 8:31
M.J. Jurkiewicz installed as College President, 74, 11:26
Mr. Happ leaves ACS after 22 years, 74, 8:30
Mr. Kuehn retires after 20 years, 74, 2:68
New Director of Communications named, 71, 10:33
Oliver H. Beahrs installed as College President, 73, 11:28
Regens name new Director, 70, 12:32
SG&O has new manager, 72, 4:32
Stephen Regnier heads Bulletin staff, 73, 7:65
W. Dean Warren installed as College President, 71, 11:42

Philanthropy
'Adopt' a medical school or library program, 71, 9:43
An interview with Thomas W. Langfitt, MD, FACS, 76, 9:42
Are your library shelves full? 72, 4:30
Armand Hammer: First ACS Distinguished Philanthropist, 74, 9:30
Clowes family receives philanthropy award, 77, 1:88
C. Rollins Hanlon Chair of Surgery established, 72, 8:35
College donates SESAP material to China (Garneski), 72, 8:34
College seeks philanthropic support (Sunseri), 73, 5:32
Fellows Leadership Society to honor Dr. John Conley, 75, 9:37
Gift from Clowes Fund establishes research career development award, 75, 10:23
IFSC works to improve surgery in developing nations, 75, 3:26
Laryngoscopes needed in Minsk, 77, 2:55
Latin American nations need equipment, 75, 3:24
Leadership society holds second recognition luncheon, 75, 12:52
Medical equipment acquisition project under way, 71, 8:46
Surplus SESAP sets sail to China, 74, 5:39
Tanzania needs surgeon-teacher, 72, 12:43

Presidential Address
Presidential Address: The assurance of quality (Hanlon), 72, 12:5
Presidential Address: Can one person make a difference? (Warren), 71, 12:8
Presidential Address: Challenges (Bahnson), 68, 12:6
Presidential Address: The College, general surgery, and fragmentation (Jurkiewicz), 74, 11:11
Presidential Address: Fellowship: The benchmark for American surgery (Drake), 69, 12:6
Presidential Address: The physician, patient, and third party (Beahrs), 73, 11:4
Presidential Address: Professional liability in the 1980s: Problems and solutions (Sabiston), 70, 12:6
Presidential Address: Surgery is a great career (Austen), 77, 12:6
Presidential Address: "To think and act as a unit" (Straffon), 76, 11:6
Presidential Address: The vital role in medicine of commitment to the patient (Spencer), 75, 11:6

Properties
ACS buys historic Washington, DC, building (Herendeen), 73, 10:9
Assets and liabilities reported (Happ), 68, 5:21
College properties get a facelift (Woelke), 73, 6:24
Murphy Memorial clean-up to begin, 70, 7:26
Publications
1989 CC videotapes available, 75, 8:31, 10:29
1989 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 75, 12:61
1990 CC videotapes available, 76, 5:34
1990 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 76, 5:33
1990 edition of Socio-Economic Factbook for Surgery is now available, 75, 7:65
1991 Clinical Congress videotapes available, 77, 5:42
'S4 publications & services, 69, 10:22
About patient education brochures, 70, 8:43
ACS offers surgical care text, 74, 6:35; 75, 2:51, 3:28, 6:40, 11:35
Bibliographies available, 69, 2:20
Bibliographies available now, 70, 3:36
Bibliographies now available, 71, 4:30, 72, 6:32
Bibliographies updated, 68, 7:31
Clinical Congress brochure mailed, 73, 5:41
Clinical Congress films available, 70, 4:29; 71, 5:37; 72, 4:33
Clinical Congress videotapes available, 73, 4:36; 74, 5:41; 75, 5:31
Clinitapes will be available on-site at Congress, 77, 9:39
College establishes "Associate Fellow" category, 75, 6:41
College offers international scholarship booklet, 77, 6:59
College offers proceedings of resident education conference, 75, 4:27
College print ad campaign begins its annual run, 77, 5:36
CORE bibliography now available, 75, 7:66
Director's Memo: Last memo of this Director, December 1986 (Hanlon), 71, 12:1
Entries for photo contest sought, 77, 3:35
Erratum, 70, 6:38
Fellows asked to return surveys, 72, 12:43
Fellowship certificate available, 76, 8:51
Film addresses viral precautions in OR, 76, 5:26
Films and tapes of '84 Congress available soon, 70, 2:25
New ACS chronicle available, 76, 2:30, 8:43
New brochures and PSAs added to public information campaign, 68, 12:37
Operating room environment bibliography updated, 77, 10:35
OR and trauma bibliographies updated, 68, 3:13
Resources document available, 75, 6:41
Socio-Economic Factbook available, 70, 4:23
Surgical care text available, 76, 4:29, 5:36
Swiss meeting brochure mailed, 68, 9:26
Trauma systems updated bibliography available, 76, 4:28
Volume and technology assessment survey available, 77, 6:59
Watch for the Clinical Congress advance brochure, 70, 5:28; 71, 6:27; 72, 5:18
Watch for the Surgical Profile Survey, 72, 10:25

Regents, Board of
Board of Regents meeting February 4-6, 1983, 68, 5:25
-October 22-24 and October 29, 1982, 68, 1:70
Director's Memo: 1986 predictions (Hanlon), 71, 2:1
Director's Memo: The Board of Regents' planning meeting (Hanlon), 70, 9:1
Director's Memo: College planning meetings (Hanlon), 70, 8:1
Financial implications of the Regents' planning meeting (Harr), 71, 1:67
Highlights of the Meeting of the Board of Regents June 10-12, 1983, 68, 9:24
-October 14-16 and October 21, 1983, 69, 1:64
-February 3-5, 1984, 69, 5:21
-June 8-10, 1984, 69, 8:40
-October 26 and October 19-21, 1984, 70, 1:67
-February 1-3, 1985, 70, 6:34
-June 14-15, 1985, 70, 9:29
-October 11-13 and October 18, 1985, 71, 1:71
-February 7-9, 1986, 71, 4:26
-June 6-8, 1986, 71, 8:43
-October 17-19 and October 24, 1986, 72, 1:78
-February 6, 1987 (Lynch), 72, 4:26
-June 5-6, 1987 (Lynch), 72, 8:29
-October 9-11 and October 16, 1987 (Lynch), 73, 1:66
-February 5-6, 1988, 73, 5:38
-June 10-11, 1988 (Lynch), 73, 8:33
-October 21-23 and 28, 1988 (Lynch), 74, 1:62
-June 9-10, 1989 (Lynch), 74, 8:33
-October 13-15 and 20, 1989 (Lynch), 75, 1:65
-February 2-3, 1990 (Lynch), 75, 5:33
-June 8-9, 1990 (Lynch), 75, 8:36
-October 5-7 and 12, 1990 (Lynch), 76, 2:34
-June 7-8, 1991 (Lynch), 76, 9:50
-February 7-8, 1992 (Lynch), 77, 6:56
-June 12-13, 1992 (Lynch), 77, 9:44
Regents amend College bylaws, 71, 1:68
Regents approve peer review panel, 72, 9:27
Report of the Chairman of the Board of Regents (Auston), 75, 12:25; 76, 12:36
--(Beahrs), 71, 12:11; 72, 12:12
--(Sabiston), 68, 12:11; 69, 12:11
--(Spencer), 73, 12:16; 74, 12:10
--(Walt), 77, 12:29
Report of the Chairman of the Board of Regents: A new dimension for the American College of Surgeons (Beahrs), 70, 12:12
Special report: Discussion from the College's 1991 planning meeting--Part 1 (Meyer), 76, 7:10
--Part 2 (Meyer), 76, 8:5
--Part 3 (Meyer), 76, 9:5
--Part 4 (Meyer), 76, 10:8
Reports to the Fellows
Director's report to the Fellows (Hanlon), 68, 12:16; 69, 12:16; 70, 12:15; 71, 12:14
Report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors (Aust), 69, 12:13
--(Carrio), 75, 12:27
--(Cohn), 76, 12:39
--(Donovan), 73, 12:18; 74, 12:12
--(Hermann), 71, 12:12; 72, 12:13
Scholarships, fellowships, and awards

1987 ACS Fellowships granted. 72, 5:21
1988 ACS Fellowships granted. 73, 5:34
1989 ACS scholarship recipients selected. 74, 1:60
1989 Fellowship recipients chosen. 74, 4:23
1990 Australia and New Zealand Chapter ACS Travelling Fellowship. 74, 10:33
1990 fellowship recipients chosen. 75, 4:23
1990 scholarship recipients chosen. 75, 2:48
1991 fellowship recipients selected. 76, 5:27
1991 scholarship recipients selected. 76, 2:26
1992 ACS Faculty Fellowships awarded. 77, 4:36
1992 fellowships, scholarships, and award available. 76, 5:28
1992 international scholars selected. 77, 3:30
1992 scholarships awarded. 77, 2:48
1993 scholarships, fellowships, and research award available. 77, 5:33
1994 travelling fellowship announced. 77, 12:63
ACS awards, scholarships, and fellowships available. 72, 5:21
ACS offers fellowship grant of $30,000. 68, 4:21
ACS scholars chosen. 68, 5:24; 69, 5:26
ACS scholarships and fellowships available. 74, 4:25; 75, 5:29
ACS scholarships available. 73, 5:34

The ACS Scholarships Committee: A status report (Spencer). 69, 9:28
Applications available for College scholarships and fellowship. 71, 6:28; 69, 5:23; 70, 5:29
Applications available for Schering scholarship awards. 68, 5:27
College offers five International Guest Scholarships. 68, 12:33
College offers International Guest Scholarships. 69, 12:34; 70, 11:29
College offers Loyal Davis scholarship. 68, 6:29
The College's scholarships program is growing. 68, 9:27
Corporate sponsorship for ACS scholarships announced. 74, 1:61
Fellowship certificate available. 76, 8:51
International scholarships available. 72, 11:29; 73, 11:37; 74, 11:37; 75, 11:38; 76, 11:42; 77, 11:70
International Scholarships available. 71, 12:38
New fellowship recipient announced. 76, 7:71
Regents choose scholarship recipients. 70, 5:27
Regents choose scholarships winners. 69, 2:16
Regents select scholarship recipients. 70, 1:70; 71, 1:69; 73, 1:64
Report from a travelling Fellow. 74, 8:36; 75, 8:26
Scholarship recipients chosen. 72, 1:81
Surgical scholarships and fellowships available. 76, 2:30
Three Schering Scholarships awarded. 68, 1:74
Townsend fellowship established. 69, 2:20
Travelling fellowship recipient announced. 75, 11:36; 76, 11:39; 77, 11:69
Travelling fellowship offered. 73, 5:36; 74, 10:34; 75, 10:24; 76, 11:39; 12:64; 77, 11:68
Travelling Fellow reports on experiences "down under." 76, 8:48; 77, 12:62
Trauma Achievement Awards granted. 73, 6:30
Two officers honored in Ireland. 69, 5:28

SESAP
A challenge to your analytic skills.... 70, 9:27
A chance to compare your performance with peers.... 70, 10:28; 71, 1:76; 72, 5:23; 9:21; 73, 4:24
Attendees can preview SESAP VII at Clinical Congress. 75, 7:68
Clinical Congress: Two exhibits you won't want to miss. 73, 9:35
College donates SESAP material to China. 72, 8:34
Director's Memo: What is SESAP? (Hanlon). 71, 7:1
Review SESAP IV with the program's authors. 69, 5:27, 8:43
SESAP '92-'93 to debut at Clinical Congress. 76, 9:46
Surplus SESAP sets sail to China. 74, 5:39
Unique review of SESAP V offered at 1987 Clinical Congress. 72, 4:22

Spring Meeting
11th annual Spring Meeting April 10-14, 1983 Washington, DC, 68, 2:20
12th annual Spring Meeting to convene in Hawaii April 1st, 69, 2:27
13th annual Spring Meeting to commence in Miami Beach March 31, 70, 2:28
14th annual Spring Meeting opens in Vancouver, April 13, 71, 2:30
15th annual Spring Meeting opens in Philadelphia, 72, 2:30
16th annual Spring Meeting opens in San Antonio April 10, 73, 2:70
17th annual Spring Meeting opens in Boston, April 2, 74, 1:68
18th annual Spring Meeting opens in Seattle, March 25, 75, 1:70
ACS Spring Meeting goes to Hawaii. 68, 11:24
Airfares to Spring Meeting reduced, 68, 12:39
Big Apple hosts 19th annual Spring Meeting, April 14-17, 1991. 76, 1:80
Boston is site of ACS Spring Meeting, 73, 11:38
Orlando hosts 20th annual Spring Meeting, March 22-25, 1992. 77, 1:94
San Antonio is site of ACS Spring Meeting. 72, 11:30
Seattle is site of the ACS Spring Meeting, 74, 11:35
Spring Meeting evaluated by participants, 72, 6:28
Spring Meeting imminent, 77, 3:36
Spring Meeting in Hawaii, 68, 9:28, 10:27
Spring Meeting to be held in Philadelphia. 71, 11:50
Spring Meeting to be in Miami Beach. 69, 11:25
Spring Meeting to discuss general surgery, 76, 12:65
Vancouver is site of ACS Spring Meeting. 70, 11:28
Visit Boston for the ACS Spring Meeting, 74, 2:72

Statements
ACS reemphasizes its position regarding surgical residency training, 74, 12:14
ACS statement on medical staff standards, 68, 3:1
ACS statement on training and certification, 68, 1:72
Regents issue statement on fees for lithotripsy, 71, 4:21
Statement in Response to the Clinical Alert from the National Cancer Institute, 73, 7:17
Statement on Certificates of Special or Added Qualifications, 77, 4:32
Statement on Ethics in Patient Referrals to Ancillary Services, 74, 7:6
Statement on Gun Control, 76, 8:30
Statement on Interprofessional Relations with Doctors of Chiropractic, 72, 11:10, 12:4
Statement on Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy, 75, 6:23
Statement on Laser Surgery, 76, 3:12
Statement on the Physician Expert Witness, 74, 8:6
Statement on the surgeon and HIV infection. 76, 12:28
Statement on the Use of Animal in Research, 76, 2:18

Symposia and workshops
ACS hosts media relations workshop for Jacksonville Chapter. 74, 11:34
Activities seek to bridge research and clinical care (Warshaw), 76, 9:27
Chiefs of surgery consider management issues (Regnier). 76, 1:72
College hosts workshop on quality assurance in cancer care (Holleb), 73, 11:15
College to co-sponsor conference in Heidelberg, 70, 9:27; 71, 1:70
Communication and cooperation stressed at OR symposium, 68, 10:28
Congress in Argentina is a rousing success (Strauch), 77, 7:72
CORE Symposium IV to be held in New Orleans. 69, 10:42; 70, 3:34
Director's Memo: Joint scientific conference with the German Surgical Society (Hanlon), 71, 8:1
Fifth OR Symposium planned for Denver. 72, 1:82
Operating room symposium examines management problems (Connaughton). 70, 10:24
RCSI and ACS to hold joint meeting, 72, 9:27
Sixth CORE symposium coming to Denver, 74, 4:21
Spectrum '90: The Science and Humanism program (Hanlon), 75, 2:42
Surgery chiefs discuss management, 77, 4:35
Symposium for Initiates, 74, 10:34
Symposium probes risks and future concerns of OR staff (Regnier). 76, 8:35
Symposium targets major concerns of OR personnel (Regnier). 74, 8:23
Third OR symposium planned for surgeon/nurse teams, 68, 2:16
Trauma course slated for May in Atlantic City, 68, 2:16
"You're a team" at the 1991 CORE symposium, 76, 4:27

Testimony
ACS Fellows bring the College's message to Washington, DC, 74, 8:32
ACS testifies on payment reform before Senate Subcommittee, 74, 6:30
College responds to HCFA's proposed Medicare fee schedule (Parks), 76, 9:8
College testifies at FDA hearing, 76, 12:61
College testifies before FDA and NIH (Stombler), 77, 4:34
College testifies before PPORC, 76, 2:25
College testifies on FY 1991 budget, 75, 5:23
College testifies on Medicare volume issues, 76, 7:58
College testifies on women's health research, 76, 8:34
Dateline: Washington: ACS announces physician payment reform proposals, 74, 3:4
  - ACS comments on clinical labs regulations, 75, 10:5
  - ACS comments on EKG proposal, 77, 7:5
  - ACS comments on global fees, 76, 4:4
  - ACS presents testimony at PhysPRC meeting, 72, 2:3
  - ACS testifies before Congressional Health Subcommittee, 74, 5:4
  - ACS testifies at PPORC Subcommittee hearing, 72, 12:2
  - ACS testifies before COGME, 73, 1:3
  - ACS testifies before congressional health subcommittee, 73, 7:2
  - ACS testifies before PPORC, 73, 12:2
  - ACS testifies on improving medical practice, 75, 1:5
  - ACS testifies on Medicare budget, 75, 9:4
  - ACS testifies on proposed fee schedule, 76, 6:4
  - College testifies before PPORC, 77, 11:4, 2:5
  - College testifies on Medicare volume issues, 75, 7:4
  - ION conducts hearing on quality, 73, 12:2
Fellows represent ACS in Washington, DC, 74, 7:76
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1988 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 74, 2:63
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1989 governmental activities in review (Haug and Beversdorf), 75, 3:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS 1990 federal activities in review (Haug and Brown), 76, 3:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS governmental activities in review (Haug), 71, 9:32
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS officer testifies at Senate hearing on physician reimbursement (Polatsek), 71, 1:65
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS testifies at Senate hearing on physician reimbursement reform (Havens), 72, 4:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: ACS testifies on Budget Reconciliation proposals before Senate and House committees (Beversdorf), 72, 9:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: College Director testifies in House of Representatives on professional liability (Haug), 71, 5:32
Focus on Socioeconomics: College official testifies in Congress (Polatsek), 71, 4:15
Focus on Socioeconomics: Mandatory second opinion programs (Parks), 68, 10:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare financing of graduate education (Polatsek), 70, 8:38
Focus on Socioeconomics: Reimbursement is key issue as College testifies before House and Senate committees (Polatsek), 71, 6:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: The role of the Washington Office (Brown and Hill), 76, 11:27
Medicare fee schedule: Issues and options (ACS testimony), 73, 12:5
Ohio Fellows represent College in Washington, DC, 74, 11:36
Proposals to modify Medicare's physician payment system (ACS testimony), 74, 3:6

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
ACS Surgical Research and Education Committee: New initiatives planned to help young investigators (Warshaw), 75, 9:6
As I see it (Ebert), 75, 11:1
Biomedical research book available, 76, 2:28
Biomedical research news, 77, 1:93
Biomedical research publications available, 76, 8:44; 77, 6:64
Booklet illustrates value of animal research, 75, 8:32
CCSR becomes the ACS Surgical Education and Research Committee (Warshaw), 74, 9:15
CCSR reports on information on NIH grants for training and early career development (Warshaw), 73, 9:20
CCSR reports on obtaining grants (Warshaw), 72, 9:15
Council on surgical research formed, 70, 7:27
Dateline: Washington: ACS offers input on drafting animal welfare regulations, 71, 6:3
  - Bill to protect animal research facilities passed, 75, 2:5
  - House approves APHIS funds for FY 1987, 71, 9:3

BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
Fellows urged to enter PDQ, 69, 9:27
FYI, 76, 1:92
Historic indicators of breast cancer risk (Page and Dupont), 76, 9:16
The hospital cancer program: Is it cost efficient? (Fleming), 69, 9:12
The Illinois experience: The AJCC (Schmitz and Sylvester), 70, 9:20
Interpretation of patient care studies (Beart), 71, 9:27
Letters: A hypothesis on breast cancer (Evans), 72, 1:84
Letters: What PDQ means to you (DeVita), 69, 2:22
NCI programs in cancer prevention and control (Wilson), 70, 9:23
The potential for progress in cancer management today (Smett), 68, 9:12
A report on the first national conference central registries (Howells), 71, 9:40
Screening and breast cancer: A surgical perspective (Walt), 75, 9:6
Tumor registries: A hospital's assurance of quality patient care (Snyder), 69, 9:18
Uses of tumor-registry data in program planning and administration (Sakulsky and Feingold), 68, 9:19
Using a hospital cancer registry effectively in a cancer-management program (Neitlich, Gray, and O'Sullivan), 68, 9:16

Treatment advances
AIDS: A surgeon's responsibility (Lotze), 70, 9:6
As I see it (Ebert), 74, 9:3
The biologic basis for breast cancer treatment options (Osborne), 71, 9:4
carcinoma of the endometrium: A survey of practice (Donegan and Wharton), 69, 9:5
Colorectal cancer screening and case-finding (Jolly), 70, 9:2
The current role of adjuvant chemotherapy and endocrine therapy for breast cancer (Khandekar), 71, 9:15
Dateline: Washington: ACS Fellows participate in IOM breast cancer research workshop, 74, 5:4
Defining the surgical oncologist (Wilson), 69, 7:9
The impact of emerging biotechnology on cancer care (Rosenberg), 69, 9:2
FYI, 72, 10:30; 74, 1:79; 75, 4:28, 6:48, 12:63; 77, 3:44, 12:70
Magnetic resonance imaging and cancer staging (Knap), 70, 9:13
NIH consensus paper on melanoma available, 77, 11:69
Progress in breast-cancer treatment, today, and tomorrow (Wilson), 68, 9:2
Progress in the treatment of testis tumors (Murphy), 68, 9:7
Standards for breast-conservation treatment developed, 77, 7:75
The Star Wars revolution: Lasers in cancer surgery (Aronoff), 72, 8:8
What's new in cancer surgery (Balch), 69, 1:3
What's new in oncology (Rosenberg), 68, 1:26
What's new in surgical oncology (Bland), 77, 11:30
—(Chang), 77, 1:41
—(Daly), 73, 1:46
—(McKneally), 70, 1:53
—(Niederhuber), 72, 2:18
—(Roth), 75, 1:30
—(Seigler), 71, 1:46
—(Steele), 74, 2:30
—(Townsend), 75, 1:28

CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
Biological tissues and surgical issues (Carpentier), 77, 5:13
Cardiac surgery 1989 (Clark), 74, 10:17
The current practice of heart transplantation (Reitz), 70, 5:11
Dateline: Washington: CABG project planned, 76, 3:4
—HCFA initiates demonstration project for regional CABG centers, 74, 1:5
—Inspector General rephrases coronary artery bypass graft study, 72, 10:2.
—National Cardiac Pacemaker Registry established, 72, 10:3
From palliation to prevention: The history of cardiac surgery (Hufnagel), 71, 5:12
FYI, 77, 10:40
Gibbon Lecture: Cold hearts and vital lessons (Bigelow), 69, 6:12
Gibbon Lecture: Substitute hearts (Bahnson), 72, 4:4
Growth of the Specialties: Breaking the final barrier (Herendeen), 71, 9:35
Guidelines for minimal standards in cardiac surgery (The Subcommittee on Cardiac Surgery Standards of the Advisory Council for Cardiothoracic Surgery), 69, 1:67; 76, 8:27
Indications for the use of permanently implanted cardiac pacemakers, 71, 2:26
What's new in cardiac surgery (Cohn), 77, 11:7
—(Cox), 77, 1:11
—(Edmunds), 73, 2:5
What's new in cardiothoracic surgery (Daggett), 70, 1:3

What's new in colon and rectal surgery (Gordon), 68, 1:8

Colorectal cancer screening and case-finding (Jolly), 70, 9:2

What's new in colorectal surgery (Rosenthal), 73, 2:11

COST CONTAINMENT AND CALCULATION

Access to care in a changing practice environment (Geelhoed), 70, 6:11

As I see it (Ebert), 70, 6:1; 74, 7:2; 76, 6:2; 77, 9:2

Assessing prospective payment (Steinwald), 71, 7:4

Buying and selling health care: A battle for the medical marketplace (Kiser), 70, 7:2

Canadian health care: Cost control through confinement? (Sandrick), 74, 9:6

College report analyzes recent Medicare data (Hill and Martin), 76, 4:6

Competition between physicians and limited licensed practitioners: Some issues and implications (Parks), 69, 4:9

Competition: Necessary market reform (McClure), 69, 4:9

Dateline: Washington: Health Care Innovation Act, 71, 7:2

Medical care cost up 0.6 percent (Beverdor), 72, 1:3

Medical care prices rise by 5.8 percent, 73, 3:3

Physician DRGs, 71, 7:2

Director's Memo: Cost-containment proposals (Hanlon), 68, 11:1

Director's Memo: Quality and efficiency (Hanlon), 70, 4:1

Director’s Memo: The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (Hanlon), 68, 8:1

The effect of fragmentation on competitive health-care delivery (Copeland), 71, 2:11

The evolution and current status of HMOs (Politzer), 71, 4:10

Focus on Socioeconomics: Financing graduate medical education under Medicare (Parks), 72, 10:23

Focus on Socioeconomics: Gatekeeper Programs (Chupack), 69, 12:17

Focus on Socioeconomics: Many questions surround the issue of physician DRGs (Politzer), 72, 8:23

Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare prospective payment for hospitals (Pitcher), 68, 12:19

Focus on Socioeconomics: New Medicare fee schedule includes payment for liability costs (Brown), 75, 5:20

Focus on Socioeconomics: Physician Payment Review Commission issues second annual report (Parks), 73, 6:19

Focus on Socioeconomics: Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (Chupack), 69, 9:20

Fragmentation of surgical care: The effect on costs (Maloney), 71, 2:6

The HMO movement (Lewis), 70, 4:13

The impact of DRGs on medical devices: A commentary (Alessi), 70, 5:13

Improving management efficiency (Clementi), 70, 7:12

The management of trauma: Imperatives for hospital cost containment (Drucker), 69, 10:12

Physicians and the challenge of rising health care costs (Sullivan), 75, 6:19

The Presidential Address: The assurance of quality (Hanlon), 72, 12:5

The Presidential Address: Challenges (Bahnson), 68, 12:6

The prospective payment alternative (Haug and Chupack), 68, 4:9

RBRVS update: How did we get to where we are? (Parks), 73, 7:4

Second opinions and cost-effectiveness: The questions continue (Peebles), 76, 6:18

Socioeconomic prospects for 1994 (Welch), 69, 11:7

Spectrum 1987: An insider looks at the Physician Payment Review Commission (Beahrs), 72, 8:20
Spectrum 1987: The first year of the Council on Graduate Medical Education (Sheldon), 72, 12:17
Surgeons living under DRGs (Glenn), 71, 7:7
A two-year analysis of DRG #288, procedures for obesity (Brolin, Wallis, Anderson, and Avedian), 72, 11:11
U.S. employers: The new pioneers of health care cost containment (Politser), 76, 10:12
Young surgeons debate practice options, 68, 6:26

COUNCIL OF MEDICAL SPECIALTY SOCIETIES

Professional Liability Conference, 69, 9:30
Spectrum 1988: The Council of Medical Specialty Societies (Hanlon), 73, 9:24

ACREDENTIALING

ACS statement on medical staff standards, 68, 3:1
ACS statement on training and certification, 68, 1:72
Are there too many surgical societies and annual meetings? (Hom, Organ. and Twomey), 76, 8:23
As I see it (Ebert), 72, 5:1, 6:1; 74, 8:2, 75, 3:2
The JCAH: What now? (Davis), 69, 4:14
The Presidential Address: Fellowship: The benchmark for American surgery (Drake), 69, 12:6
Recertification: A consumer view (Glasser), 73, 5:4
Recertification: Au contraire (Pratt), 73, 5:5
Surgeon’s Counsel: Antitrust law and medical staff decisions: Can a hospital conspire with its medical staff? (Reed and Polk), 69, 4:22
Surgeon’s Counsel: Hospital privileges: State law comes to fore (Reed and Feingold), 71, 11:39

CRITICAL CARE AND METABOLISM

Assessing the critical care needs of the surgical patient (Demling), 74, 8:13
Ethical ingredients in critical care (Sanders), 69, 5:14
FYI, 74, 3:48
ITACCS meeting to be held in spring 1993, 77, 12:63
Lessons learned on the mountain (West), 68, 7:9
Spring 1990 brings program on trauma and critical care. 75, 1:64
The surgeon and intensive care (Pre-and Postoperative Care Committee, ACS), 70, 5:25
Surgical critical care: Whose responsibility is it? (Demling), 73, 2:59
Trauma and Critical Care—1991, 76, 2:40
Trauma and critical care—1992, 77, 1:90
Trauma and Critical Care—1993, 77, 12:68
Traumatic shock: The search for a toxic factor (Blaisdell), 68, 10:2
What’s new in critical care and metabolism (Bartlett), 74, 1:10
—(Cerra), 73, 1:5
—(Holcroft), 77, 11:15
—(Lowry), 75, 1:12
—(Maier), 77, 1:22
—(Sugerman), 76, 1:16
What’s new in metabolism and critical care (Fischer), 72, 1:24
What’s new in shock and metabolism (Brennan), 68, 1:53
—(Kinney), 69, 1:50
—(Trunkey), 71, 1:41
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College receives Cushing stamps, 74, 7:77
College receives gift, 76, 11:41
Cushing stamp dedicated, 72, 9:28
Director's Memo: Joseph P. Evans, requiescat in pace (Hanlon), 70, 6:1
Dr. Brewer, pioneer chest surgeon, dies, 73, 8:36
Dr. Foote, past Governor and Regent, dies, 73, 8:36
Dr. Hufnagel, pioneer heart surgeon, dies, 76, 4:29
Dr. Method, SG&O associate editor, dies, 72, 4:31
Dr. Thomas Bligh dies suddenly, 70, 2:25
Dr. Wilson dies, 74, 6:33
Former President Charles W. McLaughlin, Jr., dies, 75, 7:66
Former President Robert M. Zollinger dies (Hanlon), 77, 8:34
Frank H. Mayfield, neurosurgeon, dies, 76, 4:29
Howard Patterson, Past President, dies (Herendeen), 70, 6:37
H. Winnet Orr's living legacy (Yam and Yax), 77, 3:31
In memory of Woodard D. Beacham, 72, 8:32
J. Andrew Mayer, MD, FACS, dies (Hanlon), 76, 11:40
Jerry G. Peers, RN, leader in perioperative nursing, dies (Hanlon), 76, 7:70
Joseph Evans, College ambassador, dies (Connaughton), 70, 6:32
Mark M. Ravitch, MD, FACS, dies (Hanlon), 74, 5:37
Noted ophthalmic surgeon dies, 75, 5:24
Portrait of Dr. Martin returns to headquarters, 76, 1:77
Respected surgeon dead at 66, 72, 10:28
S. Barry Sakulsky, surgical oncologist, dies, 70, 9:26
Sir Harry Platt, centenarian, dies, 72, 6:28
Stephen Smith: Pioneer of American surgery and public health (Roses), 76, 12:11
Townsend fellowship established, 69, 2:20
Warren H. Cole, former College President, dies (Hanlon), 75, 8:28
W. Dean Warren, MD, FACS, former ACS President, dies (Jurkiewicz), 74, 8:28
William Altemeier, Past President, dies (Herendeen), 69, 2:18

INFORMATION SYSTEMS/DATA BASES

ACP offers automation course, 69, 10:42
AMA offers MAP service, 70, 9:34
An insider's view of the National Practitioner Data Bank: An interview with Norman Odyniec, MD, FACS (Stombler), 77, 9:22
As I see it (Eberl), 75, 9:3, 11:2
CanSur : From acronym to actuality (Clive), 69, 9:14
College distributes CANSUR/NET, 72, 9:28
Dateline: Washington: HHS awards contract for national practitioner Data Bank, 74, 2:4
—National physician data bank closer to reality, 73, 7:5
Fellows urged to enter PDQ, 69, 9:27
The hospital cancer program: Is it cost efficient? (Fleming), 69, 9:12
The Illinois experience: The AJCC (Schmitz and Sylvester), 70, 9:20
Letters: What PDQ means to you (DeVita), 69, 2:22
The National Practitioner Data Bank: What surgeons should know (Schneidman), 75, 10:14
National registry collects data on expert witnesses (Nora), 75, 8:16
Panel will consider impact of computers, 75, 9:40
Tumor registries: A hospital's assurance of quality patient care (Snyder), 69, 9:18
Uses of tumor-registry data in program planning and administration (Sakulsky and Feingold), 68, 9:19
Using a hospital cancer registry effectively in a cancer-management program (Neitlich, Gray, and O'Sullivan), 68, 9:16
INFORMED CONSENT
Dateline: Washington: Bill would offer options to breast cancer patients, 76, 4:5
Ethical issues in fetal surgery (Murray), 70, 6:6
Ethics of withdrawing nutritional support for patients with untreatable disease (Katz), 73, 4:14
Improving surgical risk management techniques: The process of informed consent (Holzer), 74, 2:10
Legalized active euthanasia: An Aesculapian tragedy (Kinsella, Singer, and Siegler), 74, 12:6
Letters: Artificial hearts and ethical questions (Krupkin), 70, 9:32
Letters: Dr. Macklin replies (Macklin), 70, 9:32
Letters: Euthanasia (Crile), 74, 3:2
Letters: Informed consent (Beck), 74, 11:40
Letters: Informed consent (Kraft), 69, 7:26
The implications and applications of institutional ethics committees (Cranford and Van Allen), 70, 6:19
The range of euthanasia (Thomasma), 73, 8:4
Surgeon's Counsel: Proxy decision-making for the terminally ill: Where are the guidelines? (Reed and Olson), 70, 6:25
Surgeon's Counsel: Implant manufacturer and physician: Must both warn the patient of a product's risks? (Reed and Olson), 70, 5:19

INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
ACS joint meeting planned for June 1984 in Switzerland, 68, 5:29
ACS joint meeting: June in Switzerland, 68, 3:17
ACS meeting features international approaches to surgical problems, 75, 4:22
ACS to meet in Thailand, 74, 12:46
ACS to meet in Thailand in 1990, 74, 5:38
AIDS symposium to be held in London, 72, 10:26
Bangkok to host ACS in 1990, 74, 9:32
Call for papers at Edinburgh joint meeting, 76, 1:90, 7:72, 8:47, 9:55
College Meeting notes, 70, 12:33
College to co-sponsor conference in Heidelberg, 70, 9:27
Congress in Argentina is a rousing success (Strauch), 77, 7:72
Director's Memo: Joint scientific conference with the German Surgical Society, 71, 8:1
Edinburgh to host joint scientific meeting in May, 77, 2:51
Emerald Isle is site of ACS/RCSI meeting, 73, 1:69
"Epic" meeting takes place in Edinburgh (Strauch), 77, 9:41
First International Conference on Burns and Fire Disasters (Hanlon), 76, 1:66
Fourth Latin American Congress to be held in May, 77, 1:91
International meetings calendar, 77, 2:43
Joint conference offered in Edinburgh, 77, 3:43
Joint medical meeting to be held on May, 77, 1:92
Meeting notes, 70, 7:28
Meeting Notes, 68, 5:30, 4:21
Plan now for ACS joint meeting in Switzerland, 68, 7:31
Plan now for autumn international meetings, 74, 8:38
RCPS(C) meeting approaching, 74, 7:72
RCSI and ACS to hold joint meeting, 72, 9:27
Report on the joint meeting of the ACS and RCSI, May 23-25, 1988 (Hanlon), 73, 8:30
Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland plan meeting, 72, 8:32
Swiss meeting brochure mailed, 68, 9:26
Third ACS Latin American Congress held, 74, 7:78
Tour the British Isles after ACS/RCSI joint meeting, 73, 3:47
Tour the British Isles during ACS/RCSI joint meeting, 73, 2:65
Tumor meeting to be held in Canada, 74, 1:78
Windward island host Bronx Chapter meeting (Brodman), 70, 7:29

THE JOINT COMMISSION ON THE ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS
Dateline: Washington: GAO to examine JCAHO operation, 74, 1:5
Director's Memo: JCAH Medical Staff Standards (Hanlon), 68, 2:1
Director's Memo: JCAH standards: Going, going... (Hanlon), 68, 12:1
Director's Memo: JCAH update, September 1983 (Hanlon), 68, 10:1
Director's Memo: JCAH...nobly save or meanly lose... (Hanlon), 68, 3:1
Director's Memo: JCAH: Labels and legalisms (Hanlon), 68, 6:1
JC standards manual available, 73, 3:46
The JCAH: What now? (Davis), 69, 4:14
JCAH accreditation: Do we need it for ambulatory surgical centers? (Schultz), 70, 4:27
JCAH addresses small hospitals' issues, 72, 6:31
JCAH's new name reflects growing role. 72, 12:40
Joint Commission issues guidelines newsletter. 74, 8:39
Meeting standards for high-quality health care: An interview with Dennis S. O'Leary, MD. (Gere), 73, 4:7
News from the JCAH, 70, 9:34
Spectrum 1988: The Joint Commission and the Agenda for Change (Jurkiewicz), 73, 11:20
Surgeon's Counsel: Hospital privileges: State law comes to fore (Reed and Feingold), 71, 11:39

LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy PG course updated. 75, 8:34
Laparoscopic surgery course slated for Clinical Congress. 76, 8:49
PG course featuring laparoscopic cholecystectomy announced for Clinical Congress, 75, 6:44
Spectrum '90: Cholecystectomy: Laparoscopic or open operation? (Terblanche), 75, 10:19

LEGISLATION
Dateline: Washington: Bill introduced to eliminate offsets, 76, 9:4
---Bill to limit physician drug sales approved, 72, 7:3
---Congress acts on Catastrophic health insurance law, 74, 11:5
---Congress clears Medicare changes, 77, 11:4
---Congress introduces patient outcomes assessment bills, 74, 5:5
---Draft registration of health-care professionals proposed. 71, 6:2
---EMS bill introduced, 77, 4:5
---Fiscal 1987 budget process progresses slowly, 71, 10:2
---Fiscal year 1987 budget update, 71, 6:2
---Fiscal year 1987 budget update, 71, 8:2
---FY 1990 budget resolution approved by Congress. 74, 6:4
---FY '93 budget resolution passes. 77, 7:4
---Gramm-Rudman sequestration order takes effect, 71, 4:2
---Health appropriations bill enacted, 77, 12:4
---Health package signed by President, 71, 12:2
---HHS appropriations bill passed, 73, 8:2
---House approves HHS appropriations bill for FY 1987. 71, 9:3
---House approves trauma program funding, 77, 9:5
---House committee approves health spending bill, 74, 9:4
---House committee passes liability bill, 77, 6:5
---House makes progress on health Legislation, 73, 7:3
---House passes Medicare technical amendments. 77, 1:5
---Insurance reforms introduced, 76, 12:5
---Legislative notes, 71, 8:2
---Modest increases in health spending approved for FY '88, 73, 2:3
---More stringent limitations on patient referrals proposed. 74, 4:6
---Organ procurement standards delayed, 75, 7:5
---Peer review physicians protected from lawsuits under proposed legislation, 71, 5:3
---Physician draft thwarted, 71, 8:2
---President issues FY '92 budget, 76, 3:4
---President sends FY 1991 budget to Congress. 75, 3:4
---President signs Fire Safe Cigarette Law, 75, 9:5
---President signs health bills, 76, 1:5
---President signs health package into law, 73, 12:3
---President submits budget to congress, 77, 3:4
---Product liability bill dies, 71, 11:3
---Professional liability bills introduced, 76, 4:5
---Professional liability update, 71, 4:2
---Proposal to divert drug money to trauma rejected, 77, 9:5
---Safety belt, motorcycle helmet law enacted, 77, 2:4
---Seat belt/helmet proposal advances, 76, 7:5
---Senate approves HHS appropriations bill, 71, 10:3
---Senate committee approves health reform bill, 77, 3:5
---Stark introduces physician recertification bill, 75, 6:5
---Subcommittee drafts health reform proposal, 77, 8:4
---Supreme court rules a provision of Gramm-Rudman unconstitutional, 71, 8:2
---Tax reform bill approved by Senate Finance Committee. 71, 6:2
---Trauma center funding bill adopted, 77, 8:5
---Trauma center reimbursement bill introduced, 75, 6:5
Focus on Socioeconomics: The 98th Congress in review (Pitcher), 70, 1:64
Focus on Socioeconomics: The 99th Congress in review: Deficit reduction took precedence (Polatsek), 71, 2:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: 1988 state legislative roundup (Cunico), 74, 1:56
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congress and the Administration considered major health issues during 1987 (Beversdorf), 73, 2:54
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congress considers legislation to encourage the development of regional trauma systems (Brown), 72, 12:19
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congress resumes consideration of trauma systems legislation (Brown), 74, 5:26
Focus on Socioeconomics: Congressional initiatives to reduce malpractice costs (Seeger), 69, 5:16
Focus on Socioeconomics: The continuing debate on the use of animals in research (Turpin), 71, 3:17
Focus on Socioeconomics: Major health policy bills approved during the 99th Congress (Beversdorf), 72, 2:21
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medical professional liability issues capture congressional interest (Stombler), 75, 10:21
Focus on Socioeconomics: The National Organ Transplantation Act (Zaontz), 70, 5:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: State legislative roundup--1989 (Schneidman), 75, 2:45

HCFA implements physician provisions from 1986 budget reconciliation law (Beversdorf), 72, 12:14
How the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 will affect surgeons (Beversdorf), 71, 12:15
Legislative workshop report: Congress battles health costs (Connaughton), 68, 7:23
The Medical Malpractice Reform Act (Mrazek), 71, 3:9
Model legislation (Committee on Trauma, ACS), 71, 10:37
The national perspective: A crisis may be in the wings (Longerbeam), 68, 2:3
The role of the federal government in higher education (Giamatti), 68, 5:2

LETTERS
AIDS and the unborn patient (Dolan), 72, 10:29
Amendment to American Board of Surgery report (Griffen), 71, 2:26
Ancient trepanations (Tupper), 72, 1:86
Artificial hearts and ethical questions (Krupkin), 70, 9:32
Bovine hazards (Knapp), 71, 7:26
Breast cancer brochures (Miller), 73, 4:34
Canadian health care (Gordon), 74, 11:40
Certification and Medicare payments (Ennis), 72, 12:44
Defining outpatient surgery (Obenour and Turner), 71, 7:24
Disinfecting the operating room (Fernsebner), 72, 10:29
Dr. Alexander responds (Alexander), 71, 7:24, 7:25
Dr. Fry responds (Fry), 69, 11:30
Dr. Little responds (Little), 71, 6:30
Dr. Macklin replies (Macklin), 70, 9:32
Dr. Pickleman responds (Pickleman), 72, 6:30
Dr. Stamper responds (Stamper), 70, 4:25
Inappropriate word choice (Clark), 72, 4:30
Inappropriate word choice (Furste), 76, 7:75
Informed consent (Beck), 74, 11:40
Informed consent (Kraft), 69, 7:26
Is the vascular surgery certification process fair? (Fletcher), 69, 11:30
Lasers and fire hazards (Ossoff), 72, 4:29
Lawyers and the sponge count (Brown), 71, 6:30
Luque rods and arthrodesis (Bierbaum), 70, 4:25
Medicare's payment practices (Kaplan), 72, 4:29
MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE
American medicine: The power shift (Ginzberg), 70, 4:2
Asklepios as American surgeon (Jonsten), 74, 5:10
The delusions of unity (Hanlon), 71, 11:18
Let’s improve our image (Zollinger), 77, 4:6
The role of the federal government in higher education (Giamatti), 68, 5:2

MEDICAL WORKFORCE
As I see it (Ebert), 72, 7:1
Dateline: Washington: ACS testifies before COGME Manpower Subcommittee, 74, 7:4
—COGME issues draft manpower report, 76, 5:5
—COGME recommends primary care quotas. 77, 8:3
—Federal Council on Graduate Medical Education meets. 72, 1:3
—GME Advisory Council explores surgical manpower issues. 72, 8:3
Female surgeons in the U.S.: An 18-year review (Peebles). 74, 11:18
Focus on Socioeconomics: COGME initiates new physician manpower study (Brown), 74, 12:37
Focus on Socioeconomics: Physician unions: More questions than answers (Conico), 74, 7:19
Foreign Medical Graduates in U.S. Surgery: Part I (Boggs), 72, 7:4
—Part II, 72, 8:11
Reexamining trends in the supply of surgeons (Misek), 73, 6:15
Report on surgical manpower: A look at past and present trends (Socioeconomic Affairs Department). 76, 7:12
The residency experience: The woman’s perspective (Sandrick), 77, 8:10
Residency manpower trends (Misek). 72, 9:22; 73, 10:12
—(Karnell), 75, 1:52; 76, 6:26
Specialization in surgery—Implications for trauma-related disciplines (Mulder), 73, 5:15
The status of surgical manpower (Zuidema), 69, 4:2
Surgical manpower in Africa (Wasunna), 72, 6:18
Surgical manpower in Australia, New Zealand, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Basin (Reeve), 72, 6:16
Surgical manpower in Europe, Great Britain, and Ireland (Stanley), 72, 6:10
Surgical manpower in Japan and China (Nakayama), 72, 6:11
Surgical manpower in Latin America (Patino), 72, 6:14
Surgical manpower in the United States (Hanlon), 72, 6:8
The Surgical Manpower Survey: Selected operative procedures performed by board-certified general surgeons, 1982-1985 (Karnell), 72, 10:9
The Surgical Manpower Survey: Workload changes among general surgeons (Misek), 72, 2:12
Surgical manpower worldwide (MacGowan), 72, 6:5
Surgical residents in the eighties (Misek and Hynd-Karnell), 71, 4:4
Trauma manpower in the decade of aftermath (Sheldon), 77, 5:6

Women in surgery: A study of first-year medical students (Gordin, Jacobsen and Rimm), 76, 10:22

MEDICARE

ACS general surgeons participate in payment reform activities (Brown), 76, 8:8
As I see it (Ebert), 74, 3:3; 75, 1:2; 76, 2:2; 77, 2:2
Chapter Officers' Seminar: Business: The sleeping giant of medicine (Connaughton), 69, 1:26
College report analyses recent Medicare data (Hill and Martin), 76, 4:2
College responds to HCFA's proposed Medicare fee schedule (Parks), 76, 9:8
College responds to Medicare physician payment issues (Markus and Parks)
- Part I: Designing a reasonable payment process, 72, 1:4
- Part II: Defining payment units for physicians' services, 72, 2:4
- Part III: Assistants at surgery and physician participation in Medicare, 72, 3:8

The current status of payment for surgical services (Grigsby), 70, 7:8
-'92 fee update, MVPS recommendations issued, 76, 6:4
-Budget reattachment bills stalled, 71, 9:2
-Budget reattachment legislation signed into law, 73, 2:2
-Capital payment under Medicare subject of congressional debate, 71, 4:2
-Catastrophic insurance bill passes house, 73, 7:2
-College responds to HCFA's proposed Medicare rule establishing Inherently Reasonable Charge Limits, 71, 5:2
-Congress acts on federal budget resolution, 73, 5:2
-Congress lifts Medicare fee freeze, 71, 1:2
-Congress reviews balance billing limits, 77, 6:4
-EKG proposal advances in House, 77, 10:4
-EP '90 budget bill includes cuts in Medicare payments, 75, 1:5
-GAO study: Physician incentive plans, 71, 9:3
-GAO study finds physician incentives threaten quality of HMO care, 74, 2:5
-HCFA issues definition of surgical services, 75, 6:4
-HCFA issues fee schedule corrections, 77, 11:5
-HCFA issues model fee schedule, 75, 10:4
-HCFA issues Medicare fee schedule, 71, 1:4
-HCFA panels review relative values, 77, 7:5
-HCFA proposes reasonable-charge limitations for Medicare, 71, 4:3
-HCFA proposes rule to modify indirect graduate medical education payment, 71, 4:2
-HCFA proposes to discontinue specialty differentials, 73, 6:2
-HCFA releases hospital mortality data, 73, 2:2; 74, 2:5
-HCFA standardizes claim forms, 77, 1:5
-HCFA to issue comparative performance reports, 75, 11:4
-House approves budget resolution, 72, 5:2
-House committees approve budget reconciliation packages, 72, 9:2
-House passes Catastrophic insurance legislation, 72, 9:3
-Implementation of physician incentive provisions delayed, 72, 11:3
-Insurers sued over Medicare secondary payer program, 74, 6:5
-IOM issues strategy for quality assurance, 75, 5:4
-Lawsuits force change in Medicare policy, 73, 10:2
-Legislation introduced requiring competency certification of physicians, 72, 10:3
-Medicare amendments approved, 77, 8:4
-Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse Bill approved, 72, 5:2
-Medicare economic index scheduled for revision, 71, 9:3
-Medicare hospital payments, 71, 7:2
-Medicare participation rate remains constant, 71, 10:3
-Medicare participation rates increase, 76, 8:5; 77, 5:4
-Medicare Physician Payment Reform Act introduced, 71, 6:2
-Medicare to cover adult liver transplants, 76, 6:5
-Momentum builds behind Catastrophic plans, 72, 4:2

28
More physicians sign up with Medicare program, 73, 9:3
Now Medicare coding requirements take effect, 74, 4:6
OBRA '90 includes administrative reforms, 76, 1:4
OBRA '90 reduces Medicare payments, 75, 12:3
Payment of Medicare claims, 71, 7:2
Physician Payment Review Commission meets for the second time, 72, 1:2
Physician required to file all Medicare claims, 75, 10:5
PPRC issues FY '91 budget recommendations, 75, 8:4
PPRC publishes findings from beneficiary survey, 74, 12:5
President's budget includes Medicare payment reductions, 74, 3:4
President vetoes Medicare changes, 77, 12:4
Procedures used to decide coverage issues published, 72, 7:3
Radical Medicare changes proposed for 1988 budget (Beversdorf), 72, 1:2
Senate Finance Committee approves budget reconciliation package, 72, 11:2
Senate Finance Committee approves Medicare Fraud and Abuse Bill, 71, 10:2
Senate Finance Committee approves Medicare spending cuts, 73, 1:2
Senate passes Catastrophic legislation, 72, 12:2
UPINs required by HCFA, 75, 11:5
Ways and Means Health Subcommittee considers reconciliation package, 72, 8:2
Ways and Means rejects Mandatory Assignment Amendment, 72, 6:2
Director's Memo: Cognitive services (Hanlon), 71, 6:1
Director's Memo: Funding graduate medical education (Hantlon), 71, 1:1
Director's Memo: The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (Hanlon), 68, 8:1
Focus on Socioeconomics: Financing graduate medical education under Medicare (Parks), 72, 10:23
Focus on Socioeconomics: Global surgical services under a national Medicare fee schedule (Brown), 74, 8:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: HCFA considers discontinuing specialty differentials (Stombler), 78, 8:24
Focus on Socioeconomics: Mandatory second opinion programs (Parks), 68, 10:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare expenditure targets/volume performance standards: Answers to frequently asked questions (Haug and Parks), 74, 11:24
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare financing of graduate education (Polates), 70, 8:38
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare implements new coding and reporting requirements for physician services (Brown), 74, 4:19
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare prospective payment for hospitals (Pitcher), 68, 12:19
Focus on Socioeconomics: Medicare reimbursement for "overvalued" procedures to be reduced in 1990 (Brown), 75, 1:54
Focus on Socioeconomics: More on physician reimbursement (Haug), 69, 3:31
Focus on Socioeconomics: New Medicare fee schedule includes payment for liability costs (Brown), 75, 5:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: Physician assignment lists (Pitcher), 69, 4:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: Physician reimbursement update (Parks), 74, 6:25
Focus on Socioeconomics: PPRC submits report on Medicare payments for assistants at surgery (Parks), 76, 7:20
Focus on Socioeconomics: Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (Chupack), 69, 9:20
The Harvard RBRVS: Where is it going? (Desmarais), 74, 1:6
HCFA implements physician provisions from 1986 budget reconciliation law (Beversdorf), 72, 12:14
The impact of contract medicine on surgery (Morgenstern), 70, 4:7
Legislative Update: What Congress and the College are doing on Medicare payment (Parks), 72, 10:4
Letters: Certification and Medicare payments (Ennis), 72, 12:44
Letters: Medicare's payment practices (Kaplan), 72, 4:39
Letters: Physician assignment (Morgan), 69, 7:27
Medicare coding book available, 77, 9:42, 10:39
Medicare model fee schedule undergoes review--Part I (Parks), 76, 2:19
Medicare Part II (Parks), 76, 3:13
Medicare Part B spending (Martin and Hill), 77, 2:29
Medicare physician payment reform: How will it affect hospitals? (Haug and Brown), 77, 3:18
Payment for physicians' services: Washington looks at options (Markus), 71, 6:4
Physician Payment Review Commission Issues 1989 annual report (Parks), 74, 8:8
ProPAC and the surgeon: DRG recalibration (Munoz), 73, 8:14
Relative value studies: A historical perspective (Parks), 68, 11:2
Special report: Calculating your Medicare fees (Hill), 77, 2:11
Special report: College responds to HCFA's final Medicare fee schedule (Hill), 77, 6:10
Special report: Medicare fee schedule: Revisions to the relative work values (Hill), 77, 4:21
Special report: The new Medicare fee schedule: Estimating the impact by specialty and state (Brown), 77, 2:18
Spectrum '89: The Physician Payment Review Commission and payment reform: A revisit (Current), 74, 5:23
Surgeon's Counsel: Lithotripsy referral fees: Medicare fraud and abuse? (Gebhard), 71, 4:16
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What surgeons should know about...The new Medicare fee schedule (Brown and Parks), 77, 1:6
--Part II (Brown and Parks), 77, 2:6
--Part III (Brown and Parks), 77, 8:6
What surgeons should know about...Medicare payments for assistants at surgery (Brown and Parks), 77, 7:6
What surgeons should know about...The Unique Physician Identification Number (Hill), 76, 10:6
Why surgeons should work with their Medicare carriers: The medical director's view (Brown), 77, 6:24

NEUROSURGERY
American Board of Neurological Surgery (Garretson), 71, 12:20
--(Grossman), 74, 12:24
--(Harsh), 69, 12:19
--(Hoff), 76, 12:43
--(Kline), 68, 12:22
--(Langfitt), 70, 12:21
--(Mahaley), 72, 12:21
--(Ojemann), 77, 12:43
--(Weiss), 73, 12:33
--(Zervas), 75, 12:30
Appendix I to the Hospital Resources Document: Planning neurotrauma care (Joint Section on Trauma of the American Association of Neurological Surgeons and the Congress of Neurological Surgeons), 71, 10:22
The Growth of the Specialties: Neurologic surgery: From neolithic man to Harvey Cushing (Herendeen), 71, 7:15
Neurotrauma care and the neurosurgeon (The Joint Section on Trauma. The American Association of Neurological Surgeons and The Congress of Neurological Surgeons), 72, 11:17
What's new in neurosurgery (Dacey), 74, 2:7
--(Flamm), 68, 1:21
--(Long), 71, 1:19
--(Rate, 73, 1:17
--(Spetzler and Hamilton), 77, 11:25
--(Stein), 69, 1:22
--(Tyson), 75, 1:21
--(Weiss), 70, 1:17
--(Winn), 72, 1:30
What's new in neurological surgery (Eisenberg), 76, 1:27
--(Grossman), 77, 1:36

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
1990 ACOG survey: Professional liability and the delivery of obstetrical care (Malkasian), 76, 6:6
American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Inc. (Merrill), 68, 12:24; 69, 12:20; 70, 12:22; 71, 12:21; 72, 12:23; 73, 12:34; 74, 12:25; 75, 12:31; 76, 12:44; 77, 12:44
Birth-related neurological injury compensation funds: Solution or stopgap? (Heland), 77, 4:27
Carcinoma of the endometrium: A survey of practice (Donegan and Wharton), 69, 9:5
The future of fetal surgery, 1984-1994 (Elias and Gerbic), 69, 11:11
FYI, 75, 8:40; 76, 4:36; 77, 5:44
The Growth of the Specialties: Obstetrics and gynecology: A slow growth (Herendeen), 70, 12:16
Letters: Dr. Little responds (Little), 71, 6:30
Letters: Prophylactic cesarean section (Feldman), 71, 6:30
Medical professional liability and the delivery of obstetrical care (Malkasian), 75, 8:6
The national perspective: A crisis may be in the wings (Longerbeam), 68, 2:3
SG&O publishes abstracts journal, 76, 9:45
Spectrum '89: The evolution of gynecologic oncology as a surgical specialty (Isaacs), 74, 6:21
What's new in gynecology and obstetrics (Anderson), 68, 1:18
--(Benson), 77, 11:22
--(Gleicher), 77, 1:32
--(Nettles), 73, 2:17
--(Stone), 69, 1:19
--(Wilbanks), 76, 1:24
What's new in obstetrics and gynecology (Buchbaum), 72, 1:20
--(Lagasse), 70, 1:22
--(Little), 71, 1:14
--(Webb), 75, 1:24
--(Williams), 74, 8:15

OPERATING ROOM (OR) ENVIRONMENT
### AIDs leads topics at OR Symposium (Connaughton), 72, 7:59

As I see it (Ebert), 75, 6:2; 76, 4:2

*Blood exposure in the operating room: Reducing the risk (Fry)*

*College joins ADA in OSHA petition (Hill)*

*Communication and cooperation stressed at OR symposium, 68, 10:28*

*CORE Symposium IV to be held in New Orleans, 69, 10:42; 70, 3:34*

*Dateline: Washington: OSHA testifies on health worker safety standards, 75, 7:5*

*Fifth OR Symposium planned for Denver, 72, 1:82*

*Film addresses viral precautions in OR, 76, 5:26*

*Health hazards in the operating room: An update (LoCicero, Quebbeman, and Nichols), 72, 9:4*

*HIV testing of health care workers: The need for additional data (Lewis), 76, 5:17*

*The hole in the surgical glove: A change in attitude (Beck), 74, 4:15*

*Instrument decontamination in the medical office (Drummond), 77, 6:18*

*Laminar airflow systems: A 1991 update (McQuarrie and Glover), 76, 4:18*

*Letters: Disinfecting the operating room (Fernsebner), 72, 10:29*

*Letters: Holes in surgical gloves (Beck), 76, 7:75*

*Letters: Surgical gloves (Kindling), 74, 9:2*
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–and WHITACRE, ERIC and JACKSON, JENNY, and BARNEY, LINDA, and RODDY, SEAN, NAGLE, DANIEL, and SAVARISE, MARK, Socioeconomic tips: Surgical coding across the spectrum, 96, 12:44
–and RICKETTS, THOMAS C., and THOMPSON, KRISTIE W., and FRAHER, ERIN P., and POLEY, STEPHANIE T., The ACS HPRI: Shaping surgical workforce policy through evidence-based analyses, 96, 5:37
SORONDO, BARBARA, and HOLMBERG, ROBERT, and BJORN, PRET, and GROSSMAN ZAMORA, RAFAEL J., Telemedicine consultation for emergency trauma: The 130 million square foot trauma room, 96, 6:12
SPEER, ALLISON L., Death is not failure, 96, 11:29
STEWART, AMILU, Survey reveals ACS Fellows’ views on industry relationships, 96, 7:53
SUBHAS, GOKULAKKRISHNA, Volume dictates outcomes, 96, 8:48
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SULEIMAN, LINDA I., and IVEY, GABRIEL D., and CALLENDER, CLIVE O., and GONZALEZ, DANI O., Is there a role for race in science and medicine? 96, 9:12
SUTTON, JON H., Report on the AMA HOD interim meeting, 96, 3:42
—and ARMSTRONG, JOHN H., Surgeons at work in the AMA House of Delegates, 96, 10:38

THIRUNAVUKARASU, PRAGATTHEESHWAR, External vs. internal motivators: Against increasing requirements, 96, 8:50
THOMPSON, KRISTIE W., and FRAHER, ERIN P., and POLEY, STEPHANIE T., and SHELDON, GEORGE F., and RICKETTS, THOMAS C., The ACS HPRI: Shaping surgical workforce policy through evidence-based analyses, 96, 5:37
—and NEUWAHL, SIMON, and McGEE, VICTORIA, and RICKETTS, THOMAS C., HPRI data tracks: Developing an index of surgical underservice, 96, 7:45
—and NEUWAHL, SIMON, and RICKETTS, THOMAS C., HPRI data tracks: Geographic distribution of general surgeons: Comparisons across time and specialties, 96, 9:38
—and RICKETTS, THOMAS, and POLEY, STEPHANIE, and NEWKIRK, VANN, HPRI data tracks: Independent practice becoming increasingly rare among surgeons, 96, 3:40
TOTENBERG, NINA, Olga M. Jonasson Lecture: Women in the professions, 96, 2:12

VOIGLIO, ERIC, and ALKHATIB, JASMINE, and KORTBEEK, JOHN, and PEREIRA, PEDRO, ATLS® inaugurates course in France, 96, 1:58

WARSHAW, ANDREW L., Citation for Prof. Ara Darzi, 96, 11:44
WEIMAN, DARRYL S., When does EMTALA’s stabilization requirement end? 96, 10:9
WHITACRE, ERIC, and BARNEY, LINDA, and SAVARISE, MARK, Socioeconomic tips: Sentinel lymph node mapping and its relation to biopsy, 96, 11:30
WHITACRE, ERIC and JACKSON, JENNY, and BARNEY, LINDA, and RODDY, SEAN, NAGLE, DANIEL, and SAVARISE, MARK, Socioeconomic tips: Surgical coding across the spectrum, 96, 12:44

YAMOUT, SANI Z., and GLICK, ZACK A., and LIND, D. SCOTT, and MONSON, REBEKA A. Z., AND GLICK, PHILIP L., Using social media to enhance surgeon and patient education and communication, 96, 7:7
YUNIS, JONATHAN, and KINGSNORTH, ANDREW, Operation Hernia in Carpenter, Northern Ghana, 96, 4:33

ZIBARI, GAZI, and HO, HUNG S., and CHU, QUyen D., Surgical volunteerism in Vietnam: Surgeons and educators strengthen the U.S.-Vietnam relationship, 96, 11:12
ZIMMERMAN, JACK M., Reflections on early surgical contributions to palliative care, 96, 12:41
ACCESS TO CARE (see: WORKFORCE ISSUES)
ACCOUNTABLE CARE ACT (see: LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES: FEDERAL)
ACCREDITATION (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION)
ADVOCACY AND HEALTH POLICY (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Advocacy and Health Policy and LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES)

Advocacy advisor: Running for political office (Grill), 96, 6:31
Advocacy advisor: States use Web-based strategies to promote grassroots advocacy (Grill), 96, 10:26
Advocacy advisor: Surgeons as advocates (Grill, Harris), 96, 2:41
Rep. Larry Bucshon, MD, brings surgical perspective to public policy (Friesen), 96, 5:16
Trauma surgeons discuss issues on Capitol Hill (Harris), 96, 6:36

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS
Activities (see also: Inspiring Quality campaign)
– The ACS Clinical Trials Methods Course: Overview and assessment (Itani), 96, 8:62
– ACS partners with Johns Hopkins to reduce SSIs and improve outcomes, 96, 12:53
– College hosts exhibit of contemporary African-American academic surgeons, 96, 7:63
– FHA/ACS launch largest statewide surgical quality improvement initiative, 96, 4:46
– Report on ACSPA/ACS activities, October 2010 (Friesen), 96, 1:77
– Report on ACSPA/ACS activities, February 2011 (Friesen), 96, 6:53
– Report on ACSPA/ACS activities, June 2011 (Friesen), 96, 10:43

Advocacy and Health Policy
– Become a surgeon advocate at JSAC 2011 (Harris), 96, 1:66
– Dr. Detmer named Medical Director, Division of Advocacy and Health Policy, 96, 5:48
– First annual ACS Advocacy Summit takes place in Washington, DC, next spring (Harris), 96, 11:51
– JSAC focuses on imminent health policy changes (Schneidman), 96, 6:33
– Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 8:4
– Advocacy advisor: ACS state chapter lobby day program (Grill), 96, 8:57

American College of Surgeons Foundation
– Remembering Jameson L. Chassin, MD, FACS, 96, 3:45

American College of Surgeons Oncology Group (ACOSOG) (see also: CLINICAL TRIALS)
– ACOSOG news: Measuring the impact of Z1031 on clinical practice (Ota, Nelson, Ellis, Hunt), 96, 5:57
– ACOSOG news: Z6041: Neoadjuvant chemoradiation, local excision for T2N0 rectal cancer (Ota, Nelson, MD, FACS, Garcia-Aguilar), 96, 7:56
– ACOSOG news: Occult nodal metastases in breast cancer, (Ota, Nelson, Giuliano), 96, 11:58
– ACOSOG news: Reconciling axillary staging controversy in neoadjuvant therapy (Boughey, Ota, Nelson), 96, 3:47

American College of Surgeons Professional Association (ACSPA)
– 2010 federal elections: ACSPA-SurgeonsPAC backs champions of surgical patients (Morse), 96, 2:24
– Report on ACSPA/ACS activities, October 2010 (Friesen), 96, 1:77
– Report on ACSPA/ACS activities, February 2011 (Friesen), 96, 6:53
– Report on ACSPA/ACS activities, June 2011 (Friesen), 96, 10:43

Annual meeting (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Clinical Congress)

Archives
– Can you identify old photos in the ACS Archives?, 96, 9:64

Awards
– College seeks nominations for Jacobson Promising Investigator Award, 96, 1:76
– Dr. Berci receives the College’s Jacobson Innovation Award for 2011, 96, 8:59
– Dr. Hanlon given Lifetime Achievement Award, 96, 1:53
– Dr. McGrath to receive 2011 Distinguished Service Award, 96, 10:28
–Fellows honored for volunteerism (Casey), 96, 10:30
–Nominations sought for 2011 volunteerism and humanitarian awards, 96, 1:73

**Bulletin of the American College of Surgeons**
–Bulletin Editor retiring at the end of the month, 96, 11:55
–Correction, 96, 2:60
–Letters, 96, 2:60, 9:72

**Chapters**
–Chapter news (Peebles), 96, 2:66, 4:61, 6:65, 8:78, 10:54, 12:73
–Chapters use strategic planning as a management tool (McGrath), 96, 1:63
–Invigorating a state ACS chapter: The Georgia experience (Elsey, Kent, Browning, Nakayama), 96, 3:25
–Leadership conference focuses on effecting change at multiple levels (Schneidman), 96, 6:40
–Northern California Chapter builds influence in state capital (Maa, Garry), 96, 7:48
–The strategic planning experience of the Michigan Chapter (Corvo), 96, 5:12

**Clinical Congress**
–2011 Clinical Congress Preliminary Program, 96, 7:26
–Official Notice: Annual Business Meeting of Members, American College of Surgeons, 96, 9:55
–Highlights of the 96th Annual Clinical Congress, 96, 1:29
–Managing the transition between clinical and nonclinical roles to be addressed at Congress, 96, 9:65
–Update your member profile on streamlined Find a Surgeon site or at Clinical Congress, 96, 10:32

**Commission on Cancer**
–CoC Chair reflects on evolution of cancer care: New patient-centered standards represent another milestone (Glickson), 96, 10:13

**Development (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: American College of Surgeons Foundation)**
–Elias S. Hanna, MD, FACS, opens his heart to patients the world over (Schneidman), 96, 6:22

**Disciplinary actions**

**Executive Director**
–2011 Executive Director’s annual report (Hoyt), 96, 12:12
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 1:4 (health care reform); 2:4 (Inspiring Quality program); 3:4 (value-based care); 4:4 (membership survey); 5:4 (Linn Meyer’s retirement); 6:4 (Paul Collicott’s retirement); 7:4 (comparative effectiveness research); 8:4 (Capitol Hill meetings); 9:4 (A Few Small Moments); 10:4 (quality collaboratives); 11:5 (Point/Counterpoint course); 12:4 (international collaboration)

**Fellows and Members (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Awards)**
–Breaking down barriers for minorities and cancer patients: A profile of LaSalle D. Leffall, Jr. (Schneidman), 96, 3:18
–Dr. Britt receives honorary degree from Tuskegee University, 96, 12:55
–Dr. Britt receives honorary fellowship from West African College of Surgeons (Adebonojo), 96, 11:52
–Dr. Ford receives humanism in medicine award, 96, 12:56
–Dr. Malangoni hired as ABS associate executive director, 96, 2:51
–Dr. Sachdeva honored with Margaret Hay Edwards Achievement Medal, 96, 11:53
–Dr. Sheldon receives prestigious UNC award, 96, 12:54
–Fellow named to national transplant advisory committee by U.S. Secretary of HHS, 96, 10:37
–Fellows receive AMA Foundation awards, 96, 2:51
–Fredric V. Price, MD, FACS, recognized for commitment to global health, 96, 6:44
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 4:4; 9:4
–Members in the news, 96, 3:45
–NCDB Research Fellow recognized by the Society of Surgical Oncology, 96, 6:47
–Sir Bernard Ribeiro appointed to UK’s House of Lords, 96, 2:50

**Governors, Board of**
–Governors’ Committee on Physician Competency and Health: An update (Kaups), 96, 10:22
–Governors’ Committee on Surgical Infections and Environmental Risks: An update (Haith, Jr.), 96, 9:36

**Health Policy Research Institute**
–ACS HPRI publishes update of U.S. Atlas of the Surgical Workforce, 96, 12:54
–The ACS HPRI: Shaping surgical workforce policy through evidence-based analyses (Fraher, Poley, Sheldon, Ricketts, Thompson), 96, 5:37
–Disclosing sleep: An ethical challenge from the e-FACS.org Ethical Issues in Surgery community (Keune, Kodner, Healy), 96, 6:20
–HPRI data tracks: Burn care: Are there sufficient providers and facilities? (Ortiz-Pujols, Thompson, Sheldon, Fraher, Ricketts, Cairns), 96, 11:33
–HPRI data tracks: Developing an index of surgical underservice (Ricketts, Thompson, Neuwahl, McGee), 96, 7:45
–HPRI data tracks: Geographic distribution of general surgeons: Comparisons across time and specialties (Neuwahl, Ricketts, Thompson), 96, 9:3
–HPRI data tracks: Independent practice becoming increasingly rare among surgeons (Poley, Newkirk, Thompson, Ricketts), 96, 3:40

Honorary Fellowships
–Citation for Prof. Kenneth D. Boffa d (Meyer), 96, 11:43
–Citation for Prof. Ara Darzi (Warshaw), 96, 11:44
–Citation for Prof. Ellis McGovern (Sanfey), 96, 11:45
–Citation for Prof. Alberto Montori (Pellegrini), 96, 11:46
–Citation for Prof. Cornelis J.H. van de Velde (MacFarlane), 96, 11:47
–Citation for Prof. Yupei Zhao (McGinnis, Jr.), 96, 11:48
–Honorary ACS Fellowship awarded to six prominent surgeons, 96, 11:42

Inspiring Quality campaign
–ACS and Maryland health care leaders highlight quality improvement program, 96, 10:33
–ACS launches Inspiring Quality tour in Chicago (Peregrin), 96, 9:6
–Bariatric surgery studies exemplify the ACS’ commitment to Inspiring Quality (Pellegrini), 96, 8:7
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 2:4; 8:4

International collaboration
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 12:4

Journal of the American College of Surgeons (JACS)
–JACS continues its rise to preeminence among surgical journals (Schneidman), 96, 10:35
–JACS study shows referrals to high-volume hospitals fails to improve outcomes stateside, 96, 5:61

Officers and st
–ACS Officers Regents, and Board of Governors’ Executive Committee, 96, 1:42
–Call for nominations for ACS Officers lect, 96, 1:57
–Dr. Detmer named Medical Director, Division of Advocacy and Health Policy, 96, 5:48
–Dr. Eastman is next President-Elect of the College, 96, 12:51
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 5:4; 6:5
–New Director of Integrated Communications announced, 96, 9:55
–Patricia J. Numann, MD, FACS, installed as 92nd President of the ACS, 96, 11:40
–Patricia L. Turner, MD, FACS, named Director of ACS Division of Member Services, 96, 10:34

Operation Giving Back (see: VOLUNTEERISM)

Presidential Address
–Presidential Address: Stewardship of our profession (Numann), 96, 12:24

Regents, Board of
–A year of inspiring change (Pellegrini), 96, 12:20
–Call for nominations for the ACS Board of Regents, 96, 1:55
–Carlos A. Pellegrini elected Chair of Board of Regents, 96, 1:54

Research and Optimal Patient Care
–The ACS CoC recognizes 90 facilities with national award, 96, 6:45
–Hospital puts ACS NSQIP® to the test and improves patient safety (Ellner), 96, 9:9
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 7:4; 10:4
–NCDB Research Fellow recognized by the Society of Surgical Oncology, 96, 6:47
–Selected Readings in General Surgery: An interview with Editor-in-Chief Lewis Flint, MD, FACS (Regnier), 96, 2:53

Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) (see also: EDUCATION AND TRAINING and YOUNG SURGEONS)
–Approaches to maintaining high-quality surgery training in the twenty-first century (Raad), 96, 8:45
–Bond of shared humanity (Doane), 96, 11:21
–Chain of souls (Hedges), 96, 11:24
–Choices (Feinman), 96, 11:22
–Death is not failure (Speer), 96, 11:29
–Do more requirements make a better surgeon?, 96, 8:39
–Do simulator training and duty hour restrictions lead to safer surgery? (Conyac), 96, 8:40
–The era of the simulated surgeon (odeste), 96, 8:44
–External vs. internal motivators: Against increasing requirements (Thunavukarasu), 96, 8:50
–Financial planning for residents (Prabhakaran, Cevasco, Mouawad), 96, 8:23
–First encounters (Lamb), 96, 11:25
–From the Chair of the RAS-ACS: The best time to be a surgeon (Mammen), 96, 8:10
–The future of surgery: Autonomy or employment? (Liepert, Babu, Leichtle), 96, 8:33
–It is time for a paradigm shift in surgical training regulation (Rashid), 96, 8:47
–“It’s okay” (Rutledge), 96, 11:28
–Palliating who? (Dehmer), 96, 11:20
–Practical Hippocrates (Lumpkins), 96, 11:26
–The psychosocial toll of a surgical career (Möller, Dehmer, Kaafarani), 96, 8:28
–Quality of life vs. quantity (Hasan), 96, 11:23
–A sacred bond (Mouawad), 96, 11:27
–Stress, burnout, and maladaptive coping: Strategies for surgeon well-being (Bittner IV, Khan, Babu, Hamed), 96, 8:17
Bulletin index: Volume 96, numbers 1–12

– Th d annual RAS essay contest: My experience with a dying patient (Santry), 96, 11:19
– Volume dictates outcomes (Subhas), 96, 8:48
– When things go wrong (Sakran, Kaafarani, Mouawad, Santry), 96, 8:13
– Who will land the plane in the Hudson? (Makris), 96, 8:42

Scholarships/fellowships
– 2011 ANZ, Japan, and German Exchange Travelers announced, 96, 7:60
– 2011 Claude H. Organ, Jr., MD, FACS, Traveling Fellowship available, 96, 5:54
– 2011 Oweida scholar selected, 96, 5:54
– 2012 Traveling Fellowship to Germany announced, 96, 2:59
– ACS cosponsors K08/K23 NIH Supplement Awards, 96, 7:65
– ACS resident research scholarships are available, 96, 7:61
– ANZ Traveling Fellow selected for 2012, 96, 4:49
– ANZ Traveling Fellowship for 2013 announced, 96, 8:74
– Faculty Research Fellowships for 2012–2014 now available, 96, 10:29
– Faculty research fellowships offered for 2012–2014, 96, 8:73
– Heller School Executive Leadership Program scholarships available, 96, 1:75, 12:58
– International Guest Scholarships available for 2012, 96, 6:50
– Islami family scholarship expands to two in 2011, 96, 5:55
– Martin, Carrico, and Argenta Fellowships awarded by College, 96, 5:52
– Oweida Scholarship availability announced, 96, 11:59
– Report of the 2010 ACS Traveling Fellow to Germany (Landry), 96, 12:60
– Report of the 2011 ACS Traveling Fellow to Germany (Khyoynzhad), 96, 12:63
– Report of the 2010 Oweida Scholar (Navarro), 96, 4:53
– Resident Research Scholarships for 2011 awarded, 96, 6:46

Statements
– Revised statement on recommendations for use of real-time ultrasound guidance for placement of central venous catheters, 96, 2:36
– Statement on the physician acting as an expert witness, 96, 4:39

Surgery News
– From Surgery News: Guidelines to prevent catheter infections, 96, 6:49
– From Surgery News: Preoperative smoking cessation not harmful, 96, 5:50
– Layton Rikkers, MD, FACS, named Editor-in-Chief of Surgery News, 96, 9:53
– Start receiving all the latest information from Surgery News, 96, 5:50

Trauma (see also: TRAUMA)
– 2011 COT Residents Trauma Papers Competition winners announced, 96, 8:72
– ATLS® inaugurates course in France (Kortbeek, Pereira, Voiglio, Jasmine Alkhatib), 96, 1:58
– ATLS® inaugurates course in Nigeria (Kortbeek, Larsen, Chapleau), 96, 1:60
– Joint trauma quality care initiative launched in Michigan, 96, 4:51
– Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 11:5
– NTDB® data points: Annual Report 2010: The rurality of pediatric trauma (Fantus, Nathens), 96, 2:63
– NTDB® data points: Annual Report 2010: Seeing red (Fantus, Nathens), 96, 1:87
– NTDB® data points: Crossing over (Fantus), 96, 10:52
– NTDB® data points: Face the facts (Fantus, Hanson), 96, 5:63
– NTDB® data points: Oh, deer (Fantus), 96, 11:63
– NTDB® data points: One hundred (Fantus), 96, 7:67
– NTDB® data points: One hundred more or less (Fantus), 96, 8:76
– NTDB® data points: Precious cargo (Fantus, Stringer), 96, 9:75
– NTDB® data points: The road to the Super Bowl (Fantus), 96, 4:55
– NTDB® data points: Tighten your belt (Fantus, Mellett), 96, 3:53
– NTDB® data points: The working wounded (Fantus, Fildes), 96, 6:62
– NTDB® data points: You’ll shoot your eye out! (Fantus), 96, 12:70
– Trauma meetings calendar, 96, 1:59, 2:55, 3:48, 4:56, 5:64, 6:50, 11:57

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Report on the AMA HOD interim meeting (Sutton), 96, 3:42
Surgeons at work in the AMA House of Delegates (Armstrong, Sutton), 96, 10:38

Bariatric surgery studies exemplify the ACS’ commitment to Inspiring Quality (Pellegrini), 96, 8:7
CANCER (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: American College of Surgeons Oncology Group and AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Commission on Cancer)
SGO releases national agenda for women’s cancer research, 96, 12:57

CLINICAL TRIALS (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: American College of Surgeons Oncology Group and SURGICAL RESEARCH)
The ACS Clinical Trials Methods Course: Overview and assessment (Itani), 96, 8:62

CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY (CPT) (see also: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT and REIMBURSEMENT)
Socioeconomic tips: Coding for debridement (Jackson), 96, 2:38
Socioeconomic tips: Coding hernia and other complex abdominal repairs (Senkowski, Jackson), 96, 9:42
Socioeconomic tips: New CPT codes and code changes for 2011 (Jackson), 96, 1:46
Socioeconomic tips: Sentinel lymph node mapping and its relation to biopsy (Barney, Savarise, Whitacre), 96, 11:30
Socioeconomic tips: Surgical coding across the spectrum (Barney, Nagle, Roddy, Savarise, Senkowski, Whitacre, Jackson), 96, 12:44

EDITORIAL
Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 1:4 (health care reform) 2:4 (Inspiring Quality program); 3:4 (value-based care); 4:4 (membership survey); 5:4 (Linn Meyer’s retirement); 6:4 (Paul Collicott’s retirement); 7:4 (comparative effectiveness research); 8:4 (Capitol Hill meetings); 9:4 (A Few Small Moments); 10:4 (quality collaboratives); 11:5 (Point/Counterpoint course); 12:4 (international collaboration)
The quest for significance (mil), 96, 4:28

EDUCATION AND TRAINING (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Resident and Associate Society (RAS-ACS) and YOUNG SURGEONS)
Rural surgery symposium and skills course held in Chicago (Regnier), 96, 9:56
Surgical education: Residents setting the example (Ault, Breda), 96, 8:69

ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS (see: LEGISLATION: Federal)

ETHICS
Disclosing sleep: An ethical challenge from the e-FACS. (Ethical Issues in Surgery community (Keune, Kodner, Healy), 96, 6:20
Is there a role for race in science and medicine? (Gonzalez, Suleiman, Ivey, Callender), 96, 9:12
Survey reveals ACS Fellows’ views on industry relationships (Stewart), 96, 7:53

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE (see: QUALITY OF CARE)

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION)

HEALTH CARE REFORM (see also: INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE, REIMBURSEMENT, and VALUE-BASED CARE)
Accountable care organizations: A primer for surgeons (Ganske, Abbott, Meara), 96, 9:27
Looking forward (Hoyt), 96, 1:4; 7:4

HISTORY (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Archives)

IN MEMORIAM
In memoriam: C. Rollins Hanlon, MD, FACS, remembered (Nahrwold), 96, 9:47
Remembering Jameson L. Chassin, MD, FACS, 96, 3:45

INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS
Survey reveals ACS Fellows’ views on industry relationships (Stewart), 96, 7:53

INFORMATICS (see also: TECHNOLOGY)
Advocacy advisor: States use Web-based strategies to promote grassroots advocacy (Grill), 96, 10:26
Can Twitter campaigns increase awareness about health issues? (Pozo Jatem, Casey, Kushner), 96, 2:44
Time to Tweet: Social networking for surgeons (Peregrin), 96, 2:46
Update your member profile on streamlined Find a Surgeon site or at Clinical Congress, 96, 10:32
Using social media to enhance surgeon and patient education and communication (Yamout, Glick, Lind, Monson, Glick), 96, 7:7

INSURANCE
State STATs: Covering patients through insurance mandates (Macias), 96, 7:44

INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE
Health care integration: Will physicians lose their voice? (Kavanagh), 96, 6:28
Surgeons, other providers take the lead on integrating health care services (Abbott, Nguyen, Meara), 96, 4:14

THE JOINT COMMISSION
A look at The Joint Commission: The 2011 annual report shows improvement in surgical care measures, 96, 12:44
A look at The Joint Commission: Creating a culture of safety, 96, 6:51
A look at The Joint Commission: Engaging physicians in hand hygiene challenges, 96, 4:48
A look at The Joint Commission: JCI introduces international quality measures, 96, 2:57
A look at The Joint Commission: JCR announces board appointments, 96, 3:44
A look at The Joint Commission: Next stop, high reliability, 96, 7:58
A look at The Joint Commission: Robust Process Improvement™ at The Joint Commission, 96, 8:75
A look at The Joint Commission: TJCh’s collaboration and partnership with the ACS, 96, 11:61
A look at The Joint Commission: TJC tackles miscommunication among caregivers, 96, 1:70
A look at The Joint Commission: TST offers safety solutions, 96, 5:60
A look at The Joint Commission: Working to evaluate and inspire through accreditation, 96, 10:41

LEADERSHIP
Heller School Executive Leadership Program scholarships available, 96, 1:75, 12:58
Leadership conference focuses on effecting change at multiple levels (Schneidman), 96, 6:40

LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES (see also: MEDICARE/MEDICAID, PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, and REIMBURSEMENT)
Federal
–Advocacy advisor: Navigating the legislative process (Grill), 96, 4:44
–Rep. Larry Bucshon, MD, brings surgical perspective to public policy (Friesen), 96, 5:16
–When does EMTALA’s stabilization requirement end? (Weiman), 96, 10:9
State
–2010 state election outcomes (Grill), 96, 2:29
–2011 state legislative wrap-up (Macias, Grill), 96, 11:7
–Advocating for state injury prevention laws (Masiakos), 96, 2:31
–State STATs: Covering patients through insurance mandates (Macias), 96, 7:44
–State STATs: Graduated driver licensing: Keeping teen drivers safe (Macias), 96, 9:45
–State STATs: Injury prevention legislation (Macias), 96, 1:51
–State STATs: Protecting student athletes from traumatic brain injuries (Macias), 96, 5:46
–State STATs: State legislatures attempt to shut down the pill mills (Macias), 96, 11:38
–State STATs: Understanding physician taxes (Macias), 96, 3:39
–West Virginia offers model to stop ill-conceived scope-of-practice legislation (Macias), 96, 1:27

LIFESTYLES
Surgical lifestyles: From jock to doc: Former NFL player uses team approach as a general surgery resident (Peregrin), 96, 1:21
Surgical lifestyles: The “write” stuff: An interview with columnist and author Pauline W. Chen, MD, FACS (Peregrin), 96, 8:52

MEDICARE/MEDICAID (see: CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY and REIMBURSEMENT)
What surgeons should know about…The 2011 Medicare physician fee schedule (Ollapally), 96, 1:6
What surgeons should know about…The CY 2012 Medicare physician fee schedule (Ollapally), 96, 12:7

MILITARY SURGERY (see also: TRAUMA)
Advanced en-route critical care during combat operations (Cannon, Zonies, Benfield, Ister, Wanek), 96, 5:21
The USS George Washington medical department: Medicine in motion (Harwood, Pothula), 96, 4:20
OUTCOMES

_JACS_ study shows referrals to high-volume hospitals fails to improve outcomes stateside, 96, 5:61

PALLIATIVE CARE

ACS eases the pain of providing palliative care (Schneidman), 96, 9:19
Bond of shared humanity (Doane), 96, 11:21
Chain of souls (Hedges), 96, 11:24
Choices (Feinman), 96, 11:22
Death is not failure (Speer), 96, 11:29
First encounters (Lamb), 96, 11:25
“It’s okay” (Rutledge), 96, 11:28
Palliating who? (Dehmer), 96, 11:20
Palliative intervention in Ethiopia: The challenges and rewards of medical missionary work (Gleysteen), 96, 10:18
Practical Hippocrates (Lumpkins), 96, 11:26
Quality of life vs. quantity (Hasan), 96, 11:23
Reflections on early surgical contributions to palliative care (Zimmerman), 96, 12:41
A sacred bond (Mouawad), 96, 11:27
Third annual RAS essay contest: My experience with a dying patient (Santry), 96, 11:19

PATIENT EDUCATION AND PROTECTION (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION and QUALITY OF CARE)

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION and MEDICARE/MEDICAID and QUALITY OF CARE)

PERIOPERATIVE CARE

Perioperative Nurse Week honors commitment to patient care, 96, 10:40

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (see also: CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY and QUALITY OF CARE and REIMBURSEMENT)

Negotiating the EHR vendor contract (Jackson, Fox, Schick), 96, 3:12
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<td>97:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICKETTS, THOMAS</td>
<td>and GAUL, KATIE, and NEUWAHL, SIMON, and FRAHER, ERIN, and PILLSBURY III, HAROLD, and WEISSLER, MARK C.</td>
<td>97:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICKETTS, THOMAS</td>
<td>and NEUWAHL, SIMON, and THOMPSON, KRISTIE, and FRAHER, ERIN, HPRI data tracks: Trends in the otolaryngology workforce in the U.S.</td>
<td>97:3:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIKKERS, LAYTON</td>
<td>and HALVERSON, AMY L. and SAUNDERS WALSH, DANIELLE, Leadership skills in the OR: Part I: Communication helps surgeons avoid pitfalls</td>
<td>97:5:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISUCCI, DONALD A.</td>
<td>and BOWYER, MARK W. and LUCHETTE, FRED A. and KUHLS, DEBORAH A. and ASSET: An effective educational experience for practicing surgeons</td>
<td>97:7:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS, SELWYN O.</td>
<td>and STEER, MICHAEL L. and MEARA, JOHN G. and SULLIVAN, STEPHEN R. and HUGHES, CHRISTOPHER D. and RAYMONVILLE, MAXI</td>
<td>97:8:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSENSCHBERG, LAWRENCE</td>
<td>and SCHLICH, THOMAS, Twenty-first century surgery: Have we entered uncharted waters?</td>
<td>97:7:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSENKRAZ, KARI</td>
<td>and NELSON, NELSON, and BOUGHLEY, JUDY C., ACS Clinical Research Program: Multiple ipsilateral breast cancers: Can the breast be preserved?</td>
<td>97:12:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAKRAN, JOSEPH V.</td>
<td>and KAAFARANI, HAYTHAM M. A. and PRABHAKARAN, SANGEETHA, and NITZSCHKE, STEPHANIE, and CASEY, KATHLEEN, Enhancing American surgical training: Meeting the challenge of a globalizing world</td>
<td>97:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAKRAN, JOSEPH V.</td>
<td>and PRABHAKARAN, SANGEETHA, and ECONOMOPOULOS, KONSTANTINOS E. and GRABO, DANIEL J., Surgical leadership across generations</td>
<td>97:8:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTIN, BRIAN J.</td>
<td>and LIEPERT, AMY E., and LEICHTLE, STEFAN W., Surgery at the end of life: For love or money?</td>
<td>97:8:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVARISE, MARK</td>
<td>and JACKSON, JENNY, and BARNEY, LINDA, CPT 2012 brings with it new codes and code changes</td>
<td>97:1:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHLICH, THOMAS</td>
<td>and ROSENBERG, LAWRENCE, Twenty-first century surgery: Have we entered uncharted waters?</td>
<td>97:7:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHNEIDMAN, DIANE S.</td>
<td>ACS NSQIP® conference participants inspired to take QI to the next level</td>
<td>97:10:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHWARTZ, MARSHALL Z.</td>
<td>Citation for Prof. Lewis Spitz, MB, BCh, PhD, FRCS, FRCS(Ed)</td>
<td>97:11:68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELZER, DON</td>
<td>and MEARA, JOHN G., and FRIED-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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–Chapter news (Chou), 97, 12:56
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–Use revised code for flight discount for Clinical Congress, 97, 7:55

Commission on Cancer
–CoC accepting applications for 2013 scholar-in-residence, 97, 6:47
–Common origins: The two ACSs—100 years of collaboration to improve the lives of cancer patients (McGinnis Jr.), 97, 4:6
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—Outstanding achievement award granted to 106 CoC facilities, 97, 5:44
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**Executive Director**
—2012 Executive Director’s annual report (Hoyt), 97, 12:22
—Looking forward (Hoyt), 97, 1:4 (medical liability); 2:4 (Trauma, Critical Care & Acute Surgery Course); 3:4 (Joining Forces); 4:4 (performance improvement project); 5:4 (ACS Centennial); 6:4 (A Century of Surgery); 7:4 (improvements in education); 8:4 (Medicare payment); 9:7 (Centennial activities at Clinical Congress); 10:6 (hospital standards); 11:7 (John Pryor, MD, FACS); 12:5 (Inspiring Quality tour)

**Fellows and Members (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Awards)**
—ACS Fellows appointed to NQF advisory groups, 97, 4:37
—ACS President Dr. Numann attends Clinical Congress of Philippine College of Surgeons, 97, 3:37
—Dr. Armstrong named Florida Surgeon General, Secretary of Health, 97, 8:54
—Dr. Borman to serve on outpatient payment panel, 97, 4:38
—Dr. Britt and Dr. Gullane named honorary fellows at RCSI meeting, 97, 4:35
—Dr. Fogarty inducted as first NAI fellow, 97, 5:33
—Dr. Greene receives SAGES award for endoscopy education, 97, 6:45
—Dr. Hughes elected to six-year term on American Board of Surgery, 97, 4:33
—Dr. Hughes named rural health care practitioner of the year, 97, 5:34
—Dr. Moalem recognized for leadership in endocrine surgery, patient care, 97, 4:40
—Dr. Patricia L. Turner among four new AMA Foundation board members, 97, 10:71
—Dr. Sachdeva honored with SSH award for contributions to health care simulation, 97, 4:39
—A heart-to-heart with cardiothoracic surgeon and TV host Dr. Oz (Peregrin), 97, 5:23
—Members in the news, 97, 2:52, 6:44, 10:73, 12:62
—The near-death of a president, and the birth of a career: An interview with Dr. Napolitano (Peregrin), 97, 9:44
—Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh honors ACS President Dr. A. Brent Eastman, 97, 12:54
—Team approach minimizes risks in separating conjoined twins: An interview with Gary Hartman, MD, FACS (McMurray Hurtig), 97, 6:24

**Governors, Board of**
—ACS Board of Governors committee updates: Governors’ Committee on Chapter Relations (Lally), 97, 7:27
—ACS Board of Governors’ committee updates: Governors’ Committee on Physician Competency and Health (Kaups), 97, 9:63
—ACS Board of Governors’ committee updates: Governors’ Committee on Socioeconomic Issues (Vickers), 97, 10:51
—ACS Board of Governors’ committee updates: Governors’ Committee to Study the Fiscal Affairs of the College (Cioffi), 97, 7:29
—ACS Officers, Regents, and Board of Governors’ Executive Committee, 97, 1:42
—ACS Regents and Governors elected at Annual Business Meeting, 97, 12:51

**Health Policy Research Institute**
—HPRI data tracks: Trends in the otolaryngology workforce in the U.S. (Neuwahl, Fraher, Pillsbury III, Weissler, Ricketts, Gaul), 97, 3:30
—HPRI data tracks: Urology workforce trends (Neuwahl, Thompson, Fraher, Ricketts), 97, 1:46
—HPRI representatives visit Lord Ribeiro at U.K.’s House of Lords, 97, 8:60

**Honorary Fellowships**
—Citation for Prof. Seiki Matsuno, MD, FACS (Warshaw), 97, 11:64
—Citation for Enrique T. Ona, MD, FACS, FPCS (Fildes), 97, 11:65
—Citation for Prof. Emeritus Hector Orozco, MD, FACS (Pellegrini), 97, 11:66
—Citation for Prof. Lewis Spitz, MB, BCh, PhD, FRCS, FRCS(Ed) (Schwartz), 97, 11:68
—Citation for Prof. Ignace Vergote, MD, PhD (Podratz), 97, 11:69
—Five prominent surgeons accorded Honorary Fellowship in the ACS, 97, 11:63

**Inspiring Quality campaign**
—ACS, Philadelphia health care leaders discuss physician-led quality improvement initiatives, 97, 12:60
—At Houston forum, health care leaders, Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee talk quality improvement, 97, 11:71
—Inspiring Quality health care forum in San Diego: Qual-
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ity improvement programs increase health care value, 97, 5:31
–Surgical and aviation experts discuss safety and quality at Seattle IQ forum, 97, 6:39
–Surgical quality forum focuses on how QI can help curb health care costs, 97, 8:61
–Tennessee IQ forum focuses on new model for improving quality and reducing costs, 97, 10:74

Journal of the American College of Surgeons (JACS)
JACS rises in prominence among surgical journals, 97, 9:82

Meetings
–Calendar of events, 97, 9:6, 10:84, 11:76, 12:88

Officers and staff
–A. Brent Eastman, MD, FACS, installed as 93rd ACS President, 97, 11:58
–Call for nominations for ACS Officers-Elect, 97, 1:54, 2:54
–Call for nominations for the ACS Board of Regents, 97, 2:54
–College hires new HR Director and promotes staffer to lead PI effort, 97, 9:81
–Dr. Pellegrini selected as next President-Elect of the College, 97, 12:49
–In memoriam: Marion Rapp, former ACS International Liaison, remembered (Early), 97, 2:55

Operation Giving Back (see also: VOLUNTEERISM)
–Nominations sought for 2012 volunteerism and humanitarian awards, 97, 1:55

Presidential Address
–Presidential Address: The next hundred years, 97, 12:8

Regents, Board of
–ACS Officers, Regents, and Board of Governors’ Executive Committee, 97, 1:42
–ACS Regents and Governors elected at Annual Business Meeting, 97, 12:51
–Call for nominations for the ACS Board of Regents, 97, 1:53
–J. David Richardson, MD, FACS, elected Chair of ACS Board of Regents, 97, 1:52

Research and Optimal Patient Care
–ACS and ASMBS unify bariatric surgery accreditation programs, 97, 4:34
–ACS NSQIP® conference participants inspired to take QI to the next level (Schneidman), 97, 10:63
–Clinical Scholars in Residence Program: A beneficial experience for surgical residents and the ACS (Bilmoria, Ko), 97, 2:51
–Florida initiative uses ACS NSQIP® processes to measure and improve care, 97, 8:57
–NQF endorses two ACS NSQIP® quality measures, 97, 3:39

Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) (see also: EDUCATION AND TRAINING and YOUNG SURGEONS)
–Advanced degrees for surgeons and their impact on leadership (Zheng, Mouawad, Glass, Hamed), 97, 8:19
–From the Chair of the RAS-ACS: Leadership skills continue to serve past RAS-ACS Chairs in their current roles (Santry), 97, 8:9
–RAS Issues Symposium: Surgery at the end of life: For love or money?: An argument against heroic intervention (Brown Matsen), 97, 11:20
–RAS Issues Symposium: Surgery at the end of life: For love or money?: Reining in the scalpel (Blagg), 97, 11:22
–Surgery at the end of life: For love or money? (Liepert, Leichtle, Santin), 97, 8:36
–Surgical leadership across generations (Prabhakaran, Economopoulos, Grabo, Sakran), 97, 8:30
–Surgical leadership and political advocacy (Goldberg, Kaaferani, Smith, Winfield), 97, 8:14
–Women leaders in surgery: Past, present, and future (Emamaullee, Lyons, Berdan, Bazzarelli), 97, 8:24

Scholarships/fellowships
–2012 Claude H. Organ, Jr., MD, FACS, Traveling Fellowship available, 97, 5:51
–2012 Health Policy Scholars announced, 97, 8:72
–2012 Japan Traveling Fellow reports on trip (Grobmyer), 97, 10:78
–ACS Germany Traveling Fellow reports on his life- and career-changing experience (Kandil), 97, 10:81
–2012 Oweida Scholar announced, 97, 9:89
–2013 Traveling Fellowship to Germany announced, 97, 3:49
–2013 Traveling Fellowship to Japan available, 97, 3:48
–ACS K08/K23 awards will supplement NIH applications due October 12, 97, 10:77
–ACS offers international scholarships for surgical education, training, 97, 5:53
–Apply by September 4 for ACS Resident Research Scholarships, 97, 8:70
–Call for applications for ACS–Emerson Clinical Scholar, 97, 12:69
–Faculty Research Fellowships beginning in 2012 awarded, 97, 9:92
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–Heller School Executive Leadership Program scholarships available, 97, 12:68
–IRC announces two new travel awards for 2013, 97, 5:49
–International Guest Scholarships available for 2013, 97, 5:50
–Oweida Scholar expresses gratitude for valuable Clinical Congress experience (Allen Lilly), 97, 12:66
–November 1 closing date for Faculty Research Fellowship applications, 97, 8:69
–Year 2012 ANZ, Japan, and German Exchange Travelers announced, 97, 9:90

Statements
–Joint statement by the ACS and SAGES on FLS completion for general surgeons who perform laparoscopy, 97, 5:30
–Statement on concussion and brain injury, 97, 12:38
–Statement on Council of Medical Specialties’ Code for Interactions with Companies, 97, 12:39

Testimony
–Dr. Hoyt, Dr. Opelka present ACS views on Medicare payment issues, 97, 9:79

Trauma (see also: Trauma)
–2012 COT Residents Trauma Papers Competition winners announced, 97, 10:70
–New ATLS® Ninth Edition includes bedside reference app, 97, 10:70
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–NTDB® data points: Wipeout (Fantus), 97, 9:70
–Trauma meetings calendar, 97, 2:53, 3:43, 4:40, 5:33, 6:51, 7:61, 8:55

American Medical Association
ACS adds input on policy at AMA House of Delegates meeting (Armstrong, Sutton), 97, 10:68
Advocacy for surgeons at the AMA House of Delegates (Armstrong, Sutton), 97, 3:35
Dr. Patricia L. Turner among four new AMA Foundation board members, 97, 10:71

Cancer (see also: and American College of Surgeons: Commission on Cancer and American College of Surgeons: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program)
Cancer care closer to home: Dr. McKellar ensures rural patients get quality care (Peregrin), 97, 4:16
Common origins: The two ACSs—100 years of collaboration to improve the lives of cancer patients (McGinnis Jr.), 97, 4:6
Gynecologic oncology surgeons spare patients’ fertility, enhance quality of life (Glickson), 97, 2:12

Clinical Trials (see: American College of Surgeons: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program)

(see also: Practice Management and Reimbursement)
CPT 2012 brings with it new codes and code changes (Barney, Savarise, Jackson), 97, 1:26
General Surgery Coding workshops planned for remainder of 2012, 97, 5:32
Socioeconomic tips: Coding for skin replacement surgery in 2012 (Barney, Savarise, Jackson), 97, 2:41

Diversity
Cultural competence: Why surgeons should care (Khoury, Mendoza, Charles), 97, 3:13

Editorial
Looking forward (Hoyt), 97, 1:4 (medical liability); 2:4 (Trauma, Critical Care & Surgery Course); 3:4 (Joining Forces); 4:4 (performance improvement project); 5:4 (ACS Centennial); 6:4 (A Century of Surgery); 7:4 (im-
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ASSET: An effective educational experience for practicing surgeons (Kuhls, Risucci, Bowyer, Luchette), 97, 7:31
Advanced degrees for surgeons and their impact on leadership (Zheng, Mouawad, Glass, Hamed), 97, 8:19
The critical state of graduate medical education funding (Metzler, Ganjawalla, Kaups, Meara), 97, 11:9
Enhancing American surgical training: Meeting the challenge of a globalizing world (Sakran, Kaafarani, Prabhakaran, Nitzschke, Casey), 97, 7:20
HPB Surgery Fellowship Match opens for 2012–2013, 97, 6:60
Joint statement by the ACS and SAGES on FLS completion for general surgeons who perform laparoscopy, 97, 5:30
March 31 is deadline to claim CME credit for 2011 Clinical Congress, 97, 3:43
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Register now for ACS Comprehensive General Surgery Review Course, 97, 4:45
Training global surgery fellows (Sullivan, Hughes, Raymondville, Rogers, Steer, Meara), 97, 8:46
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ETHICS
Invited commentary: Sanctity and organ donation’s societal value in an opt-out country: The Austrian experience (Biebl, Pratschke), 97, 1:24
RAS Issues Symposium: Surgery at the end of life: For love or money?: An argument against heroic intervention (Brown Matsen), 97, 11:20
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- ACS and CoC join Choosing Wisely Campaign to identify overused procedures, 98, 10:78
- CoC comments on recent IoM report regarding cancer care in the U.S., 98, 12:58
- CoC general session focuses on updates, lessons learned in care for cancer patients, 98, 8:72
- Commission on Cancer announces 2013–2014 cancer research paper competition for physicians in training, 98, 10:87
- QR S increases compliance rates to nQF quality measures for cancer care, 98, 2:67
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Development (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Scholarships and Fellowships)
–1913 Legacy Campaign officially launched at the FLS Luncheon, 98, 12:59
–ACS Board of r egents approves ACS Foundation o fficers, 98, 5:59
–ACS Foundation Annual r eport, 98, 2:36
–ACS Foundation launches 1913 Legacy Campaign, 98, 4:71

Disciplinary actions
–Disciplinary actions taken, 98, 5:63, 9:77

Executive Director
–Executive Director’s annual report (Hoyt), 98, 12:19
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 1:7 (ACS values); 2:7 (transition to Practice Fellowship); 3:7 (high reliability organizations); 4:7 (Driven video); 5:8 (ACS inspiring Quality t our); 6:8 (strategic planning); 7:7 (Value-Based update); 8:8 (At LS®); 9:7 (2013 Clinical Congress) 10:8 (Long-term disability insurance); 11:8 (strategic planning and values); 12:6 (2013 achievements)

Fellows and Members (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Awards)
–AJCC names Mahul B. Amin, MD, FACS, e ditor-in-Chief of staging manual, 98, 7:82
–Dr. Arden Morris appointed to national Quality Forum Committee, 98, 10:73
–Dr. David Winchester receives SS0 Distinguished Service Award, 98, 5:61
–Dr. Frank o pelka appointed chair of PCPi, 98, 1:69
–Dr. Leonard Wei reuter appointed to r QF panel, 98, 1:69
–Dr. Lewis Flint receives H. Biemann o thersen, Jr., MD, Mu SC alumni award, 98, 6:84
–Dr. r onald Maier to receive 2013 Sheen Award, 98, 11:58
–Dr. Sachdeva delivers named lectures, honored for contributions to surgical education, 98, 11:61
–Members in the news, 98, 6:83, 11:60

Governors, Board of
–ACS Board of Governors’ Committee updates: Governors’ Committee on Chapter r elations (r ioux), 98, 4:53
–ACS Board of Governors’ Committee updates: Governors’ Committee on Physician competency and Health (Perry), 98, 5:44
–ACS Board of Governors’ Committee updates: Governors’ Committee to Study the Fiscal Affairs of the College (Cioffi), 98, 4:51
–ACS Board of Governors’ Committee updates: Governors’ Socioeconomic issues Committee (t epas iii), 98, 4:48
–ACS o fficers, r egents, and Board of Governors’ e xecutive Committee, 98, 1:45
–Call for nominations for ACS Board of Governors, 98, 1:72, 2:72

Health Policy Research Institute
–What surgeons should know about... the importance of surgical workforce maps (ricketts iii, Moye, Halvorsen), 98, 1:49

Honorary Fellowships
–Citation for Prof. Markus W. Bührler (Warshaw), 98, 11:50
–Citation for Prof. r J. Heald, CBe , MChir, Fr CS(e d) (eng) (MacFarlane), 98, 11:51
–Citation for Prof. J. o ctavio r uiz Speare, MD, FACS (Jacobs), 98, 11:52
–Citation for Prof. Prinya Sakiyalak, MD, FACS (n umann), 98, 11:53
–Citation for Prof. n orman S. Williams, MS, FM edSci, Fr CS(eng) (Brennan), 98, 11:54
–Citation for Prof. Cheng-Har yip, MB, BS, Fr CS(eng) (Glas) (Anderson), 98, 11:55
–Six prominent surgeons accorded Honorary Fellowship in the ACS, 98, 11:48

In memoriam
–Dr. M. Gage o chsner, co-founder of o chsner institute, dies at age 59, 98, 11:57
–in memoriam: C. e verett Koop, MD, FACS, former u. S. Surgeon General, renowned pediatric surgeon, and public health advocate (Hendren), 98, 6:74
–in memoriam: George F. Sheldon, MD, FACS: A lifetime of achievement as a scholar, surgical educator (e astman, Meyer), 98, 9:60
–in memoriam: John Mann Beal, MD, FACS, remembered as caring surgeon, educator, and advocate for the surgical profession (n ahrwold), 98, 9:65
–in memoriam: John P. “Jack” Lynch, former Director of the ACS o rganization Department, 98, 5:64
–in memoriam: Joseph e. Murray, MD, FACS, opened doors for transplant surgeons (Starzl), 98, 2:61
–in memoriam: Leading trauma surgeon e ric r . Frykberg, MD, FACS, dies at age 62, 98, 6:77

Informatics
–Find useful content on the public SRGS website, 98, 6:81
–JACS announces speedy online publication of accepted manuscripts, 98, 9:73
Stay current by using new ACS member e-mail forwarding benefit, 98, 1:71, 2:71, 3:79

**Inspiring Quality campaign**

- ACS, Connecticut health care leaders discuss quality improvement and health care reform, 98, 7:84
- ACS, Florida health care leaders discuss quality improvement, Winter Park forum, 98, 4:72
- College and American Cancer Society team up to present Atlanta IQ forum, 98, 2:68
- Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 5:8
- New book recounts lessons learned through inspiring quality forums, 98, 6:79
- New york health care leaders review data-driven approach to quality surgical care, 98, 1:74

**Journal of the American College of Surgeons (JACS)**

- JACS announces speedy online publication of accepted manuscripts, 98, 9:73

**Meetings**

- 2013 Summit allows surgeons to put advocacy into action (Moye), 98, 7:75
- ACS n SQiP® n ational Conference: Speakers promote professionalism, collaboration to achieve quality improvement (Glickson), 98, 10:66
- Revitalized Leadership Conference motivates members to redefine roles and responsibilities (Peregrin), 98, 7:67

**Officers and staff**

- ACS Convention and Meetings Director featured in magazine, 98, 10:73
- ACS officers, r egents, and Board of Governors’ executive Committee, 98, 1:45
- ACS staffer receives n Ae M t  Lifetime Achievement Award, 98, 1:70
- Andrew L. Warshaw, MD, FACS, is President-e lect of the College, 98, 12:54
- Call for nominations for ACS officers-e lect, 98, 1:72, 2:72
- Call for nominations for ACS Secretary and t reasurer positions, 98, 3:77, 4:81
- Carlos A. Pellegrini, MD, FACS, Fr CS(i)(Hon) installed as 94th President of the ACS, 98, 11:46
- College seeks Medical Director for Washington, DC, of ffice, 98, 8:77
- In memoriam: John P. “Jack” Lynch, former Director of the ACS o rganization Department, 98, 5:64
- Lynn e rdm an, r n., Mn., o Cn S., FAAn., hired as Administrative Director, ACS Cancer Programs, 98, 11:56
- New ACS r egents and Governors elected, 98, 12:57

**Operation Giving Back (see: VOLUNTEERISM)**

**Presidential Address**

- Presidential Address: t he surgeon of the future: Anchoring innovation and science with moral values (Pellegrini), 98, 12:8

**Regents, Board of**

- 2011–2012: A year of reaffirming the College’s past and anticipating the needs of the future (r ichardson), 98, 1:24
- ACS officers, r egents, and Board of Governors’ executive Committee, 98, 1:45
- Call for nominations for ACS Board of r egents, 98, 1:71, 2:71

**Research and Optimal Patient Care (see AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: American College of Surgeons National Quality Improvement Program and QUALITY)**

- Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) (see also: EDUCATION AND TRAINING and YOUNG SURGEONS)
- ACS resident and Associate Society: Diving into the evolving demands of resident training, 98, 8:11
- ACS t ransition to Practice program offers residents additional opportunities to hone skills (r ichardson), 98, 9:23
- Choosing a physician in the yelp era (e llimoottil, Kadlec, Paroqq, Quek), 98, 11:20
- Early surgical subspecialization: A new paradigm? Part i (Grant, Dixon, Glass, Sakran), 98, 8:38
- Early surgical subspecialization: A new paradigm? Part ii: interviews with leaders in surgical education (Kulaylat, Zheng, Kuy, Bittner iV), 98, 8:43
- Hold the onions: t raining in an era of heightened diversity and expectations (Santin), 98, 8:12
- Improved communication techniques enable residents to provide better care now and in the future (Sun, Kulaylat, Grant, e mamaulllee), 98, 8:26
- International surgery provides opportunities for residents to serve and learn (Castle, Mouawad, Spaniolas, Molena), 98, 8:33
- Legislated mints on the pillow (Blagg), 98, 11:27
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—online physician reviews: the good, the bad, and the ugly (ellimoottil, Leichtle, Wright, Fakhro, Arrington, Chirichella, Ward), 98, 9:34
—Patient feedback makes us better surgeons (Gupta), 98, 11:24
—Patient rankings: Why patient feedback should affect our delivery of care but not our pay (Li, yoon, Vardanian, Nguyen, Sacks, Gordon, Jarrahy), 98, 11:22
—Plan to attend these AS-ACS events during 2013 Clinical Congress, 98, 8:76
—r AS-ACS Symposium essays: residents debate pros and cons of online patient rankings (Babu), 98, 11:19
—The role of politics in shaping surgical training (Baker, Misra, Manimala, Kuy, Gantt), 98, 8:17

Scholarships/fellowships
—2012 AnZ taveling Fellow reports on enriching trip “Down under” (Kashyap), 98, 12:63
—2013 ACS Japan taveling Fellow selected, 98, 1:77
—2013 Claude organ taveling Fellow announced, 98, 11:67
—2013 International Guest Scholars and Community Surgeons tavel Awarded selected, 98, 1:77
—2013 Japan taveling Fellow reports on experience (Chu), 98, 9:78
—2013 oveida Scholar attends Clinical Congress; 2014 applications due December 16, 98, 11:66
—2013 taveling Fellow to Germany reports on experiences (Schroen), 98, 10:95
—2014 taveling Fellowship to Germany announced, 98, 3:81
—ACs Board of egents awards six 2013 esident esearch Scholarships, 98, 10:92
—ACs offers two international scholarships for surgical education in 2013, 98, 3:83
—ACs offers two-year esident esearch Scholarships, 98, 8:99
—ACs Scholarship endowment Fund awards Faculty esearch Fellowships, 2013–2015, 98, 10:91
—ACs esearch scholarships: Where are they now? (Peregrin), 98, 6:33
—Apply by June 3 for 2013 Claude H. organ, Jr., MD, FACS, taveling Fellowship, 98, 5:67
—Apply by May 10 for ACs/t iological Society Clinical Scientist Award, 98, 98, 5:67
—Apply by November 1 for Faculty esearch Fellowships, 98, 10:93
—Community Surgeons tavel Awards for 2014 now available, 98, 5:66
—eighteen surgeons participate in 2013 Health Policy Scholarship program, 98, 8:97
—International ACS n SQIP® Scholarships now accepting applications for 2013, 98, 1:78
—International Guest Scholarships available for 2014, 98, 6:89
—recipient of the 2012 ACS international Guest Scholarship reports on experience (Sanabria), 98, 2:82
—Scholarships for 2014 Heller School e xutive Le adership Program in Health Policy and Management now available, 98, 12:62
—Submit applications now for ACS 2014 тaveling Fellowship to Japan, 98, 4:83

Statements
—Statement on firearm injuries, 98, 3:65
—Statement on optimal access, 98, 4:47

Trauma (see also: TRAUMA)
—2013 Cot esident trauma Papers Competition winners announced, 98, 6:80
—Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 8:8
—MyAt LS ranked in top 100 of all medical apps, 98, 2:65
—nt DB® data points: 2012 Pediatric report: Devastating at any age (Fantus, n ance), 98, 2:59
—nt DB® data points: Annual report 2012: More than 70 percent (Fantus, n ance), 98, 1:65
—nt DB® data points: As the crow flies (Fantus), 98, 7:65
—nt DB® data points: Hang in high (Fantus), 98, 5:54
—nt DB® data points: Keep your hands and fingers off the table (Fantus), 98, 4:66
—nt DB® data points: London Bridge is falling down (Fantus), 98, 10:62
—nt DB® data points: Sleeper hold (Fantus), 98, 12:52
—nt DB® data points: What’s on t V (Fantus, n ance), 98, 11:44
—nt DB® data points: Workers’ compensation (Fantus), 98, 6:68

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ACS supports AMA resolution recognizing obesity as a disease, 98, 9:73
Issues discussed at the AMA House of Delegates meeting include definition of surgery, obesity (Armstrong, Sutton), 98, 10:75
Surgeons advocate in the AMA House of Delegates (Armstrong, Sutton), 98, 3:74

CANCER (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Commission on Cancer and AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program)
AJCC launches new brand identity, 98, 11:63
American Cancer Society celebrates its centennial, 98, 4:79
n APBC announces milestone: Accreditation of 500 breast centers, 98, 8:78

CLINICAL TRIALS (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program)
industry-sponsored clinical trials: the problem of conflicts of interest (Jia, Brown, Wall, Kodner, Keune), 98, 5:32
register now for 2013 ACS Clinical Trials Methods Course, 98, 10:80

CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY (CPT)
(see: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT and REIMBURSEMENT)

DIVERSITY
Hold the onions: training in an era of heightened diversity and expectations (Santin), 98, 8:12

EDITORIAL
From residency to retirement: Medicine still a good profession? reflections of a retired surgeon (Jordan, Jr.), 98, 1:58
From residency to retirement: Medicine still a noble calling, despite outside interference (Meyer), 98, 11:39
Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 1:7 (ACS values); 2:7 (transition to Practice Fellowship); 3:7 (high reliability organizations); 4:7 (Driven video); 5:8 (ACS inspiring Quality our); 6:8 (strategic planning); 7:7 (Value-Based update); 8:8 (At LS®); 9:7 (2013 Clinical Congress) 10:8 (long-term disability insurance); 11:8 (strategic planning and values); 12:6 (2013 achievements)

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
100 years of surgical education: the past, present, and future (Polavarapu, Kulaylat, Sun, Hamed), 98, 7:22
ACS Division of Education presents new transition to Practice Program, 98, 5:57
t he ACS n SQP® Quality in-training initiative: educating residents to ensure the future of optimal surgical care (Sakran, Hoffman, Ko, Kelz), 98, 11:30
ACS Resident and Associate Society: Diving into the evolving demands of resident training, 98, 8:11
ACS transition to Practice program offers residents additional opportunities to hone skills (richardson), 98, 9:23
early surgical subspecialization: A new paradigm? Part i (Grant, Dixon, Glass, Sakran), 98, 8:38
early surgical subspecialization: A new paradigm? Part ii: interviews with leaders in surgical education (Kulaylat, Zheng, Kuy, Bittner iv), 98, 8:43
e merging trends in lifelong learning: new directions for ACS surgical education programs (Peregrin), 98, 4:9
From residency to retirement: Changing the surgical culture, one apple at a time (Sakran), 98, 4:63
Hold the onions: training in an era of heightened diversity and expectations (Santin), 98, 8:12
improved communication techniques enable residents to provide better care now and in the future (Sun, Kulaylat, Grant, e mamee), 98, 8:26
international surgery provides opportunities for residents to serve and learn (Castle, Mouawad, Spaniolas, Molenia), 98, 8:33
Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 2:7
Maintenance of licensure moving forward (Sutton), 98, 7:28
Mo C r eview: essentials for Surgical Specialties to be offered at Clinical Congress, 98, 8:77
Operating room crisis management leadership training: Guidance for surgical team education (Lipsby, LaPorta), 98, 10:24
Pursuing a career in humanitarian and rural surgery: When is the best time to start? (Cunningham), 98, 2:18
Register now for two 2013 surgery oral examination courses, 98, 4:82
the role of politics in shaping surgical training (Baker, Misra, Manimala, Kuy, Gantt), 98, 8:17
SCo r e provides residents with Web-based curriculum for developing key competencies (Klingensmith, Malangoni), 98, 10:10
Surgeons lead educational program to improve kidney care in Vietnam (Slakey, Davison), 98, 10:34
Training the next generation of humanitarian surgeons, 98, 2:11
A win for all: Faculty-student partnerships in surgical humanitarianism (Leeds, Srinivasan, Pattaras, Master), 98, 2:12

ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS (see also: LEGISLATION: Federal)
What surgeons should know about...the Medicare incentive Program deadlines (Gokak), 98, 9:44
What surgeons should know about...the Medicare incentive Program in 2014 (Gokak), 98, 12:42

ETHICS
Industry-sponsored clinical trials: the problem of conflicts of interest (Jia, Brown, Wall, Kodner, Keune), 98, 5:32

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE (see: QUALITY OF CARE and VALUE-BASED CARE)

FUTURE OF SURGERY
Presidential Address: the surgeon of the future: Anchoring innovation and science with moral values (Pellegrini), 98, 12:8

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION)

HEALTH CARE REFORM (see: LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES, REIMBURSEMENT, and VALUE-BASED CARE)

HISTORY (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Archives and AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Centennial)

IN MEMORIAM (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: In memoriam)

INFORMATICS (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Informatics and TECHNOLOGY)
Applying surgical apps: Smartphone and tablet apps prove useful in clinical practice (o ’n eill, Holmer, Greenberg, Meara), 98, 11:10
Choosing a physician in the yelp era (e llimoottil, Kadlec, Farooq, Quek), 98, 11:20
Legislated mints on the pillow (Blagg), 98, 11:27
Online physician reviews: the good, the bad, and the ugly (e llimoottil, Leichtle, Wright, Fakhro, Arrington, Chirichella, Ward), 98, 9:34
Patient feedback makes us better surgeons (Gupta), 98, 11:24
Patient rankings: Why patient feedback should affect our delivery of care but not our pay (Li, yoon, Vardanian, nguyen, Sacks, Gordon, Jarrahy), 98, 11:22

THE JOINT COMMISSION
A look at the Joint Commission: ACS and the Joint Commission partner on project to decrease risk of colorectal SSIs, 98, 2:57
A look at the Joint Commission: Finding new solutions to hand hygiene problems, 98, 10:60
A look at the Joint Commission: Hospitals making improvements in use of evidence-based surgical processes, 98, 12:49
A look at the Joint Commission: implementation guide offers effective strategies to combat SSIs, 98, 11:42
A look at the Joint Commission: Joint Commission accreditation reaches 20,000 mark, 98, 3:68
A look at the Joint Commission: Joint Commission Center for transforming Healthcare, SCHA collaborate on high-reliability program, 98, 4:65
A look at the Joint Commission: Medical device alarms pose safety issues for hospitals, 98, 7:63
A look at the Joint Commission: News for physicians from physicians, 98, 9:54
A look at the Joint Commission: Preventing surgical fires, 98, 8:65
A look at the Joint Commission: using Lean methodology to improve sterilization of surgical instruments, 98, 6:66
A look at the Joint Commission: using simulation to achieve high reliability, 98, 1:64

LEADERSHIP
Revitalized Leadership Conference motivates members to redefine roles and responsibilities (Peregrin), 98, 7:67
Surgical leadership in the era of quality-based payment (White, young, Mahal-van Brenk, Peters), 98, 5:22

LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES (see also: MEDICARE/MEDICAID, PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, and REIMBURSEMENT)
Mandating the use of motorcycle helmets: What are the issues? (Satkoske, Horner, Polack, Kappel, Mattson), 98, 9:28
Affordable Care Act
Insurance exchanges under the Affordable Care Act: How will they affect surgical care? (Hoyler, t racci, Jasak, Sutton, and Meara), 98, 5:11
Outcomes key to ACA mission of reducing health care costs, 98, 12:60
What surgeons should know about...the Physician Compare website (Gokak), 98, 2:52
What surgeons should know about...using S-CAHPS (Sage), 98, 8:53

Federal
The 113th Congress: A look at the year ahead (Hedstrom), 98, 5:29
2012 elections: $6 billion status quo (Morse), 98, 2:25
Progress or retrogress? Status of the 113th Congress (Hedstrom), 98, 10:19

State
2012 state legislative wrap-up (Grill, Macias), 98, 1:18
2013 state legislative wrap-up (Sutton), 98, 12:31
Maintenance of licensure moving forward (Sutton), 98, 7:28
State legislative update: Lawmakers address prescribing practices and pill mills (Grill), 98, 4:18

MEDICARE/MEDICAID (see: CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY and ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS and REIMBURSEMENT)

MILITARY SURGERY (see: TRAUMA)

OPERATING ROOM ENVIRONMENT
ACS joins campaign to encourage use of surgical crisis checklists (Dagi, Healy), 98, 10:64
Operating room crisis management leadership training: Guidance for surgical team education (Lipsky, LaPorta), 98, 10:24
Who is behind the surgical drape? Understanding the role of anesthesiologist assistants (Burley), 98, 7:16

OUTCOMES (see: VALUE-BASED CARE)

PATIENT EDUCATION AND PROTECTION (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION and QUALITY OF CARE)

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: National Surgical Quality Improvement Program and THE JOINT COMMISSION and MEDICARE/MEDICAID and QUALITY OF CARE)

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (see also: CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY and QUALITY OF CARE and REIMBURSEMENT)
ACS and CoC join Choosing Wisely Campaign to identify overused procedures, 98, 10:78
Coding and practice management corner: PQRS reporting in 2013 (Gokak), 98, 4:56
Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 10:8
Procedure-Specific Consents available online, 98, 8:78

WHAT SURGEONS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT...THE BENEFITS OF ATTENDING AN ACS CODING WORKSHOP (Jackson), 98, 3:66
WHAT SURGEONS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT...THE INPATIENT LIST (o llapally), 98, 6:54
WHAT SURGEONS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT...TRANSITIONING TO ICD-10 (Jackson, Morisy), 98, 5:41
WHAT SURGEONS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT...USING S-CAHPS (Sage), 98, 8:53

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
AHRQ program promotes patient safety and liability reform (Hoyler, Meara), 98, 3:13
Alternatives to litigation are available: the liability insurer’s perspective (Horgan, Hoyler), 98, 3:45
Attorneys and physicians share common goals: the medical liability lawyer’s perspective (Malone, Hoyler), 98, 3:49
Health courts may be best cure for what ails the liability system (Howard, Maine), 98, 3:29
Health courts will not cure all liability ills (Mehlman, Maine), 98, 3:32
Medical mediation: Bringing everyone to the table (o ng), 98, 3:17
More emphasis on safety needed: the patient advocate’s perspective (r oxford, Hoyler), 98, 3:47
New approaches to liability reform: An introduction (Meara), 98, 3:10
New directions in liability reform (Maine, Hoyler), 98, 3:36
New York State shows benefits of Cr P demonstration project (Senecal, Hoyler, Cohn), 98, 3:26
Safe harbors: Liability reform for patients and physicians (o ng, Kachalia), 98, 3:41
Special issue: New approaches to liability reform, 98, 3:9
Symptoms of normal recovery or complication: the risks of postoperative care (Palmisano, r anum), 98, 6:28
the university of Michigan’s early Disclosure and offer Program (Boothman, Hoyler), 98, 3:21

QUALITY OF CARE (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Inspiring Quality campaign; and AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: National Surgical Quality Improvement Program; and HEALTH CARE REFORM)

CMS recognizes ACS Surgeon Specific registry as a PQr S-Qualified registry, 98, 12:60
Get some rest: Minimizing the effects of sleep deprivation on patient care (Shearburn iii), 98, 12:36
–Looking forward (Hoyt), 98, 3:7, 4:7
Physician personalities and burnout (o reskovich, Anderson), 98, 6:40
SCo re provides residents with Web-based curriculum for developing key competencies (Klingen-smith, Malangoni), 98, 10:10

REGULATORY ISSUES (see: LEGISLATIVE/GOVERNMENT ISSUES)
REIMBURSEMENT (see also: CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY, MEDICARE/MEDICAID, and PRACTICE MANAGEMENT)
2013 payment policy and coding changes affecting surgical practice (Barney, Jackson, o llapally, Savarise), 98, 1:9
ACS releases primer on bundled payment, 98, 6:73
CMS recognizes ACS Surgeon Specific registry as a PQr S-Qualified registry, 98, 12:60
Coding and practice management corner: Coding for damage-control surgery (Barney, Jackson, Mabry, Savarise, Senkowski), 98, 8:57
Coding and practice management corner: Coding for hospital admission, consultations, and emergency department visits (Savarise), 98, 2:54
Coding and practice management corner: t he complexities of coding bilateral procedures (Jackson, Mabry, Savarise), 98, 10:47
Coding and practice management corner: Documentation of services provided in the postoperative global period (Barney, Jackson, o llapally, Savarise, Senkowski), 98, 5:48
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replacing the SG r: t he latest developments in the ACS Value-Based u pdate proposal, 98, 6:72
What surgeons should know about...Bundled payment (o llapally), 98, 7:54
RESIDENTS (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) and EDUCATION AND TRAINING)
RETIREMENT ISSUES
From residency to retirement: r etired surgeon satis-
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Patient education
–Optimal in-home postoperative care made possible through new Patient Feeding Tube Home Skills Kit (Heneghan, Klein, Strand, Daly), 101, 3:30

Presidential Address
–Presidential Address: Do what’s right for the patient: Franklin H. Martin and the American College of Surgeons (Townsend), 101, 12:12

Regents, Board of
–Call for nominations for the ACS Board of Regents and ACS Officers-Elect, 101, 1:81, 12:84
–Report from the Past-Chair of the Board of Regents: Impressions on the relevance of a professional organization (Weissler), 101, 3:37

Research and Optimal Patient Care (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: American College of Surgeons National Quality Improvement Program and QUALITY)
–ACS Clinical Scholars benefit from access to outcomes measures and mentors (Bilimoria, Ko), 101, 1:76
–Improving quality in geriatric surgery: A blueprint from the American College of Surgeons (Russell, Berian, Rosenthal, Ko), 101, 12:22

Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) (see also: EDUCATION AND TRAINING and YOUNG SURGEONS)
–The 2015 RAS-ACS annual Communications Committee essay contest: An introduction (Sun), 101, 1:37
–The ACS and advocacy: A tradition of protecting our patients and advancing our profession (Koo, Sangji, Kuy, Ogunleye), 101, 8:30
–ACS Resident and Associate Society: Generations of surgeons: Honoring and modernizing tradition, 101, 8:11
–Exploring the limits of surgeon disclosure: Where are the boundaries? (Ginwalla, Reiss, Sangji, Ehlers, Ward), 101, 8:43
–Exploring the limits of surgeon disclosure: Where are the boundaries? First-place essay—Con (Mallick), 101, 11:38
–Exploring the limits of surgeon disclosure: Where are the boundaries? First-place essay—Pro (McNicoll), 101, 11:35
–First-place essay: The things I carry (Terracina), 101, 1:38
–Generations of surgeons: Honoring and modernizing tradition (Babu), 101, 8:12
–Not your father’s ACS: The view from the Chair of the RAS-ACS (Babu), 101, 2:27
–‘Pimping’: Time-honored educational tradition or relic of the past? (Burgess, Bailey, Busch, Hoffman, Selby), 101, 8:24
–RAS-ACS Symposium essays: Residents debate the boundaries of surgeon disclosure (Ward), 101, 11:34
–Residents: Prepare to take your ACS membership to the next level, 101, 3:55
–Surgery comes of age: The ACS and the evolution of the surgical profession (Terzian, Sun, Hon, Jadeja, Grant), 101, 8:13
–Talking through time: Trends in communication and the evolving patient-physician relationship (Shipper, Hardaway, Garvey, Logghe), 101, 8:19
–Technology for teaching: New tools for 21st century surgeons (Eskander, Neuwirth, Kuy, Keshava, Meizoso), 101, 8:36

DEC 2016 BULLETIN American College of Surgeons
Subject index

Scholarships/fellowships

–2016 international exchange travelers announced, 101, 8:92
–2016 Traveling Fellow to Japan reports on visits to hepatobiliary centers (Anaya), 101, 9:86
–ACS and Triological Society offer Clinical Scientist Development Award, 101, 3:60
–ACS announces 2016 Oweida Scholarship recipient, 101, 6:79
–ACS ANZ Traveling Fellows reports on experiences in New Zealand and Australia (Parangi), 101, 11:75
–ACS awards Claude H. Organ, Jr., MD, FACS, Traveling Fellowship to Dr. Joseph, 101, 2:58
–ACS cosponsors fellowships in ethics and leadership, 101, 3:57
–Applications being accepted for Faculty Research Fellowships for 2017–2019, 101, 8:93
–Apply by September 1 for Resident Research Scholarships for 2017–2019, 101, 8:95
–Apply now for 2016 Claude H. Organ, Jr., MD, FACS, Traveling Fellowship, 101, 4:67
–Apply now for 2016 international scholarships for surgical education, 101, 3:62
–Apply now for 2017 ACS-UW Surgical Education Research Fellowship, 101, 10:91
–Award named in honor of Dr. Clowes available for 2017, 101, 6:76
–Community Surgeon Travel Awards available for 2017, 101, 3:61
–Five Faculty Research Fellowships awarded, 101, 5:72
–Health Policy Scholars for 2016 selected, 101, 6:77
–International chapter opportunity: Develop an ACS-based education course, 101, 12:101
–New ACS/American Society of Breast Surgeons International Scholarship announced, 101, 9:90

Selected Readings in General Surgery

–Your ACS benefits: SRGS and the COT trauma education programs: Keeping surgeons current on the provision of optimal patient care (Flint, Greer, Stewart, Drago, Hieronymus), 101, 2:35

Statements

–American College of Surgeons Statements on Principles, 101, 9:19
–Revised statement on health care industry representatives in the operating room, 101, 10:48
–Revised statement on the prevention of unintentionally retained surgical items after surgery, 101, 10:50
–Revised statement on safe surgery checklists, and ensuring correct patient, correct site, and correct procedure surgery, 101, 10:52
–Revised statement on sharps safety, 101, 10:53
–Revised statement on surgical technology training and certification, 101, 10:56
–Statement on the aging surgeon, 101, 1:42
–Statement on distractions in the operating room, 101, 10:42
–Statement on documentation and reporting of accidental punctures and lacerations during surgery, 101, 10:45
–Statement on general helmet use, 101, 9:48
–Statement on the importance of parental leave, 101, 4:35
–Statement on older adult burn prevention, 101, 1:44
–Statement on operating room attire, 101, 10:47
–Statement on physician-led, team-based surgical care, 101, 8:50
–Statement on prevention of non-traffic vehicle-related injuries in children, 101, 1:46
–Statement on principles of patient education, 101, 5:36
–Statement on safety belt laws and enforcement, 101, 1:48

Trauma (see also: TRAUMA)

–ACS Committee on Trauma pledges to make zero preventable deaths a reality (Stewart, Jenkins, Winchell, Rotondo), 101, 10:23
–Committee on Trauma introduces needs assessment tool aimed at resolving trauma center debate (Winchell, Stewart, Price), 101, 9:11
–First year of Future Trauma Leaders program a success (Bulger), 101, 5:56
–Japan Board of Surgery now recognizes ATOM as a credential for board certification (Lefor, Mizobata), 101, 9:76
–NTDB data points: 2015 Pediatric Report: Pediatric regional trauma (Fantus, Nance), 101, 2:44
–NTDB data points: Annual Report 2015: Regional trauma (Fantus, Nance), 101, 1:74
–NTDB data points: Biting the hand that feeds you (Fantus, Ezeamuzie), 101, 6:60
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Cold-blooded killer (Fantus, Ezeamuzie), 101, 5:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Deadly rush hour (Fantus), 101, 9:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Don’t sugarcoat it (Fantus, Sakai), 101, 12:74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Guns and the golden years (Fantus, Sakai), 101, 11:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Look up and die (Fantus, Fantus), 101, 4:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Keep an eye out (Fantus, Fantus), 101, 3:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: The rise of the smombies and the fall of pedestrians (Fantus), 101, 8:71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–NTDB data points: Stairway to heaven (Fantus), 101, 10:67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Your ACS benefits: SRGS and the COT trauma education programs: Keeping surgeons current on the provision of optimal patient care (Flint, Greer, Stewart, Drago, Hieronymus), 101, 2:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Fellows Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Not your father’s ACS: The view from the Chair of the YFA (Moalem), 101, 2:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (AMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advancing the surgical agenda: AMA House of Delegates (Armstrong, Sutton), 101, 9:68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMA HOD approves ACS-sponsored resolution on mass casualty bleeding control, 101, 8:76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMA Surgery publishes research agenda development at NIH-ACS symposium on disparities, 101, 5:61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modernizing the AMA Code of Medical Ethics (Armstrong, Sutton), 101, 4:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARIATRIC SURGERY (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Accreditation and Quality Improvement Program [MBSAQIP])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANCER (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Commission on Cancer and AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINICAL TRIALS (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURGEONS: Alliance/ACS Clinical Research Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRENT PROCEDURAL TERMINOLOGY (CPT) (see also: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT and REIMBURSEMENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding and practice management corner: Modifier 25 under fire: Are you using it correctly? (Savarise, Senkowski, Romano, Nagle), 101, 12:65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISASTER MANAGEMENT (see also: TRAUMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment over charity: How surgeons turned Armenia’s tragedy into an opportunity (Ariyan), 101, 2:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISPARITIES IN SURGERY (see: GLOBAL SURGERY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVERSITY IN SURGERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS WiSC addresses ongoing challenges for women in surgery (Grassi, Frip, Pories), 101, 11:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s role in otolaryngologic medicine (Friedman, Fang, Zubair, Kalyoussef), 101, 12:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDITORIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking forward (Hoyt), 101, 1:8 (strategic planning); 2:6 (integrated registry initiative); 3:7 (FIRST Trial); 4:7 (ACS communications); 5:8 (quality collaboratives); 6:8 (concurrent surgery); 7:7 (Morehouse mentorship program); 8:9 (team-based care); 9:8 (Clinical Congress 2016); 10:8 (surgical attire); 11:9 (Quality Payment Program); 12:9 (year-end wrap-up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION AND TRAINING (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons and YOUNG SURGEONS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST Trial shows flexibility in resident work hours does not affect patient safety, 101, 3:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking forward [FIRST Trial] (Hoyt), 101, 3:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the ACS NSQIP Surgical Risk Calculator for surgical education and quality improvement (Abelson, Yeo, Pomp, Fehling, Michelassi), 101, 12:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS (see also: INFORMATICS and LEGISLATION: Federal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 ACS Governors Survey: Surgeons express concerns regarding the EHR (Puls), 101, 4:29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meaningful use: A program in transition (Resnick, Meara, Peltzman, Gilley), 101, 3:10
What surgeons should know about…Meeting meaningful use requirements in 2016 (Peltzman), 101, 7:40

ETHICS
Ethics Committee Town Hall on industry representatives in the OR highlights issues outlines in ACS statement (Hernandez, Weissler), 101, 10:84
Exploring the limits of surgeon disclosure: Where are the boundaries? (Ginwalla, Reiss, Sangji, Ehlers, Ward), 101, 8:43
Modernizing the AMA Code of Medical Ethics (Armstrong, Sutton), 101, 4:55
Seeking equilibrium in decision making: The balance between clinical judgement and patient goals (Moses, Kodner, Brown, Nussenbaum, Yu), 101, 7:24
Surgical futility and patient-centered care: The effects of human nature in decision making (Hatchimonji, Sisti, Martin), 101, 11:20

EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE (see: QUALITY OF CARE)

GERIATRIC SURGERY
ACS and AGS release geriatric perioperative recommendations, 101, 2:47
The ACS leads efforts to improve quality of care for older surgical patients, 101, 11:71
Improving quality in geriatric surgery: A blueprint from the American College of Surgeons (Russell, Berian, Rosenthal, Ko), 101, 12:22

GLOBAL HEALTH CARE
Dispatches from the Africa Mercy: A ship of hope and healing (Emil), 101, 9:35
Fellow initiates program to train Future Doctors for South Sudan (Wilczak), 101, 9:43
JAMA Surgery publishes research agenda development at NIH-ACS symposium on disparities, 101, 5:61
Progress is achieving universal access to surgical care: An update and a path forward (Raykar, Mukhopadhyay, Ng-Kamstra, Lin, Saluja, Scott, Anderson, Meara, Tefera, Bickler), 101, 6:12
Surgeons lead effort to establish a sustainable eye bank in developing nation (Waller, Pasternak, Sugrim, Mehta, Soni, Jindal), 101, 5:11
Two decades of humanitarian surgical outreach and capacity building in Kurdistan (Chu, Zibari, Annamalai), 101, 10:33

GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS (see: THE JOINT COMMISSION)

HEALTH CARE REFORM (see also: LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES, REIMBURSEMENT, and VALUE-BASED CARE)
From residency to retirement: Surgery in Maryland: Guidelines for navigating health care reform (Katlic), 101, 8:53
JAMA Surgery publishes research agenda development at NIH-ACS symposium on disparities, 101, 5:61
What surgeons should know about...Preparing for MACRA implementation (Coffron, Ollapally), 101, 2:30

HISTORY (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Archives and AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: History)
Women’s role in otolaryngologic medicine (Friedman, Fang, Zubair, Kalyoussef), 101, 12:40

IN MEMORIAM (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: In memoriam)

INFORMATICS (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Informatics)

INNOVATION
Dr. Louis Argenta receives 2016 Jacobson Innovation Award, 101, 8:73
Profiles in surgical research: Anthony Atala, MD, FACS (Emamaullee, Itani), 101, 5:30

THE JOINT COMMISSION
A look at The Joint Commission: Antibiotic resistance
Subject index

causing issues for surgical patients (Pellegrini), 101, 1:72
A look at The Joint Commission: Cognitive biases can lead to serious patient safety events (Pellegrini), 101, 12:72
A look at The Joint Commission: Credentialing and privileging: Five tips for ASCs (Pellegrini), 101, 2:40
A look at The Joint Commission: Ernest Amory Codman Award honoree furthers quality improvement mission (Pellegrini), 101, 11:52
A look at The Joint Commission: Hand hygiene TST helps hospitals reduce HAI rates (Pellegrini), 101, 4:47
A look at The Joint Commission: Henry Ford Health System opens up about pilot testing Oro 2.0 (Pellegrini), 101, 9:55
A look at The Joint Commission: Improvements continue in surgical care accountability measures (Pellegrini), 101, 3:48
A look at The Joint Commission: Joint Commission executive vice-president addresses pain management standard concerns (Pellegrini), 101, 7:55
A look at The Joint Commission: New Patient Blood Management Certification aimed at eliminating unnecessary transfusions (Pellegrini), 101, 8:69
A look at The Joint Commission: Support surgical time outs on National Time Out Day—and all year long (Pellegrini), 101, 6:58
A look at The Joint Commission: Total hip and total knee replacement certification focuses on continuum of care (Pellegrini), 101, 5:51
A look at The Joint Commission: Workplace bullying is a real problem in health care (Pellegrini), 101, 10:65

The new Medicare physician reimbursement system: Building the Quality Payment Program (Shalgian, Bailey), 101, 10:20
What surgeons should know about...The Physician Compare website (Peltzman), 101, 3:41
What surgeons should know about...Understanding Medicare Part B incident to billing (Agrawal), 8:51

Federal
2015 ACS Governors Survey: Surgeons speak out on GME funding issues (Puls), 101, 5:27
What surgeons should know about...Preparing for MACRA implementation (Coffron, Ollapally), 101, 2:30

State
2016 state legislative year in review and a look ahead (Liepert, Ackerman), 101, 12:35

LIFESTYLES
A family tradition: Fellows describe influence of surgeon parents and other relatives (Glickson), 101, 4:15
Is there a surgeon in the house? (Pories), 101, 9:71

LEADERSHIP
2016 Leadership Summit focuses on conflict resolution, cultural dexterity, and strategic thinking (Peregrin), 101, 7:59
Leading without a title (Wieland), 101, 2:18

LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENT ISSUES (see also: ADVOCACY AND HEALTH POLICY, MEDICARE/MEDICAID, PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, and REIMBURSEMENT)
Affordable Care Act
2015 ACS Governors Survey: Surgeons describe the ACA’s effects on access to care (Puls), 101, 6:19

M

MEDICARE/MEDICAID (see also: ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS and REIMBURSEMENT)
The 2017 Inpatient Prospective Payment System: What it means for surgery (Peltzman), 101, 12:32
The new Medicare physician reimbursement system: Building the Quality Payment Program (Shalgian, Bailey), 101, 10:20
What surgeons should know about...Medicaid program expansion (Coffron, Sutton), 101, 5:37
What surgeons should know about...Preparing for MACRA implementation (Coffron, Ollapally), 101, 2:30
What surgeons should know about...Understanding Medicare Part B incident to billing (Agrawal), 101: 8:51

MILITARY SURGERY (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Military Health System Strategic Partnership American College of Surgeons [MHSSPACS] and TRAUMA)

O

OPERATING ROOM ENVIRONMENT (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Statements)
Ethics Committee Town Hall on industry representatives
Subject index

in the OR highlights issues outlines in ACS statement (Hernandez, Weissler), 101, 10:84
Young surgeons speak up: Stringent OR attire restrictions decrease morale without improving outcomes (Moalem, Alseidi, Broghammer, Suliburk, Klaristenfeld, Sakran, Sutherland, Turner), 101, 10:10

OUTCOMES (see: QUALITY OF CARE)

PATIENT EDUCATION AND PROTECTION (see also: THE JOINT COMMISSION, OPERATING ROOM ENVIRONMENT, and QUALITY OF CARE)
Optimal in-home postoperative care made possible through new Patient Feeding Tube Home Skills Kit (Heneghan, Klein, Strand, Daly), 101, 3:30

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: ACS National Surgical Quality Improvement Program and THE JOINT COMMISSION and MEDICARE/MEDICAID and QUALITY OF CARE)

PHYSICIAN WELL-BEING
Study shows micro breaks have big benefits (Glickson), 101, 6:62
Young surgeons speak up: Stringent OR attire restrictions decrease morale without improving outcomes (Moalem, Alseidi, Broghammer, Suliburk, Klaristenfeld, Sakran, Sutherland, Turner), 101, 10:10

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT (see also: REIMBURSEMENT)
The benefits of attending a 2016 ACS Surgical Coding Workshop (Kurusz), 101, 1:54
Coding and practice management corner: CMS eases restrictions imposed under the Two-Midnight Rule (Ollapally), 101, 3:43
Coding and practice management corner: Coding and reimbursement for colonoscopy (Savarise), 101, 5:40
Exploring the limits of surgeon disclosure: Where are the boundaries? (Ginwalla, Reiss, Sangji, Ehlers, Ward), 101, 8:43
Health care networks: Surprise billings for surgical patients (Sutton), 101, 7:19
Surgeon Workforce Subcommittee develops Onboarding Checklist for Surgeons (Goldfarb), 101, 7:48
What surgeons should know about…The benefits of attending a 2017 ACS Surgical Coding Workshop (Nagle), 101, 12:63
What surgeons should know about…The one-year grace period for correct use of ICD-10 codes (Reyes), 101, 1:50

PROFESSIONALISM
Exploring the limits of surgeon disclosure: Where are the boundaries? (Ginwalla, Reiss, Sangji, Ehlers, Ward), 101, 8:43

QUALITY OF CARE (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: ACS National Surgical Quality Improvement Program; and HEALTH CARE REFORM)

From residency to retirement: Primum non nocere: A therapeutic imperative for modern wound care (Elster, Franz, Robson), 101, 9:49

REGULATORY ISSUES (see: LEGISLATIVE/GOVERNMENT ISSUES)
FIRST Trial shows flexibility in resident work hours does not affect patient safety, 101, 3:53
Looking forward [FIRST Trial] (Hoyt), 101, 3:7

REIMBURSEMENT (see also: PRACTICE MANAGEMENT)
Coding and practice management corner: Coding and reimbursement for colonoscopy (Savarise), 101, 5:40
Coding and practice management corner: Early ICD-10 audits indicate a learning curve for general surgeons (Romano, Hovey), 101, 6:50
The new Medicare physician reimbursement system: Building the Quality Payment Program (Shalgian, Bailey), 101, 10:20
PQRS reporting in 2016 and what the College is doing to help (Peltzman), 101, 5:25
Reimbursement changes in 2016: 2016 CPT coding changes and their effects (Barney, Savarise), 101, 1:18
Reimbursement changes in 2016: Provisions in the 2016 Medicare physician fee schedule that will affect surgical practice: An overview (Agrawal, Sage, Ollapally), 101, 1:11
The 2017 Inpatient Prospective Payment System: What
it means for surgery (Peltzman), 101, 12:32
What surgeons should know about...Preparing for MACRA implementation (Coffron, Ollapally), 101, 2:30
What surgeons should know about...Understanding Medicare Part B incident to billing (Agrawal), 8:51
RESIDENTS (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) and EDUCATION AND TRAINING)
RURAL SURGEONS
Dispatches from rural surgeons: ACS Advisory Council for Rural Surgery hard at work (Sarap, Puls), 101, 1:57
Dispatches from rural surgeons: The joy of teaching as a rural surgeon (Hughes), 101, 7:45
Dispatches from rural surgeons: Rural surgery and the volume dilemma (Molt), 101, 10:57
Dispatches from rural surgeons: Skills course helps rural surgeons stay current (Halverson), 101, 4:37
SOCIAL MEDIA (see also: INFORMATICS)
Stay connected: Start tweeting (Turner), 101, 6:25
The surgeon and social media: Twitter as a tool for practicing surgeons (Ferrada, Suliburk, Bryczkowski, Selby, Lee, Torres, Kothari, Kulaylat), 101, 6:19
ACS Communities begins third year (Schwartz), 101, 12:87
SURGICAL RESEARCH
Profiles in surgical research: Anthony Atala, MD, FACS (Emamaullee, Itani), 101, 5:30
TECHNOLOGY (see: EDUCATION AND TRAINING and INFORMATICS)
3-D printing: Revolutionizing preoperative planning, resident training, and the future of surgical care (Fox, Peregrin), 101, 7:9
Face forward: Transplant surgeon overcomes challenges with teamwork and technology (Peregrin), 101, 4:9
TRAUMA (see also: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Trauma and DISASTER MANAGEMENT)
ACS lobbyist experiences the relevance of trauma centers firsthand (Rosen), 101, 9:17
Boston Marathon survivors find treatment, care, and solidarity among veterans (Glickson), 101, 11:24
The Hartford Consensus IV: A Call for Increased National Resilience (Jacobs, Joint Committee to Create a National Policy to Enhance Survivability from Intentional Mass Casualty and Active Shooter Events), 101, 3:17
Orlando Regional Medical Centers responds to Pulse nightclub shooting (Cheatham, Smith, Ibrahim, Havron, Lube, Levy, Ono), 101, 11:12
Survey: Civilians support wider access to education on how to help victims of mass casualty events, 101, 5:58
VALUE-BASED CARE (see QUALITY OF CARE)
VOLUNTEERISM
Fellows honored for volunteerism and humanitarianism (Fox), 101, 9:62
Nominations for 2016 volunteerism and humanitarian awards due February 29, 101, 2:50
Nominations for 2017 volunteerism and humanitarian awards due February 28, 101, 12:82
WOMEN IN SURGERY (see: DIVERSITY IN SURGERY)
WORKFORCE ISSUES
ACGME announces FIRST Trial continuation, 101, 7:73
ACS WiSc addresses ongoing challenges for women in surgery (Grassi, Fripp, Pories), 101, 11:29
FIRST Trial shows flexibility in resident work hours does not affect patient safety, 101, 3:53
Looking forward [FIRST Trial] (Hoyt), 101, 3:7
YOUNG SURGEONS (see: AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS: Resident and Associate Society of the American College of Surgeons (RAS-ACS) and EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Young surgeons speak up: Stringent OR attire restrictions decrease morale without improving outcomes (Moalem, Alseidi, Broghammer, Suliburk, Klaristenfeld, Sakran, Sutherland, Turner), 101, 10:10